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ABSTRACT  
“Tradition is not the worship of ashes, but the preservation of fire.” (Gustav Mahler) 
 
Sardinian mining landscape is the unique regional resource testifying place-contextual 
diversity of the mining activity traces from the ancient times (about 6BC). During the 1960s 
and the 1970s, the crisis in mining sector resulted in post-mining phenomenon 
characterised by the abandonment of vast territories, a disorder in landscape matrix and 
detachment of people from their places. The cultural potential of the ex-mining territories 
recognises the United Nations Education Scientific and Cultural Organisation - UNESCO in 
1997. Parco Geominerario, Storico e Ambientale della Sardegna - PGMS (Geological, 
Mining, Historical and Environmental Park of Sardinia) is the prototype of European and 
Global Network of UNESCO’s Geopark. The idea about heritage broth a hope, but the 
practice showed that the mining landscape continued modelling only by the abstract space 
(bureaucracy, because the economy is gone with mining industry). Low operational 
capacity and top to down institutional efforts without responding the needs of everyday life 
of the inhabitants detached the few remaining population from their landscape even more. 
Mining landscape left the need to reproduce itself.  
The research with pragmatic orientation and qualitative character examined place-based 
theories of urban design and urban planning. The research used the mixed method for 
qualitative and quantitative data collection, analysis and elaboration, integration, merging, 
connection and embedding. The iterative research process results in the proposal of the 
model for reproduction of mining landscape in Sardinia. The model based on space 
production concept of Lefebvre (1974/1991), defining spatial triad of perceived, 
conceived and lived space. The research focuses on conversion of Sardinian mining 
landscape being semi-perceived, pseudo-conceived and mostly lived by the proposed 
model that contributes to visioning about shared future. The new theoretical framework 
relates the research problem to contextualisation of PGMS as national and global heritage 
(and paradoxes rise about the topic) and the cultural landscape characterisation. Analysis 
of four world examples of good practice (one European and three Japanese cases relevant 
to the Sardinian situation) devotes primarily to conceiving the institutional landscape of 
PGMS governing body, then to role and recognition of local communities and place 
experiences. Secondly, the Japanese cases gave the spectrum of space reproduction 
practices in the contexts of distinctive characters of the heritage (mining heritage, 
Geopark, industrial heritage). 
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Correspondingly, to the proposed model, the research discussed institutionalisation 
process of PGMS, current participation practice and socio-economic realities in the 
interface with the mining landscape in Sardinia. Together with the urban planning and 
policy parameters about PGMS, cumulative findings expose jurisdictions and coordination 
capacities of the PGMS necessary for the innovative co-planning model diverse from the 
fixed plan of territorial coordination. The planning model is willing and never reached the 
foundation period. The proposal is established on the linkage of place specificities of 
mining landscape. 
Above all, contextual, but place-specific model highlighting the urge of approach that will 
celebrate the values of heritage rather than solving the problems (that it is current 
practice). In addition, highlighted issues are acknowledgment of everyday life needs, 
strengthening the local communities and inclusion of people in making-decision process 
about common future (at first: miners). The contribution of the urban design theories to 
the PGMS practice proposes the reproduction model for long-term sustainability that rests 
on the place identity and plurality of places. Correspondingly, the research results in a 
proposal of the typology (and linkage) based on landscape memory of mining activity traces 
and people who give it the meaning. Socio-cultural component and perception & aesthetic 
values are prearranged landscape patterns. Sardinian exclusivity are the miners who are 
still alive. Spatial-functional typology of tangible heritage is followed by criteria for 
intangible heritage valorisation, stressing out the importance of miners as living history. 
Tangible heritage of Sardinian mining landscape can be damaged more or less, but 
intangible diapers with the last miner’s life. And the process is irreversible. 
Productive synthesis of theoretical findings and international practices complemented the 
guidelines for the Sardinian case. Reproduction model illustrated components to the 
interpretative, evaluative and transformative value of mining landscape in Sardinia. Place 
identity (bound of place and people) is vital for reproduction of mining landscape in 
Sardinia as a place for living and loving. Both theory and practice, suggest territoriality of 
place-specific identities. The development principles focused rethinking the heritage 
conception on the regional level, but starting from and with the local community. Research 
suggests more amplification of everyday life practices for a particular site of the mining 
landscape in Sardinia.  
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ASTRATTO (Italian) 
La tradizione non è il culto delle ceneri, ma la conservazione del fuoco. (Gustav Mahler) 
 
Il paesaggio minerario sardo è l’unica risorsa che testimonia la peculiarità di una regione 
in cui le tracce dell’attività di estrazione mineraria risalgono ai tempi antichi (VI secolo 
avanti Cristo). Durante gli anni Sessanta e Settanta, la crisi del settore estrattivo ha 
condotto al fenomeno post-minerario, caratterizzato dall’abbandono di vasti territori, dallo 
sradicamento delle popolazioni dai luoghi originari e dallo scompiglio della matrice 
paesaggistica.  
Il potenziale culturale dei territori ex-minerari è stato riconosciuto dalla Organizzazione per 
l’educazione scientifica e culturale delle Nazioni Unite – Unesco nel 1997. Il Parco 
Geominerario, Storico e Ambientale della Sardegna (PGMS) è il primo esempio europeo e 
il prototipo dei Geoparchi del global network Unesco. Il riconoscimento del valore di questo 
patrimonio apporta speranza, e tuttavia l’esperienza ha mostrato che il paesaggio 
minerario continua a essere modellato sull’idea di spazio astratto – della burocrazia, 
specialmente, dal momento che l’economia è cessata con l’industria mineraria. La bassa 
capacità operativa delle istituzioni e i loro tentativi di intervento, caratterizzati da un 
approccio dall’alto, senza rispondere alle necessità della vita quotidiana degli abitanti, 
hanno peggiorato il distacco della popolazione rimanente dai propri luoghi. 
Con orientamento pragmatico e carattere qualitativo, questa ricerca prende in 
considerazione le teorie della progettazione e della pianificazione urbana attente al luogo. 
Utilizza un metodo “misto”, che unisce la raccolta di dati qualitativi e quantitativi, l’analisi, 
l’elaborazione, con l’integrazione, la fusione, l’individuazione di connessioni, l’inserimento 
nel vivo dei contesti analizzati. Il processo della ricerca conduce alla proposta di un 
modello per la riproduzione di paesaggio minerario in Sardegna.  
Il modello si basa sul concetto di produzione di spazio elaborato da Lefebvre 
(1974/1991), che definisce la triade di spazio percepito, spazio concepito e spazio 
vissuto. La ricerca si concentra sulla “conversione” del paesaggio minerario sardo 
caratterizzato come semi-percepito, pseudo-concepito e maggiormente vissuto. 
Attraverso il modello proposto per la riproduzione dello paesaggio minerario sardo la 
ricerca contribuisce a delineare una visione per un futuro condiviso. Il nuovo quadro 
teorico mette in relazione il tema della ricerca con la contestualizzazione del PGMS come 
patrimonio nazionale e globale (con tutti i paradossi che sorgono dalla questione) e con 
la definizione di paesaggio culturale. 
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L’analisi di quattro esempi di buone pratiche (una europeo e tre giapponesi, significativi 
per la situazione sarda) è intesa in primo luogo a comprendere il panorama istituzionale 
e funzionamento dell’organo di governo aplicabile a PGMS, e poi a intendere il ruolo e il 
riconoscimento delle comunità locali, del loro modo di fare esperienza dei luoghi. In 
secondo luogo, i casi studio giapponesi hanno consentito di cogliere lo spettro delle 
pratiche di riproduzione spaziale, in contesti dove si evidenziano caratteri distintivi del 
patrimonio studiato (paesaggio minerario, Geoparchi, eredità industriale).  
In accordo col modello proposto, la ricerca discute il processo di istituzionalizzazione del 
PGMS, le pratiche di partecipazione attualmente presenti, e le realtà socio-economiche 
relative al paesaggio minerario di Sardegna. Insieme alla pianificazione urbanistica e ai 
parametri di policy che regolano il PGMS, i risultati cumulative espongono le giurisdizioni 
e le capacità di coordinamento del PGMS, necessarie per l'innovativo modello di co-
pianificazione proposto, che differisce dal piano di coordinamento territoriale prefissato.  
Il modello di pianificazione è sempre voluto e non ha mai conseguito attuazione. La 
proposta è stabilita sul collegamento delle specificità del identità del luogo del paesaggio 
minerario. 
Soprattutto, contestuale e “place-specific”, il modello evidenzia l’impulso a un approccio 
che celebrerà i valori culturali del patrimonio con un approccio dal basso. Inoltre, le 
questioni evidenziate da questa ricerca sono il riconoscimento dei bisogni della vita 
quotidiana, il rafforzamento delle comunità locali e l’inclusione delle persone (innanzi 
tutto, dei minatori) nei processi decisionali per un futuro comune.  
Il contributo delle teorie della progettazione urbana alle pratiche del PGMS propone un 
modello di riproduzione dello spazio, del paesaggio, per una sostenibilità a lungo termine, 
che poggia sull’identità locale e sulla pluralità dei luoghi. In accordo con questo, la ricerca 
conduce a una proposta di tipologie (e di connessioni) basata sulla memoria del 
paesaggio, a partire dalle tracce dell’attività mineraria e dalle persone che gli 
conferiscono significato. Le condizioni socio-culturali e i valori percettivi ed estetici sono 
pattern paesaggistici già predeterminati dal attività mineraria e non resta altro che 
leggerla. I minatori che vivono ancora in questi luoghi sono la peculiarità e valore valore 
eccezionale della Sardegna. Perciò nella ricerca, la tipologia spaziale e funzionale del 
patrimonio tangibile è seguita dai criteri per la valorizzazione del patrimonio intangibile, 
mettendo l’accento sull’importanza dei minatori, come storia vivente. L’eredità tangibile 
del paesaggio minerario sardo può essere danneggiata in misura più o meno grave, ma 
quella intangibile resta affidata alla vita dell’ultimo minatore. E il processo è irreversibile. 
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La sintesi produttiva di risultati teorici e pratiche internazionali ha completato le linee 
guida per il caso sardo di PGMS. Il modello per la riproduzione dello spazio ha illustrato le 
componenti al valore interpretativo, valutativo e trasformativo del paesaggio minerario in 
Sardegna. Identità del luogo (legata al luogo e alle persone) è essenziale per la 
riproduzione del paesaggio minerario sardo come luogo vivibile e amabile. Sia la teoria 
che la pratica suggeriscono la territorialità (pluralità) del ‘place-specific’ identità del luogo. 
I principi di sviluppo si sono concentrati sul ripensamento della concezione del patrimonio 
minerario al livello regionale, ma a partire da e con la comunità locale. La ricerca 
suggerisce una maggiore amplificazione delle pratiche di vita quotidiana per un 
particolare sito del paesaggio minerario in Sardegna.
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Abbreviations used in the Context of the Research  
 
Use of institutional abbreviations help the understanding and readability of the particular 
topic. Used abbreviations are official international and national accepted terms (plans are 
excluded from the list). There is only the one abbreviation invented by the author for the 
reasons of the economy while writing, PGMS - Parco Geominerario, Storico e Ambientale 
della Sardegna (Geological, Mining, Historical and Environmental Park of Sardinia). 
 
PGMS - Parco Geominerario, Storico e Ambientale della Sardegna 
UNESCO - United Nations Education Scientific and Cultural Organisation 
ICOMOS - the International Council on Monuments and Sites 
TIICCIH - The International Committee for the Conservation of the Industrial Heritage 
ICCROM - the International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of 
Cultural Property 
ICHT - Institute for Critical Heritage and Tourism 
ICGG - The International Critical Geography Group 
EMSA - Ente Minerario Sardo 
IGEA - Interventi Geo Ambientali 
APAT - Agenzia per la protezione dell’ambiente e per i servizi tecnici  
RAS - Regione Autonoma della Sardegna  
ReMi - Rete Nazionale dei Parchi e Musei Minerari Italiani 
ISPRA - Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e la Ricerca Ambientale 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Geo-mining, Historical and Environmental Park in Sardinia - PGMS became a heritage of 
great importance previously ratified by United Nations Education Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation - UNESCO and afterwards institutionalisation by Regional Decree, but socio-
economic crisis and neglecting of mining landscape still follows the decaying trend. 
Administrative and legislative documentary acknowledged the heritage, although more 
virtual than real and, it got stuck ‘on paper’ while the development never took the room in 
practice. Sardinian mining landscapes have never reproduced themselves ensuring 
everyday life for local communities. About twenty years after the heritage attestation by 
UNESCO and nearly ten years after the institutionalisation, the Sardinian mining landscape 
barely changed still facing the socio-economic crisis. PGMS lacks coordination and 
operationalisation of the goals towards a physical and social character of the heritage. 
Incarnations of the following problems are sorted into three groups. Firstly, insufficient 
recognition and involvement of local communities in making-decision process that caused 
increasing depopulation and detachment of people and place. Secondly, the absence of 
common project about the shared future of the heritage. It results in nonappearance of 
valorisation and categorisation of the heritage and a low number of implemented projects 
without general development concept. Thirdly, the disorder in landscape matrix depicts 
low readability of the heritage and space. All those problems evoke lost identity. 
Theory and practice about heritage conservation during the last two decades note 
strengthening the local capacities over recognition and inclusion of local communities in 
the decision-making process as vital for more sustainable development and heritage 
conservation. The research aims to examine the problematic issues of public participation 
in heritage conservation facing the case of PGMS. Furthermore, it used indicated problems 
melded with the context-specific potentials and topic-specific experiences of international 
cases to turn the wheel towards the reproduction of Sardinian mining landscape as a place 
of everyday life. 
The introduction chapter aims to present problem and subject of the research through 
issues that influenced the selection of the topic and correspondent thematic approach, 
objectives of the research, hypothesis and method used to examine the hypothesis of the 
research. 
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1.1 Selection and Scope of the Topic  
The first research challenge is the gap the gap between a peculiar character that PGMS 
demonstrate and high cultural potential of the heritage. 
“Sardinia is an island that keeps the visitors amazed while travelling around. 
Charming are the variety of landscape, coastal morphology and the history of antique 
civilisations who inhabited it. Numerous testimonials and findings of archaeology 
and industrial archaeology document it. However, the most ancient history of the 
island memorise the stone, the rock, the complex geological composition and 
mineral deposits” (Ottelli and Ottelli, 2013 p. 11; author’s translation1) 
Mining activity in Sardinia has modelled the landscape ever since, more or less 
pertinacious, from around the sixth millennium BC (Tykot, 1996) until the second half of 
the 1900s. Crowned with the title of UNESCO in 1997, the PGMS should testify the heritage 
of such great importance. The PGMS is a prototype of UNESCO Global Geoparks Network 
- GGN, being the first in Europe to establish the network of Geo-mining parks. Apparently, 
obtaining the heritage status and institutionalisation of the PGMS still does not benefit the 
Sardinian mining landscape. Recognition on the global level and label of UNESCO’s 
heritage does not guarantee success. On the contrary, it berries another set of 
responsibilities and contradictions same the potentials and hopes. Claiming the right to 
chase after the dream about the heritage that could bring prosperity to Sardinian mining 
landscape, the research recognises cultural potential of PGMS the greatest. Two facts clue 
the choice of such approach. Firstly, there has been much research about environmental 
pollution of the PGMS, but very few about cultural resources. Environmental pollution is 
pertinent topic especially in the mining regions and it affects the quality of life notably. 
However, the research sheds the light on cultural aspect rather than environmental as the 
priority of the PGMS. The approach is far away from denying the importance of 
environmental pollution, but natural resource availability is not the main problem of 
Sardinian mining landscape. In addition, mining landscape is a heritage; the prior function 
of heritage is protection, and celebration of the values not resolution of problems. 
Secondly, in comparison with the other Geo-mining parks of UNESCO’s network, PGMS is 
among the oldest, but not the most elderly, it is among the largest but probably not the 
                                                 
1 Original text: ”La Sardegna e un'isola che desta continuo stupore nel visitatore che Ia percorre. Stupisce Ia 
varieta dei paesaggi naturali, Ia mortologia delle coste, Ia storia degli antichi popoli che l'abitarono, 
documentata da numerose testimonianze e reperti archeologici e di archeologia industriale. La storia piu 
antica dell'lsola e pero nella pietra, nella roccia, negli aspetti connessi alia complessa situazione geologica 
e dei giacimenti minerari.” 
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biggest and evidently not the most well-known. Geo-mineral, historical and environmental 
aspects asserts heritage’s heterogeneity as qualitative potential of the PGMS. Above all, 
PGMS justifies particular cultural potential of the unique regional resource and landscape 
that memorises decades and centuries of mining culture. In addition, constant risks of 
permanent loss turn cultural potential priority given that is perishable and non-renewable 
resource.  
The second research challenge is about problematic issues of place identity and public 
participation in heritage conservation facing the case of PGMS, but it is entirely subjective. 
The selection of thematic research approach and its focus based on personal experience 
from Public art & Public space - PaPs2, an international and interdisciplinary project of 
artistic design of urban public spaces. Public art is not the focus of the research, but public 
space where being public art or not does not define the professional ethics. It is not a 
challenge, but a call, professional responsibility and pure love, the feeling you felt for by 
stepping on the place for the very first time3. It is about the relationship with the landscape 
and task to be present and represent the miners. It is a decision to take a journey of a 
thousand miles that begins with a single step. 
“The City We Need must be co-produced by artists to challenge the status quo: 
allowing each person to express their creative voice; building communities, based on 
tolerance, empathy, recognition of differences as richness, and collective decision 
making; creating a consciousness about the structures and systems of the city, to 
collectively envision new ethics and futures.” (Dipartimento di Architettura, Design e 
Urbanistica, Università degli Studi di Sassari, 2016; p. 10). 
The scope of the research is (social) space as a (social) product conforming to the 
Lefebvre’s concept (1974/1991) and an overwhelming desire for reproduction of PGMS. 
Buried treasure cannot be put to good use, and PGMS deserves to take advantage of 
cultural potentials to fund its development on the most valuable gem in the heritage’s 
possession. So far, top to down approach it appears insufficient to shift towards everyday 
life, indeed recalling an eminent space of imminent public. It clues the need for change in 
the development approach to the heritage towards new productive phase, the 
reproduction. The extent of challenges of the research and aimed to overcome the gap 
                                                 
2 PaPs official site: http://www.publicart-publicspace.org/ 
3 The affection for the topic and Sardinian mining landscape firstly appeared before the Ph.D. research 
period, while conducting a research for Master thesis about Argentiera (spring 2014). Available at: 
http://www.publicart-publicspace.org/projects/annual-projects/012-paps-2014-revival-of-mining-
landscape-in-sardinia  
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about mining landscape in Sardinia as a cultural heritage the research examined the 
production of space theoretical concept on PGMS practice. Thus, the mining landscape is 
the product of social relations and their projection on the ground, while landscape 
modifications occurred from the productive phase of mining economy are cultural traces 
for reproduction of mining landscape in Sardinia. Spatial embodiment and socio-cultural 
factors underline modifications of the research’s interest. The research analysed mining 
landscape in the domain of ex-mining settlements and desolate mining infrastructure 
(constructed objects and morphological modifications that are a direct consequence of the 
mining activity) but about people. Current landscape degradation instead discussed the 
socio-cultural production where social relationships left a desire for the new production 
phase. Scarce labour flow and humble income condition socio-cultural production and 
abandonment of settlements are common. On the other hand, local communities and 
everyday life of people who live the heritage places are not acknowledged. Affirmative to 
the recognition of local communities as an essence for the heritage conservation and the 
main pillar for sustainable development, research argued about public participation and 
place identity from the aspect of urban design theories of place and, urban planning 
theories and practices of world cases to contribute PGMS practice.  
1.2 Objectives of the Research 
“The problematic of space, which subsumes the problems of the urban sphere (the 
city and its extensions) and of everyday life (programmed consumption), has 
displaced the problematic of industrialisation. It has not, however, destroyed that 
earlier set of problems: the social relationships that obtained previously still obtain; 
the new problem is, precisely, the problem of their reproduction.” (Lefebvre, 
1974/1991; p. 89) 
The overall research objective is to increase the quality of life in the mining landscape in 
Sardinia. The research does by defining a new topic and context-specific theoretical 
framework for reproduction of mining landscape in Sardinia as a place for everyday life. 
The research orients are contributions to the interpretative, evaluative and transformative 
value of the space, relying on cultural values and resulting in the proposal for overcoming 
the previously identified problems of place identity. 
The first objective of the research is to propose the guideline for reproduction of mining 
landscape in Sardinia as a place for everyday life. Tasks are to identify the problematic 
issues, potentials and character of qualification that Mining Landscape in Sardinia 
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demonstrates as a heritage according to the Lefebvre’s concept (theory) production of 
space (1974/1991). Another task is to examine good cases of topic-specific international 
practice, then to extract and apply guidelines appropriate for Sardinian case. 
The second objective of the research is to propose guidelines for reproduction of mining 
landscape in Sardinia as a unique territorial heritage, a network of place spacific identities. 
1.3 Hypothesis 
Notwithstanding, mining activities have finished the productive phase between the 1960s 
and 1970s and mining landscape still has to face the problem of the reproduction. 
Sardinian practice showed that the mining landscape modelled during the history only by 
the abstract space (economy and bureaucracy) without responding the needs of everyday 
life of the inhabitants led to the loss of identity and detachment of people and place. 
Recognition of everyday life practices and the inclusion of local communities in the 
decision-making process are indispensable for more sustainable development and 
heritage conservation. Many years of neglecting everyday life practices caused semi-
perceived, pseudo-conceived and mostly lived Sardinian mining landscape. 
The main search hypothesis: Sardinian mining landscape can be reproduced as heritage 
place for living and loving if the reproduction process shifts towards the local community 
instead of neglecting the needs of everyday life of the inhabitants.  
The first elaboration of the hypothesis (regarding lived space): Reproduction of Mining 
Landscape in Sardinia hinge on place identity, and both lived and loved space. Place 
identity is vital for long-term sustainability, but the place identity does not exist without 
‘love’. ‘Love’ is not enough but the indispensable practice of everyday life. 
“If the world is to contain the public space, it cannot be erected for one generation 
and planned for the living only; it must transcend the life-span of mortal man…” 
(Arendt, 1958; p. 55) 
If the mining landscape wants to become a place for living, it has to receive the urban 
functions. The spatiality of urban functions built on compatibility between new and old can 
reproduce liveable space. Nevertheless, being liveable is not sufficient to determine 
sustainability. People design mining landscapes the meaning that has been forged into it 
and the process consists of reverse interaction. Love, pride, loyalty and happiness are the 
meanings that form the attachment to people and place. The place existence founds in 
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lovable next to the liveable space. Liveable-lovable space4 is a measure of success 
because it is about shared future and sustainability5. The research examines place identity 
features using lovable (experience of space in everyday life) next to livable space to 
contribute the long-term sustainable future of Sardinian mining landscape. 
The second elaboration of the hypothesis (regarding conceived space): Reproduction of 
Mining Landscape in Sardinia have to recognise a plurality of place as vital for the long-
term sustainability of the heritage as a system, regionally unique entity of locally specific 
place identities. 
“The environment acts, through function, upon the organism and conversely the 
organism acts, through function, upon the environment.“ (Geddes, 1949; p.200) 
"Selective collection" or " cumulative selection” (Secchi and Viganò 1998; p. 65). 
Territorial continuity as the relation of place identity and territorial practices in Italian 
academy relates to findings of Bernardo Secchi6. Stepping ‘back’ on a global level, 
probably the very first idea came from Patrick Geddes who introduced the term ‘region’7. 
He develops a complex model explaining how environment, function, and organism 
became a place, work, and folk/family (sense, experience, and feeling). Follower of the 
Darwinian vision, he stated that the ‘delineating of regional particularities’ is crucial to the 
evolutionary ‘promise of scientific synthesis’ (Geddes, 1949). 
Mining landscape in Sardinia is the topic of interest as a particular entity that influenced 
Sardinian culture from the ancient times is driving force of the territory. The heritage is 
unique as a regional resource, and it is composed of site-specific habits at the local level, 
at the same time. Place specific cultural diversities on a local level (singularity of everyday 
                                                 
4 The term liveable-lovable is coned by Darko Radović during the „Symposium: Measuring the Non-
Measurable – Intensities in ten Cities” Tokyo, 2011 (from notes of Zoran Đukanović). He argues that the city 
should be both, lived and loved. 
5 Urban language use term intensity to describe relation on people and produced space as a qualitative 
measure of urbanity (urbanity as quantitative and qualitative way of urban life). Intensity is a “sparkling 
meaning on people behaviours” (Đukanović, 2011). Kengo Kuma argues that production concerning 
intensification of ordinary life bases on proudness and proudness is building up on local economies. (from 
notes of Zoran Đukanović about „Symposium: Measuring the Non-Measurable – Intensities in ten Cities” 
Tokyo, 2011). 
6 The identity exists and we should search for it at least in a conceptual sense if not physical, within traditional 
modification of spatial experiences in front of ‘drama of actual transformations’. The new spatial relations 
(appropriation, use and meaning) are the network of individual and collective identities of profound 
traditional and present transformations. The network must not exclude singular experience by each identity, 
but multiply without exclusion forming a possible plurality of places. Author discusse in the book “Prima 
lezione di urbanistica” (Secchi, 2000). 
7 Patrick Geddes was among the first holistic planners (he was among pioneers of thoughts about the urban 
planning as it is defined in academy; biologist, sociologist, geographer and philanthropist) and initiator of 
Regional Survey Movement in 1920s. Note: the citation refers to Rev. Ed. from1949, but the origins of the 
idea date back to first Ed. 1915. 
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life), and uniqueness on a regional level (the mining landscape in Sardinia) implies scaling 
duality and territorial continuity while envisioning and visioning the future. Integrated 
parallel bottom-up and top to down approach, woven with public participation at all levels 
and are a measure of success towards the celebration of heritage values. The shared 
future requests plurality of places. The research examines cultural potentials of the 
heritage by questioning assigned values and organisational structure of the PGMS. 
1.4 Methodological Notes 
The research is a direct result of a three-year PhD research, but also an indirect effect of 
the previous research activities8. The examination subject is mining Landscape in Sardinia 
and the responsible body for the UNESCO’s heritage Parco Geominerario, Sorico e 
Ambientale della Sardegna - PGMS (Geo-Mining, Historical and Environmental Park of 
Sardinia). Regarding theoretical-methodological approach the research has positivist and 
dialectical more than historicism character. Determination of the problem and specificities 
of the research is its primary orientation then, the method. This research is oriented 
pragmatically, with a qualitative character. The pragmatic direction is appropriate for the 
case studies because its in-deep elaboration is used if “the focus of the research is in the 
process, implementation, or development of a program” (Mertens, 210 p.228) or to 
elaborate ‘transformative paradigm theory’ (Creswell, 1994). This orientation allows the 
use of the mixed method in research; close-ended measures and open-ended observations 
(Creswell, 1994). Procedures of mixed method included: qualitative and quantitative data 
collection, analysis and elaboration of both forms of data. They also added two forms of 
data that are integrated, merged, connected and embedded (Creswell, 1994). 
Intentionally, quantitative data are collected before qualitative, but the process was rather 
iterative, and the higher value is given to the qualitative data. Urban research must 
consider people, place, and quality of life and for such research “You could not help but 
be part of the moment and the place.” (Friedman, 2015, p.81). By picturing the state of 
the art of the Sardinian mining landscape, an analysis of the spatial, functional, social, 
economic, political and cultural context and patterns. The execution is done by linking the 
                                                 
8 All data represented in the research refers to the period of data collection during the years from 2014 to 
2016 (the research integrates the previous findings of the Sardinian case starting from the March 2014). 
Another important note is about the dynamics of the Sardinian case. They are easy-going, but also both, slow 
and fast. The development of the space is sluggish and institutional landscape progress slowly, but the 
organization structure changes fast (e.g. there are three commissioners changed during the research period 
that in some degree affected the continuity in cooperation). Currently (2017), the Sardinian case is in the 
process of evaluation as a Geopark by the UNESCO commission. Preparation process and adjustments that 
appeared during this period are not elaborated. 
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patterns of the changes into practice and theory, rather than interpreting the spatial 
information. After analysing the nature of the case and its background through theoretical 
and empirical research by the method of partial structural-functional analysis and 
analytical induction, the productive and reproductive synthesis followed. Reproduction of 
mining landscape in Sardinia is a result of the process. It is discussed as a comprehensive, 
synthetically, an analytical and descriptive component of the reproductive synthesis 
(entities of the model, model as wholeness and entity about the model as a wholeness)9 
on the case of PGMS. 
Given the purpose to demonstrate functional relationship about the everyday life of 
heritage place and its development, particular method is distinguished for the examination 
of examples of world practice in service of PGMS case. Two types of international cases 
are taken into consideration, both relevant to the PGMS heritage. The first group of the 
case is mining landscape being part of the European Route of Industrial Heritage - ERICH. 
The second group of cases are mining landscape recognised by UNESCO as World Heritage 
(mining and cultural landscapes). Selection of cases determines heritage status, type and 
possibilities of application to the PGMS. Thus, there are notable differences in aims and 
selection criteria, as well. ERICH is selected as a good example of know-how and 
networking about heritage10, while UNESCO World Heritage cases are experiences about 
heritage as a place. Research about ERICH is primarily done through desk study and the 
institutional site11. The case study from the UNESCO World Heritage list is chosen based 
on productive synthesis method. After the partial analysis of the content (counting UNESCO 
selection criteria12), the analytical, deductive method is applied for selecting an 
appropriate case, correspondent to the Sardinian mining landscape. There are three main 
categories of the UNESCO heritage: natural, cultural and mixed (as particular categories of 
higher order there is also heritage in danger and transboundary heritage). Cultural and 
                                                 
9 The method is composed according to ellaboration by the findings of Miljević, M. (2007).  
10 ERICH networking system is not the only European network about networking and sharing know-how. For 
example, there is also a European Association of Mining Industries, Metal Ores & Industrial Minerals 
(http://www.euromines.org/). This network gives diverse types of support to the mining community (services 
regarding policies and collaboration of the Members), rather concentration on exclusive target group and 
singular activity. The ERICH is chosen among European networks because it has the widest spectrum of the 
activities and orientation to a range of wide public. Additionally, it is a good example of branding and visibility 
supporting sustainable tourism as local economy. In addition, the main concept of the ERICH is more 
applicable to the Sardinian case because of the development stage of the Sardinian case. PGMS have to 
distinguish diversity in possession before specialisation. 
11 Source: http://www.erih.net. 
12 Research for choosing the second case is done through the institutional site of UNESCO. Advanced 
research options are enforced. http://whc.unesco.org/en/list (retrieved Novembre 21, 2016). 
Consequently, site by site is reviewed.  
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mixed heritage is taken into consideration. The second level of selection criteria was the 
theme of protection. UNESCO recognises cities, cultural landscapes, forest, marine and 
coastal landscapes, and Earthen architecture. Out of those, the cultural landscape sites 
were selected. There are 35 cultural heritage sites and one site of heritage in danger with 
these properties, spread in 24 countries. The third level of selection criteria had two 
eliminatiory criteria. Firstly, the sites in correspondence with the PhD topic: the mining 
landscapes. Secondly, mining sites and cultural landscapes, considered are necessary 
recognised by UNESCO with criterion number ii: "to exhibit an important interchange of 
human values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the world, on developments 
in architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design" 
(UNESCO, 2016, p.17). Sites that meet the request framework are Nord-Pas de Calais 
Mining Basin (France), Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape (England) and Iwami 
Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape (Japan). Considering that, the European 
approach to industrial heritage is elaborated trough ERICH, the Japanese case is chosen 
to achieve the highest diversity of elaborated cases. From this point on, the inductive 
selection started. The Japanese case is enlarged with two other cases. Iwami Ginzan is 
mining cultural landscape, not Geopark as well (as it is the Sardinian case). Firstly, the Oki 
Island Geopark is included. It is part of the same, Shimane Prefecture as the Iwami Ginzan. 
After that, research is enriched by another case. Japan has 16 cultural and three natural 
World Heritage sites. Mainly, cultural heritage sites are shrines, temples and intangible 
heritage. Three of those are related to the industrial production of the city: Iwami Ginzan 
Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape (chosen case), Sites of Japan’s Meiji Industrial 
Revolution: Iron and Steel, Shipbuilding and Coal Mining (added case) and Tomioka Silk 
Mill and Related Sites. The City of Hagi represents one of eight locations of the Meiji 
Industrial Revolution World Heritage sites in Japan (three locations13 are at Honshu island, 
but most of them are at the Kyushu island). The City of Hagi belongs to the Prefecture 
called Yamaguchi that is located next to Shimane Prefecture, and both are part of the 
Chugoku Region (other three Prefectures are: Hiroshima, Okayama, and Tottori). Desk 
research during the period spent in Japan was followed by the “in situ“ research.  
The whole research is carried out combining primary, secondary and tertiary resources. 
Primary sources comprise theoretical (text inputs) and plans (drawing documenting it) as 
well as in situ research (semi-structured interviews and visual recording). Official websites 
                                                 
13 Other two locations at Honshu island are far distant: Nirajama is part of the Shizuoka prefecture and 
Kamaishi belongs to Iwata prefecture. 
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are also considered as a primary resource (depending on the case, secondary too; e.g. 
organisations dedicated to the discussion of mines in Sardinia14). Secondary sources 
involve works of predecessors. Tertiary sources, information which distillate and collects 
primary and secondary sources prevalently entangles newspapers or journal criticism and 
electronic sources other than official websites (blogs, Facebook pages etc.). Furthermore, 
two types of semi-structured interviews are realised (primary resource), each serving a 
specific purpose. The first group of semi-structured interviews in Sardinia were oriented to 
gather information about the people and place they are living. This orientation resulted in 
data about the relationship of people and place, awareness of heritage status and interest 
of actors in heritage future. The second group of the semi-structured interviews conducted 
in Japan (Shimane Prefecture) resulted in role everyday life, public participation and 
bottom-up approach to heritage conservation. 
Firstly, semi-structured interviews realised in Sardinia aiming the evaluation of both, the 
perception of the people who live the places, and people involved in the development 
processes of the PGMS. Local and Regional actors directly or indirectly involved in the 
development process of the PGMS were interviewed. The chosen sample included 
representatives from all sectors: civic, private and public, also ensuring the diversity of 
backgrounds and roles among respondents (as the representatives from all eight areas of 
the PGMS). In total, semi-structured interviews are conducted with the sample of about 
forty respondents15. Structured part of the interviews deals with two scopes: people 
oriented (broader social issues) and place-oriented matters. The first group of issues had 
four questions: a) What are the cultural values to preserve and exploit opportunities for 
new forms of the cultural development, b) How to provide or enable learning or up-skilling 
opportunities, c) How to ensure employment opportunities appropriate for the 
development and d) What are the possibilities that ensure social equity in the mining 
landscape development. The second group had another four questions: a) What is the 
activities that can improve perceptions and image of the mining landscape, b) How you 
can contribute to the strategic objectives in the urban context, c) What are the necessary 
                                                 
14 The organization Minierabondi and its website http://www.minieredisardegna.it is an example of mix 
source. It has authorial materials based on excursionist experience, but sometime it interprets the facts. 
However parallel, it has a separate page with the collectors' character listing the existent literature thus it 
can be considered also as a tertiary source. Selection of all sources is done cautiously and suspiciously.  
15 Not all the respondent were available to give the responce on all questions, sometimes the luck of time 
was limiting, othertimes they did not feel ’competent’ to speak about all topics. Thus, not all the interviews 
were conducted sucessifuly and consequently the number is defined as ’about’. 
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steps to ensure physical accessibility and d) What are essential activities to provide livable 
and lovable local communities. 
Subsequent illustrations below show some routes of the in situ research. First two figures 
(No. 1 and 2) are examples of few consecutive days field visit, and the next one (Fig. 3) 
demonstrate the routes during daily filed visits. Represented itineraries are chosen to 
manifest spatial distribution of visited locations and coverage of all eight areas of the 
PGMS while collecting information (firstly mining heritage, then cultural). These are just 
some examples of field research. Another indirect, but important field research is 
participation at the Summer Schools on the topic or Workshops16, organised and realised 
in collaboration with the miners and PGMS officials. 
 
Fig. 1: In situ research No.1 example 18-21 November 2016 (Source: Beretić, N.). 
 
                                                 
16 Example of a summerschool: Paesaggi Culturali Minerari. Paesaggi Culturali, Progetti per una capitale 
europea della Cultura 2019. Internationa Summer School. (4-13 September 2014). Particiaption as a tutor. 
Example of the workshop: Paesaggi minerari. Progetti per il Parco Geominerario del Sulcis-Iglesiente. 
Laboratorio Internazionale di Architettura e Paesaggio (2-6 Dicembre 2014).Particiaption as a tutor. 
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Fig. 2: In situ research No.2 example 5-7 August 2016 (Source: Beretić, N.). 
 
 
Fig. 3: In situ research No.3 example; some of the daily research visits during 2014 (Source: Beretić, N.). 
Secondly, more than fifteen semi-structured interviews are realised at three eight locations 
in about two weeks “in situ” research in Japan. The sample encompasses representatives 
from all sectors: public, civic and private. Nine contacts are obtained through the official 
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internet sites17, and the rest of the interviews is done “ad hoc” during the field research. 
The limitation to choose a random sample was a language barrier. The research followed 
natural (unstructured) observation and visual recording. Semi-open questions consisted of 
gathering information regarding organisational structures, principles of making decisions 
and choosing priorities for local development, collaboration patterns, the role and 
recognition of local communities and practices, local knowledge and social experiences.  
The methodological orientation gave both, practical advantage and scientific limits. The 
scientific limits reflect the lacking of data about the PGMS (e.g. dossier or feasibility studies 
or other official documents are available only in summarised versions even for the 
scientific scope). Other obstacles are false or not updated information (e.g. some heritage 
listed as functional, actually is not). Those limits have no direct implication on the research 
result, but they caused hard obstacles in the research process. Another obstacle was an 
absence of permanency dependable on the source author. In situ research also included 
verification of some desk analysis. 
1.5 General Organisation and Structure of the Research  
The research has three main pillars construction the result: theoretical models, the case 
of mining landscape in Sardinia as experimental location and World practice role models 
(Fig. 4). Outputs of all three clusters are in service of PGMS case. Outcomes of the 
theoretical framework and international cases of practice are meddled with the condition 
of PGMS, resulting in a proposal for reproduction of mining landscape as a place for 
everyday life as the result of the research. 
 
                                                 
17 ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? 
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Fig. 4: Structure of the research “Production of space: Mining landscape in Sardinia.” (Source: Beretić, N.).  
 
The research is organised into five chapters as follow: introduction, theoretical 
background, examples of world practice, Mining Landscape in Sardinia: Parco 
Geominerario, Storico e Ambientale della Sardegna, Reproduction of mining landscape in 
Sardinia and Conclusion. References follows the last chapter. 
The introduction chapter presented mining landscape of Sardinia as a place for everyday 
life as a general scope of the research. Challenging cultural potentials and lost the identity 
of the heritage places, objectives and hypothesis of the research centralised public 
participation and place identity in the reproduction of mining landscapes and long-term 
sustainable heritage conservation. Oriented pragmatically, with a qualitative character 
mixed-used method is composed responding problems and specificities of the Sardinian 
case study. 
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Theoretical models give background principles, criteria and its attributes to define 
problems, potentials and character of qualification Sardinian case demonstrate.   
The theoretical principles consist of three central and interrelated parts, heritage concept, 
place identity and ‘production of space’ concept. Initially, an overview of heritage 
phenomenon and its embodiment referral to Sardinian case. Then, national 
contextualization of Sardinian case and global dimension of local heritage (ad United 
Nations Education Scientific and Cultural Organisation - UNESCO’s heritage) are 
discussed. Preservation vs continuity and publicness of heritage make two sub-sections 
debating the paradoxes rise about the heritage concept considering people, power, scaling 
and time of heritage. Another modern dimension of heritage is striving tendency to 
becoming, and industry (prevalently heritage tourism) and threats caused by global-local 
dimension are elaborated. That dimension is of particular importance for Sardinian case 
when the tourism is the first industry of Sardinia. Successively, the chapter finishes with 
the cultural potentials of mining landscape in Sardinia within the theoretical framework of 
the cultural landscape. Outputs of the chapter are aimed to propose the criteria and 
attributes for a shared reading of the mining landscape in Sardinia and its categorisation 
based on the spatial-functional typology of the mining heritage. The second part of the 
chapter deepens place identity and place theories about the miners and mining landscape 
in Sardinia. Different professional perspectives and genesis of the concept principle are 
intruded since the final output is a comprehensive set of attributes describe the concept.  
Last part of the theoretical background dedicates to the principal concept and approach 
to the research, production of space. The spatial triad of conceived, perceived and lived 
space by Henry Lefebvre (1974/1991) is a foundation for all derived argumentations. 
Interrelated with the findings from the previous part, Sardinian mining landscape practice 
is situated, defined and characterised in the theoretical framework as semi-perceive, 
pseudo-conceive and mostly live. Governing system is accommodated to the intersection 
of existent theoretical models and condition of Sardinian mining landscape. The output of 
the chapter illustrates the diagram of criteria and attributes for reproduction of Sardinian 
mining landscape. World practice case studies present experiences of four international 
cases (ERICH networking system and Japan mining landscape, Global Geopark and World 
Industrial Heritage). The objective of the elaboration devotes to assist the conception of 
institutional landscape and governance system appropriate for the Sardinian case and to 
examine the achieved potentials of everyday life practice on topic-specific cases. 
Elaborated components of the governance system are the organisational model (actors, 
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rules, and jurisdictions) and principles of decision-making, role and recognition of local 
communities and practices and local knowledge and social experiences. Selected 
components are the result of mixing conceive and live attributes of the spatial triad to 
result in perceived space. The output of the chapter exemplifies existent spatial practice 
according to the correspondent heritage cases and highlights perspectives for visioning 
the reproduction of Sardinian mining landscape. The Sardinian case is the silver line of the 
research Theoretical models are coined by its measure as its appraised value selects the 
world cases. It pictures the context of spatial transformations that produced the heritage 
and gathers previous finding trough application of gained principles. Conclusion chapter 
approves that public participation and place identity is crucial for reproduction of mining 
landscape in Sardinia and the long-term sustainability of the heritage. 
The research contribution implies practice and theory, both. Firstly, the research departs 
from, and it is conceived for the distinctiveness of the Sardinian case. Hence, the final 
contribution of the research is directly applicable to the PGMS practice. Particular 
necessities of Sardinian mining landscape shaped objectives of the research and its 
starting hypothesis, but the process was somewhat iterative than linear. Familiarity with 
the case in parallel with the professional knowledge and theoretical inputs enabled 
selection and calibration of the methodological apparatus to serve particular output. 
Contribution to professional practice demonstrates superposed perspectives from the 
fields of urban design to urban planning and landscape architecture and, vice versa. 
Reasoning from this fact, the Sardinian mining landscape is missing researchers that 
enable observations, aspects, critiques and envisioning from the mentioned fields18. Since 
the topic-specific and place-oriented reproduction model for the mining landscape in 
Sardinia is the result of the research, it indicates the dialectical unity of theoretical 
knowledge, practice, and logical principles.  
2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
“Streit mine eye hath caught new pleasures 
Whilst the Lantskip round it measures.” (Milton, L’Allegro,1631/1645) 
Ground field, scope, and focus of the research is a landscape. Specifically, mining 
landscape in Sardinia that it is a heritage of the UNESCO. Mining landscape is a part of the 
industrial landscape that is seen as a part of the cultural landscape.  
                                                 
18 Also, the dissemination of the knowledge about the Sardinian practice is limited to Italian language, that 
limits the researchers who are not Italian speaker to contribute. This fact can cause bounded number of 
international and/or diversity of disciplinary perspectives, as well. 
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Mining landscape is generally understood as urbanised landscape due to mining 
(extractive) activity. The general definition of urbanisation comprehends population living 
in urban areas (cities). However, urbanisation has no strict interpretation but often is 
closely linked to modernisation that causes social, economic and environmental changes 
(UNFPA, 2016). The exact nature of spatial transformation consists of two elementary 
characteristics: “(1) a political space, the site and object of various strategies, and (2) a 
projection of time, reacting against and enabling us to dominate time” (Lefebrvre, 
1970/2003; p. 44). Following the Lefebvrian ideologies of organicism, continuism, and 
evolutionism, urban society in the research is the blueprint that mining activity left on the 
Sardinian landscape. Thus, size or type of the settlement is not the measure of the urban 
agglomeration. The mining activity produced the new society. The mining industry has 
modelled Sardinian landscape ever since, but industrialisation process marked the 
emergence of mining territories as they appear today. The appearance of the mining 
territories is not equal to the urban phenomenon that marks the appearance of mining 
landscape. Design of mining territories that we are perceiving is a just evolutionary phase 
of mining landscape. The mining landscape is a heritage traced by mining territories trough 
history and characterised by essential properties of the urban phenomenon as it appears 
in real time (social product, not just disposal of past). The relationships of evolving process 
draw current condition as well as the power of predicting the future development. 
''If you think of Brick, you say to Brick, ‘What do you want, Brick?’ And Brick says to 
you, ‘I like an Arch.’ And if you say to Brick, ‘Look, arches are expensive, and I can use 
a concrete lintel over you. What do you think of that, Brick?’ Brick says, ‘I like an Arch.’” 
(Kahn, 1971; from the transcription of the documentary 2003) 
Past landscape is a predisposition for the future, and they are particularly sensitive and 
important topic from the heritage aspect. The present of Sardinian mining landscape 
reflects depopulation, abandonment of landscapes and decline. The research is focusing 
on landscape, where the dynamic is its only permanent condition, and the dynamic is a 
willed reproduction of space towards the space of future.  
“Tradition is not the worship of ashes, but the preservation of fire.” (Gustav Mahler) 
The future development must be different from present practices but respectful of the 
past, to protect the heritage. Hence, the gap between protection and development of the 
heritage is a paradox. The research considers sustainable future development as the only 
way of protection because the routine of everyday life and people carries on the 
transformative power. Only if we listen to the past experiences of the space carefully, we 
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will be able to create unique, contextual place, respond to the landscape's needs and 
reproduce the local culture. 
It does not mean that making minimal and modest interventions is the right formula for 
the future. Research delineates characteristics of the mining landscape character (form, 
content, and meaning) rather than formula. There is no strict formula. 
“All science should be scholarly, but 
not all scholarship can be rigorously 
scientific . . . . The terrae incognitae 
of the periphery contain fertile 
ground awaiting cultivation with 
the tools and in the spirit of the 
humanities.” (Wright J.K., in Tuan, 1974/1990; p. 1) 
As much as Haussmann made a radical reconstruction of the city, he has an intention to 
set up the framework for preserving tradition and cultural monuments from diverse periods 
of the history of Paris. He gave a response appropriate to the contextual requirements with 
a new urban scenario. He shaped the present form of the city and its everyday life that 
became a new tradition from the second half of the nineteen century. Without deepening, 
the initial and final interests nor willing to judge about radical planning approach in the 
field of heritage, but abstract space shapes the place strongly too. Alongside “traditional 
artisanship’s and indigenous materials…political and economic realities of the community” 
(Trancik, 1986; p. 114) are constructive elements of the unique contextual place. Both, 
concrete and abstract space is producing the everyday life (Gregory, 1994) and space is 
local and territorial at the same time. Thus, the research analyses both as one heritage. 
Another paradox rises about scaling and heritage is about belonging and sense of 
belonging.  
“The right to the city is far more than the individual liberty to access urban resources: 
it is a right to change ourselves by changing the city. It is, moreover, a common rather 
than an individual right since this transformation inevitably depends upon the 
exercise of a collective power to reshape the processes of urbanization.” (Harvey, 
2008; p.23) 
In the context of UNESCO heritage right to the landscape is a peculiar topic. It is elaborated 
from the perspective of living in common with the ‘label’ heritage and ‘right to the city’ 
under the given term right to the heritage. 
“(Social) space is a (social) product” (Lefebvre, 1974/1991; p. 26) 
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The Lefebvrian dialectic of ‘space tirade’ is chosen as the theoretic foundation of the 
research, celebrating everyday life as the cultural potential for heritage preservation. 
These characteristics appear essential for local culture and everyday life and possibly 
demonstrated trough place identity, activities and image of space. People and public 
participation emerge imperative for revolutionary reproduction and making of new space. 
In such a way, the research relates to theories about making of places and placemaking, 
involving emotional and spiritual tiles of the inhabitants (Cresswell, 2004). 
“The city appears to you as a whole where no desire is lost and of which you are a part, 
and since it enjoys everything you do not enjoy, you can do nothing but inhabit this 
desire and be content.” (Calvino, 1972/1974; p.12) 
The dissertation is researching the relation between place and people. It does so by using 
urban design and place theories as a tool for making places. Present mining landscape 
and is genesis through history are the essence of the future development that must 
recognise people and place ‘whispering the words’ of the community. 
By scaling, networking and overlapping between mining landscape as a heritage and 
product of social relationships that constructs place identity, the section introduces the 
terminology and basic theoretical models used in the dissertation (applied in Sardinian 
context). The section results in elements and principal relations about the everyday life of 
mining landscape in Sardinia funded in the concept production of space. The framework 
gives a possible way of shared reading and potential place specific projecting the Sardinian 
mining landscape (interpretative, evaluative and transformative values of space, as the 
criteria and attributes). 
2.1 Theoretical Domains and Perspectives 
“Each of the various specialists remains too closely concentrated upon his single 
specialism, too little awake to those of the others. Each sees clearly and seises firmly 
upon one petal of the six-lobed flower of life and tears it apart from the whole.” 
(Geddes, 1947; p.26) 
The topic of Sardinian mining landscape is elaborated according to the hypothesis that 
reproduction process of mining landscape in Sardinia roots in heritage as a place of 
everyday life. The research is developed in the field of related urban design and urban 
planning theories. The chapter arguments theoretical foundation of the research through 
three fundamental topics and those are heritage related concepts, production of space 
and place identity (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5: Theoretical domains, organisation and outputs (source: Beretić, N.) 
 
A broad theoretical framework of the research is urban design theory and common domain 
for all topics, and the subject of the research is place theory. In the field of urban theories 
and practices that are coping with the place theory, among all disciplinary fields, the most 
influences (next to the own field) had social theories of space, dominated by philosophers 
(and sociologist) and then, urban geographers (and environmental psychologists). This 
section elaborates the variety of notions, disciplines and scales that cooperate and/or 
collaborates about the place theories. Place theory is established as academic sphere only 
from second half of the nineteen century (it does not mean that it did not exist before, just 
academics named it officially in the period). Place theories19 highlight unique forms and 
indigenous settings by responding to the given spatial patterns and current context. 
Another focus of the theory is control of the immediate public environment by social and 
cultural tissue that provides value to the perceived space (Trancik, 1986). Place theories 
relate people to cultural, historical and natural context and such approach meets the 
research objectives of Sardinian mining landscape. 
“To think about alternative possibilities, we need utopias. U-topie, as the search for 
a place that does not yet exist, plays a major role in Lefebvre's conception of the right 
to the city, which emerged from a consideration of the possible impossible.” (Kofman 
and Lebas, 1996; p.27). 
Without any pretentious intention towards the citation, but Mining landscape in Sardinia 
have an emergency for an alternative approach to existing. There is a need for ‘searching 
the place that does not exist yet’, and on the way, we must not exclude impossible 
possibilities where the culture and place are the nature of the performance. 
                                                 
19 Next to place theory of urban design, figure-ground theory and linkage theory coexists (Trancik, 1986). 
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2.2 Heritage Phenomenon: Mining Landscape in Sardinia  
The section aims to discuss the character of Sardinian mining landscape given by the 
status of UNESCO heritage. Theoretical concepts on a global level are followed by topic-
specific national contextualisation and context-specific condition of the PGMS to 
emphasise advantages and disadvantages caused by the status.  
2.2.1 Mining Landscape in Sardinian is UNESCO Heritage with Dual Character 
Sardinian mining landscape is recognised by UNESCO with the name Geo-mining, 
Historical and Environmental Park in Sardinia - PGMS20. It is a prime example of the Geo-
mining concept, distinguished from precedents by its double character of mining 
landscape as industrial heritage and Geopark at the same time. However, the status has 
both advantages and disadvantages, but to benefit the development and conservation of 
the heritage, it requires clear definition and cooperation between concepts. 
“Not everyone agreed that the principal period for industrial heritage began with the 
final quarter of the eighteenth century. Many members of TICCIH in Europe believed 
that it had roots in the Middle Ages; Italians claimed that the birth of the factory 
system took place with the northern Italian silk mills instead of Lombe’s mill in Derby, 
England, often celebrated as the world’s first modern factory” (TICCIH, 2013; p.228) 
Industrial Heritage is a subcategory of Cultural Heritage Sites, but charters about industrial 
heritage are flexible even if the categories are strictly defined. The flexibility of the charters 
is open towards cultural component of the heritage that can have a wide assortment of 
values and appearance of tangible and intangible heritage components. Industrial 
Heritage emerged in the 1950s, and the first laws about mining industrial heritage appear 
in 1970s. The topic grows stronger with the foundation of The International Committee for 
the Conservation of the Industrial Heritage (TICCIH) in 1978. “Mining landscape” or 
“mining region” considering not just object or/and infrastructure appear just in 1997, in 
parallel with the idea of Geopark. The Sardinian case was the pioneer of the idea. It is the 
first Geo-mineral Park in Europe and prototype of the UNESCO Global Geoparks Network - 
GGN.  
„A Geopark is a nationally protected area containing a number of geological heritage 
sites of particular importance, rarity or aesthetic appeal. These Earth heritage sites 
                                                 
20 The original name is “Parco Geominerario Storico e Ambientale della Sardegna”.  
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are part of an integrated concept of protection, education, and sustainable 
development.” (UNESCO, 2006; p. 2). 
Geoparks derived from Earth sciences, as a new and complex field, but rapidly emerging 
science (Henriques, Pena dos Reis, Brilha and Mota, 2011). High variability in the 
terminology exists because the term is young and complex 21. All Geoparks relates to the 
science (derived from the science of conservation), education (of the broader public about 
geological, environmental and cultural issues) and tourism/geoturism (as responsible and 
sustainable development strategy). Geoparks are not only geology-oriented they are seen 
“… in connection with all other aspects of the area’s natural and cultural heritage, to 
enhance awareness and understanding of key issues facing society...“ (UNESCO, 2016, p. 
1). Besides Geopark is a new field, full and open definition is probably resulted of the best 
intention to embrace a heterogeneous aspect of heritage and variety of means for the 
development. On the other hand, UNESCO list is limited on purpose to recognise universal 
values (in both cases of industrial heritage and Geoparks) according to required criteria. 
Any party may file application and Dossier for UNESCO list. UNESCO experts evaluate and 
approve documentation, but applicant drafts the proposal and takes responsibility for the 
success of the particular project. The sardinian case displays peculiar information, 
inconsistency and lack of precision about the heritage on a global level. Official site of the 
UNESCO GGN shows the ‘Parco Geominerario della Sardegna’ as a Geopark that 
memorises the ancient story of mining on the Island. At the same time, ‘Sulcis Iglesiente’ 
is on the Tentative list for a World heritage as an exceptional example of mining culture 
but as a Natural heritage (criterion IX and X22). 
Dossier about PGMS submitted to the UNESCO elaborates international values23, 
vulnerabilities and patrimony fields of the heritage ‘listed to be rediscovered’. Made by the 
promoters of the park in collaboration with Sardinian Universities in 1998, Carta di Cagliari 
(Cagliari papers) sequent defined a distinct character of Sardinian heritage. Classified 
vulnerabilities belong to five groups: a) The archaeological injured by mining works, b) 
                                                 
21 While researching literature about the term Geopark it is possible to it within categories: Earth heritage, 
Geological heritage, Geoheritage, Geoconservation and so on. 
22 UNESCO criterion IX is “to be outstanding examples representing significant on-going ecological and 
biological processes in the evolution and development of terrestrial, fresh water, coastal and marine 
ecosystems and communities of plants and animals”. Criterion X is “to contain the most important and 
significant natural habitats for in-situ conservation of biological diversity, including those containing 
threatened species of outstanding universal value from the point of view of science or conservation” 
(UNESCO and WHC, 2016; p. 17-18).  
23 In parallel with Carta di Cagliari, a techno-economic feasibility study with the legal framework is done in 
1999, but never deepened nor practiced.  
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Techno-industrial: state of neglected and lack of museum structures, c) Real estate: lack 
of restoration interventions and present condition of dangerous dilapidation, c) Cultural: 
good documentation, photography, books etc. but not adequately conserved, d) Ecology 
and environmental: the alarming phenomenon of pollution. Accordingly, PGMS patrimony 
fields are archaeological (industrial archaeology), techno-industrial (mining engineering), 
real estate (settlements and mining sector related structures), cultural (traditions, 
knowledge, costumes, and equipment related to the mining actives and activities itself), 
ecological and environmental (geology at first place). The PGMS is aiming its objectives 
and activities to recognise the universal value of the Sardinian mining landscape. The 
project and its actions dedicate to scientific and tourist scope, to research and represent 
incredible marks of the heritage (Carta di Cagliari, 1998). The documentation listed 
enormous number, 383 sites, all of them “perceived as relevant local heritage resources 
both by local communities and decision makers” (Perelli, Pinna and Sistu, 2011).  
The dual character of Geo-mining Park and status of prime UNESCO heritage of such a 
character is a double-edged sword. Geo-mining as a combination of heritage is not 
widespread UNESCO heritage. Usually, heritage is Geopark (natural/geological) or mining 
(cultural/industrial). Mining activity was oriented towards extraction of ore not fossils 
during the history. Therefore, the fusion of mining and geological heritage (historical and 
environmental besides) can be a predisposition of uniqueness as quality. There are just 
three sites in Europe24 having heritage mix of kind and crossing each other at the same 
area, but none of them suchlike Sardinian. Sardinian mining landscape memorises mining 
activity from the Pre-Roman period. Firstly, systematically developed during the 1600s and 
the 1700s, but the current appearance of the mining territories refers to large-scale 
territorial specialisation in mining activities detectable from the eighteen-century. The 
crush of the modern age of mining industry (about 1960s and 1970s) and termination of 
mineral exploitation, caused numerous dramatic structural changes and “unavoidable 
socio-economic drama of pit closure” (Baeten et al. 1999). However, the particularity of 
Sardinian mining landscape is the system of mining heritage that it is typical for Italian 
context. Growth, development and fall of one activity that varied by the type of mining and 
                                                 
24 Official web page of the UNESCO list shows just three European countries have a similar heritage that 
intersects mining with a geology: Spain (Cartagena–La Unión Mining District in Southern Spain), UK (Cornwall 
& West Devon Mining Landscape) and France (Nord-Pas de Calais Mining Basin). Just in these three cases, 
we can see the diversity of terms registered: mining district, mining landscape, and mining basin. It is not 
possible to make a research by the criteria geo-mining, thus by the keyword mining, one by one website is 
consulted. On the other side, during the research period in Japan, interviews showed these two types of 
heritage in conflict by the law and interlocutors were very surprised to hear it. Some of them were also from 
the UNESCO boards.  
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caused by mineral resource or historical period (about eight thousand years). The time 
span, historical aspect and cultural potentials of PRGM as a whole are unique even in Italy. 
Furthermore, the mining activity permeates the enormous territory of the island. Probably25 
another criterion that describes Sardinian uniqueness would be cultural stamp left by the 
investors that were not Sardinian (before the second half of the nineteen century). 
Conversely, to various values, PGMS has the valorisation project never came to agenda. 
Indeed failure in evaluation confronts diverse obstacles in recognition of heritage values, 
interpretation and operationalisation of the PGMS. Constructed to challenge the cultural 
values, the dissertation concentrates on mining landscape prior than Geopark but 
comprehends intersections with all other values of PGMS as a qualitative advantage. 
Sardinian mining landscape has abundant heterogeneity, but missing valorisation results 
in two simple problems. Firstly, heritage values are not defined precisely. On the one hand, 
founding documentation appears very strange to acknowledge heritage from the 
perspective of its vulnerabilities rather than initiate with the values to celebrate and 
protect. On the other hand, diffusion of values instead of precision renders geo-mining 
heritage blurred values and disorder missing the heritage complexity. Secondly, besides 
invisible diversity, numerous heritage site without categorisation and hierarchy are hard to 
manage, and operational capacity is low. Furthermore, there is no coherence in 
information about the PGMS on various scales. PGMS is not adequately recognised as the 
system from local, regional to the national level, and these issues are giving the false 
picture to the world.  
2.2.2 Mining Landscape in Sardinian and National Contextualisation  
Ten Geoparks in Italy are recognised by UNESCO26 (fig. 6). 
Respectfully to the geological heritage (historical and environmental values as well), PGMS 
is recognised to celebrate mining history and culture above all. 
“Mining Park is the territory where minerals or other geological materials have been 
extracted from the land (mine). The same extraction activity did substantial 
landscape transformation modifying both, the appearance of the extraction site 
                                                 
25 The word ‘probably’ is used because surely, it is a criterion of Sardinian uniqueness but it is not compared 
with the other mining sites. Thus, we can say that it is criteria of uniqueness, but we cannot say that just 
Sardinia is unique just by this criterion. 
26 The list of Italian Geoparks being part of GGN you can find at: http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-
sciences/environment/earth-sciences/unesco-global-geoparks/list-of-unesco-global-geoparks/ 
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(mine or quarry) and its surrounding affected by the primary processing.” (ISPRA, 
accessed 30th August 2017, author’s translation)27 
In Italy, mining parks can be the consequence mining activity partially or entirely, they have 
the diverse scale, and they are following different bureaucratic processes. They are 
representing the same productive system; the anthropogenic articulation of the geological 
structures and often, several elements point out the history of the activity (mine, 
processing system and other). The items can be physically distant, but the essence of the 
system is spatial continuity of the mining activity (ISPRA, 2008). By the words of TICCIH, 
‘mining landscape’ or ‘mining region’. In the dissertation, the term mining landscape is 
chosen because of associative character. The following text discusses the relationship 
between mining landscape and cultural landscape terms in the domain of contemporary 
concept of heritage. Also, ‘region’ implies more spatial organisation in common language, 
while the ‘landscape’ is more associated with space. 
Concerning mining parks in Italy, four associations28 started joint activities about national 
mining heritage in 2009. The same year, The National System for Environmental Protection 
and Research (ISPRA, ex-APAT29) made an inventory of disused mining sites in Italy for 
further conservation of the mining heritage. Sardinia Region has 427 decommissioned 
mines and less than 200 wholly abandoned30 (Fig. 6). There was a requalification project 
for 14 locations in Sardinia: four museums and the rest were reconstructions of galleries 
and/or wells and construction of one open space ‘Belvedere di Nebida’ (APAT, 2009, pp. 
34-40). Most of the projects are finished, and they were open to the visitors (not all of them 
are open still). The scope was ‘security and pollution’ mitigation for the tourist purposes.  
                                                 
27 The original definition of the Geopark by ISPRA: “Un parco minerario è un territorio che è stato oggetto di 
estrazione di minerali o di altri materiali geologici dalla terra (miniera). La stessa estrazione delle sostanze 
utili ha comportato una trasformazione sostanziale del paesaggio, modificando l’aspetto sia dell’area del 
sito di estrazione (miniera o cava) sia di tutto l’intorno in cui si collocano le aree di prima lavorazione.” 
Available at: www.isprambiente.gov.it  
28 The original names of the associations are: Patrimonio Archeologico ed Industriale (AIPAI) - initiator, 
l’Associazione Nazionale Geologia & Turismo - support, Associazione Nazionale Ingegneri Minerari (ANIM) - 
patronage and Associazione Mineraria Italiana per l’industria mineraria e petrolifera (ASSOMINERARIA) - has 
joined them. 
29 ISPRA is a body instituted in 2008 and responsible for the functions that previously were responsibilities 
of the Agency for the Environmental Protection and Technical Services (Agenzia per la protezione 
dell’ambiente e per i servizi tecnici - APAT). 
30 Sardinia Region is at the second place in Italy with a number of decommissioned mines; the first one is 
Sicily with 765 mines out of function (most of them abandoned). Tuscany has 416, Piemonte 375 and 
Tuscany Lombardia 294. The rest of the regions have far fewer decommissioned mines (APAT, 2009). 
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In 2015, the ISPRA established National Network of Mining Parks and Museums (Rete 
Nazionale dei Parchi e Musei Minerari Italiani - ReMi31). Eight Geomining parks are ReMi 
members32 (Fig. 6). 
 
Fig. 6: Italian Geoparks that are part of GGN and Members of the ReMi National Network (left) and 
Regional distribution of the decommissioned mines in Italy (right); (Source: Beretić, N., right figure is an 
elaboration of data from research APAT, 2009) 
 
Protection, techno-administrative security problems, managing, and valorisation, are the 
key tasks of the ISPRA. ISPRA established the ReMi. Detailed Mining parks and mining 
museums are represented through the labelling on the ‘Google Earth’ software. The map 
of mining parks and museums subsistent of the ReMi network shows eleven mining parks 
in Sardinia and no one museum. This assumption does not suggest construction of the 
museums, not at all, not is true that museum does not already exist. 
Definitions of mining landscape and Geopark are more distinguished on national than at 
the global level. Nevertheless, administrative and legislative powers relevant to urban 
planning and design of PGMS have to be deepened on the regional and local level to 
assure coherence of documentation and jurisdictions. Discernible problems are 
procedures about mine status and its influences on legislative and administrative 
requirements of the heritage. Another issue to overwhelm again evoke valorisation and 
distinguishing abandonment heritage places from those that are not. Doubtless, the 
development approach has to be different.   
                                                 
31 You can find more at: http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/it/progetti/suolo-e-territorio-1/miniere-e-
cave/progetto-remi-rete-nazionale-dei-parchi-e-musei-minerari-italiani  
32 Eight Italian Geomining parks are: Ecomuseo delle Miniere e della Valle Germanasca - Scopriminiera, 
Villaggio Minerario di Formignano, Museo Storico Minerario di Perticara - Sulphur, Parco dello Zolfo delle 
Marche, I Parchi della Val di Cornia, Parco Tecnologico e Archeologico delle Colline Metallifere Grossetane, 
Parco Minerario dell'Isola d'Elba, and Parco Geominerario Storico e Ambientale della Sardegna. Lombardia 
Region showed the most interest and was the first to recognize it. 
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2.2.3 Paradoxes about Heritage Concept 
The sub-section explains paradoxes that examine global heritage dimension about 
relationships between representational spaces of people’s experience (community and 
lived space) and the powers of heritage. Sardinian mining landscape as UNESCO heritage 
should consider two central paradoxes that are emerging from the core of the heritage 
concept. The first paradox is preservation vs continuity of heritage. The second paradox is 
about publicness and the general misunderstanding of the right to space and its 
ownership. Both of them deals with people, power, scaling and time of heritage, 
highlighting the modern heritage dimensions. 
2.2.3.1 Preservation vs Continuity of Heritage 
Heritage is a vague and extensive term, and there are “many definitions of the heritage 
concept as there are heritage practitioners” (Harvey, 2001; p.321). An intensive period of 
heritage as modern and global industry arises after the 1970s with the role of heritage in 
‘restructuring of the world economy’ and ‘museum culture’. On the way, heritage lost 
critical culture that engages in a dialogue between past and present. (Hewison, 1987, 
Harvey, 2001). Here appears the first paradox between the contemporary concepts of 
heritage and place identity. The paradox rises on the conflict between preservation and 
continuity (preservation for the future generations) both pertained to the heritage. 
“The impulse to preserve the past is part of the impulse to preserve the self. Without 
knowing where we have been, it is difficult to know where we are going. The past is 
the foundation of individual and collective identity, objects from the past are the 
source of significance as cultural symbols. Continuity between past and present 
creates a sense of sequence out of aleatory chaos and, since change is inevitable, a 
stable system of ordered meanings enables us to cope with both innovation and 
decay.” (Hewison, 1987, p. 47) 
The author argues that nostalgia as an impulse and agency in adjustment to the crisis is a 
tool used in heritage industry that resulted in ‘museum culture’. Nostalgia is a tricky tool 
being closely connected to the identity at all scales (from individual to collective). Having 
said that, the memory of mining landscape in Sardinia must be the historical narration of 
the past lives and mining activity, but we should step out from the gap and escape the trap 
of acting instant trough reaction to the past (as it is the case of ‘museum culture’). We 
must not be murmuring the story as a solution for the devastated and polluted landscape, 
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dilapidated ex-mining infrastructures or high rate of unemployment. Landscape memory is 
the memory of life and mining and that it is narration that the heritage should whisper. 
Public participation and bottom-up approach spread across the field of heritage since last 
two decade. Theory and practice about heritage conservation note strengthening the local 
capacities over recognition and inclusion of local communities in the decision-making 
process as vital for more sustainable development. Additionally, participation process as 
an integrated heritage conservation approach delineates features that give a unique 
character and provide the sense of belonging that lies at the core of the cultural identity 
of the heritage site. In that manner, public participation and role of local communities in 
the decision-making process are the axles of heritage conservation enabling continuity of 
cultural identity. 
2.2.3.2 Publicness of Heritage 
We can preserve the past for future continuity, but we cannot act differently from the 
present time.  
“…‘accumulation by dispossession’ lie at the core of urbanization under capitalism. 
It is the mirror-image of capital absorption through urban redevelopment, and is 
giving rise to numerous conflicts over the capture of valuable land from low-income 
populations that may have lived there for many years.” (Harvey, 2008; p.34) 
The political context codes social relationships as a present reality, but the research wants 
to focus the argument away from the philosophy of the political context itself. The second 
paradox rise on contemporary debates about public dimension of space and clarification 
of the publicness - to whom the ‘public’ addresses. Public space is public and requires 
nothing less, but it is essential not to equalise right to space and its ownership (Lefebvre 
1974/1991, Harvey 2008). The absence of distinguishment between the terms ‘right’ and 
‘ownership’ brought out the second paradox in contemporary debates about public space. 
Deeply involved with general political context. Still the paradox is highly relevant to the 
heritage topic. Prevalently in state property, but lived by the local community and dedicated 
to the general public use, the paradox could easy devour the heritage with conflicting 
tension between right and ownership. 
“...property rights dominate all other claims to the space of the city. The production 
of space is thus driven by the needs of property owners.” (Purcell, 2013; p. 149). 
In Sardinian case, the mining landscape is UNESCO heritage and have to be open to 
general public and used on a global level. State (Region of Sardinia) owns the most of the 
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territory. The mining landscape is lived by the people, local communities that have to 
benefit from the heritage. Seemingly, all the statements about the paradox are out of 
conflicting danger. PGMS still acts reverse. However, it should merely seek to balance the 
interests of property owners with the mining landscape inhabitants. Sometimes, mining 
landscapes are abandoned. If that is so, is it abandonment a mitigating or aggravating 
circumstance? Doubtless, the development approach to the heritage requires divergent 
treatment. Anyhow, indeed ‘silver lining’ of the paradox puts in focus public participation 
in the decision-making process and taking responsibilities about heritage place. The 
people who live the heritage place must be recognised as a heritage ‘component’, 
supported and included in making decision process, from the very beginning of heritage 
conception, instead of just reflecting the echo of the past forms. Development approach 
of such kind probes use and exchange value of space. Translating Lefebvre’s evokes of 
Jane Jacobs’s descriptions what it is the good street, Prucell argues: 
“…in the street, and enabled by it, a group of inhabitants can manifest itself and 
appropriate the street, they can achieve an appropriated space-time. Even one such 
appropriation shows that use and use value is capable of dominating exchange and 
exchange value” (Purcell, 2013; p.149) 
The citation is used as examples of favouritism towards of use value of space. The 
suggestion is not revolutionary, but innovative in the PGMS context. Reproduction process 
of mining landscape have a fund on lived and loved space according to the research 
hypothesis that this approach advocates. People are the core of heritage universal value 
and conservation for future generations, but heritage is about someone’s life. 
2.2.4 Threats of Global-Local Heritage Dimension: Heritage Industry Phenomenon  
Even though Sardinian heritage does not demonstrate the strong global character, the 
envisioning about local risks of global effect is relevant for every heritage place with a 
potential to become global and overshadowed by heritage as an industry.  
“UNESCO’s ‘World Heritage’ listing is the kiss of death.” (d’Eramo, 2014; p.1) 
More and more journalistic terms such as ‘unesco-cide’ or ‘heritage crime’ appears33 in 
last decade, when the global public alongside with some of Scientific’s veins, became 
upset with the consequences that UNESCO’s recognition is leaving on local life. Opposite 
                                                 
33 Popular and scientific journals and book, both, started to use metaphors, borrowed mainly from medicine 
or criminalistics language, for expressions about the heritage consequences on local life. Associations and 
organisations such as Institute for Critical Heritage and Tourism (ICHT) or The International Critical 
Geography Group (ICGG) focused their research on social change raised with the phenomenon. 
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to preservation of heritage uniqueness as the main objective of UNESCO, the uniformity 
overflows the UNESCO’s heritage sites. Probably, the ‘World Heritage’ phenomenon and 
global stamp of uniformity are not made intentionally; another paradox between heritage 
and protection went out of control worldwide. The number of heritage sites increasing and 
heritage globalisation affected the identity of communities or even cities all around the 
world. UNESCO heritage is numerous and spreads across all continents. After the 12 sites 
declared in the first year (1978), the next year are recognised another 45. The peaks of 
affirmed number of heritage are not exponential, but the total number grows constantly. 
Nowadays (the year 2017) exist 1075 heritage sites in 167 state parties, proclaimed in 
about 40 years (Fig. 7). 
 
Figure 7: Number of UNESCO’s heritage sites proclaimed by the year (source: elaboration of Beretić, N. to 
UNESCO’s official statistic report [online: whc.unesco.org]) 
 
“The World Heritage marque is not the cause of tourism but rather its stamp of 
legitimacy, the do-gooding institution providing the industry with ideological cover.” 
(d’Eramo, 2014; p.5) 
The critics of uniformity based on the unbreakable interconnection between UNESCO’s 
heritage and tourism that became powerful industry of last decades. The massive tourism 
industry operates globally. Besides, the cultural heritage industry is growing. They both 
drain the same resources (cultural and natural heritage), but they do not always cooperate 
(Jurėnienė, 2016, p.138). Tourism is global in its scope and influence, displaying various 
paradoxes, creating pressures, tensions, and benefits, spanning across the world and 
communities affected by tourism: "national capital, multi-national organisations, and 
liberal movements of people, and ideas" (UNESCO, 2006, p. 9). Unlike other industries, 
tourism depends on natural, regional and local resources and, furthermore, it depends on 
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the culture (ETE, UNESCO Office in Venice, World Heritage Center & UNEP, 2004). Thus, 
the culture is becoming a resource for the tourism industry, meritorious and responsible 
for the engagement, development and tourism management. Tourism is a bountiful ‘cash 
machine’ which progress fast and shapes the space ruled by the demand of a visitor, not 
the local people. Spatial transformations devoid identity as urban quality and result in 
uniformity labelled with cultural-heritage museum-cities of the corporate elite. Codified by 
the tourism, spatial transformations in Sardinia34 has two faces. Often, spatial 
transformations lead to ‘brand-scape’ (Maciocco, 2008) when techniques are marketing-
oriented to guide the design of the spaces for tourism, to increase the value perceived by 
the user. This phenomenon is global. Some other times, against settlements designed for 
tourists to the last detail rise hyper cultural and hyper gesticulated spaces, villages, towns 
or cities and remaining mass appears sloppy, random, anonymous, and degraded. These 
projections of desires in a sense a statue are masking the real conditions of urban life, 
which is quite a mere invention of dreams. Local people are allowed to live a fiction out of 
context, timeless and temporal, instead of everyday life. 
Statistics on competitiveness about world travel and tourism for 2015, shows that in the 
top 10 visited countries, 6 of them are European ones. Italy took 8th place in total, namely, 
the 1st place with numerous World Heritage sites, the 2nd place with its natural tourism. 
Nevertheless, it shows meager results as the business environment, and it is less price-
competitive (World Economic Forum, 2015, p. 9). Italy has significant number of the 
tourists because of the numerous World Heritage sites. This can be both, positive and 
negative issue for the Sardinian mining landscape. Tourists are recognising Italy as the 
country of great heritage. On the contrary, Sardinian mining landscape is not very well-
known, and it is overshadowed by the Rome, Venice, Florence and another world-famous 
heritage of excellence, where tourists go primarily. Probably, the geography of being an 
island limits Sardinia, also (even if nowadays aeroplanes are in frequent use, it takes time 
and money).  
However, the tourism industry is the primary economic sector in Sardinia. Starting from the 
1950s, it is growing actively taking the place of the primary sector. Nowadays, it is 
apparently dominant (Fig. 8). Thus, the tourism landscape is a contextual condition of 
Sardinia Island and the factor that must not be excluded while conceiving the future of the 
heritage. 
                                                 
34 Spatial transformation in Sardinia refers to many areas around the Sardinian island, prevalently effected 
by the coastal tourism. PGMS areas are not infected by those transformations, yet. 
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Figure 8: Comparative analysis of economic activity by % composition of working units (Source: elaboration 
of Beretić, N. to CRENOS research, Paci, 2010) 
 
UNESCO’s heritage and tourism have an adamantine relationship, and tourism is powerful 
commodification factor of the heritage sites. On the other hand, research and 
representation of the incredible marks of the Sardinian mining landscape have the 
scientific and tourist scope. PGMS has the tourism as a strategic horizon from the 
foundation (even if not realised in practice). Thus, we must not ignore nor underestimate 
the powers of heritage tourism. There is nothing left but consideration, prediction and 
prevention, instead of production of the thematic park and all possible adverse effects that 
the paradox can produce to the everyday life. 
“Tourism is a service industry which means that it depends strongly on human 
resources at all levels (regional, national, international) and from many different 
service sectors, e.g. accommodation, gastronomy, travel agencies, travel writers & 
publishers etc. Each of these sectors is really an industry of its own.” (ETE, UNESCO 
Office in Venice, World Heritage Center & UNEP, 2004, p. 3). 
In the further text ETE (2004) emphasise that tourism quality fluctuation depends on the 
human sector. Doubtless, increasing the quality of the tourism economy grows. Hopefully, 
this is going to be a local economy. Local income has two important branches in 
sustainable development, and they both come from tourism activities. The first one is local 
resources and the second one is local human resources. Both of them contribute to the 
prevention of licentious tourism heaving negative effect on a place and local culture. The 
local community must be recognised, involved and supported as an equal stakeholder in 
planning activities. Only this way, sustainable tourism will enhance the well-being of the 
community, and it will promote the protection of the heritage. The existence of the 
sustainable heritage tourism is questionable, but there are more probabilities for avoiding 
the ‘the kiss of death’ if the future industry of the PGMS is not mono-functional. On the 
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other hand, Sardinian mining landscape might have a great lecture from the historical 
experience, and it should be learned promptly to avoid the threat of heritage industry 
phenomenon. Mining economy was ever and the only cog that pulled the development of 
the mining territories. It gave a birth and prosperity of the territory as the robust economic 
growth, and it took life with the crush of the engine, pit closure and abandonment of the 
settlements. Mining is a lucrative economy, so the processes were quick it both directions. 
The economy is indispensable constitute of lived space, and probably sometimes it could 
cause lovable space. Bound of people and place is questionable. However, diversification 
of economy supports long-term livability and gives room for lovability of space. 
On the other words, Sardinian mining landscape should not negate the heritage tourism 
but embed the local economy and cultural value, trust, free positions and not predefined 
spaces. Reproduction of mining landscape in Sardinia must not be deceived by heritage 
industry and market philosophy. The logic of the market has reduced urban qualities to 
exchange and abolished the city as an ‘oeuvre’ disabling meeting between the oeuvre and 
the product (Kofman and Lebas, 1996). That does not put exchange against use value but 
rather that the oeuvre restores use value. Priority of use value prevents uniformity and 
celebrate of the heritage uniqueness trough merging local economy and everyday life 
activities of its inhabitants. 
2.2.5 Mining Landscape in Sardinia and Cultural Landscape Potential 
The cultural landscape is a broader concept of the mining landscape. The cultural 
landscape is a place where urban planning and urban design can meet. Moreover, it is a 
mutual filed of place theories and heritage research. By centralising people and place 
about natural, socio-cultural and perceptual & aesthetic attributes, cultural landscape can 
be considered within place theory35. Often, still not exclusively used in heritage research, 
but the research uses the concept as theoretical framework relevant to scope and 
objectives to challenge cultural values of the place. 
Landscape came into focus and became a common term in use during the last decade of 
twenty century. In the premises, we cannot say that hanging gardens of Semiarid in 
Babylon would not be an excellent example of the cultural landscape. The origin of the 
landscape concept of contemporary use dates around the 1970s (as the ‘green 
                                                 
35 The concept have all the elements like other place theories respectfully to approach, although, rarely 
classified as such. Probably because the wideness and flexibility of the concept and original orientation to 
management and monitoring. In addition, place theories originate from other fields that landscape related 
(presumably, the urban geographies are the closest in approach). 
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movement’ strengthening36). A broad spectrum of expert fields in Europe concentrated on 
landscape, especially after the European Landscape Convention 200037.  
“‘Landscape’ means an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result 
of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors.” (European Landscape 
Convention, 2000; p. 1) 
Italian law classifies mining heritage as cultural patrimony under the term ‘Codice 
Urbani’38 (Urban Codes) that unifies cultural and landscape heritage. The Cultural 
landscape is not strictly connected to the application for UNESCO heritage (for example, 
most of EU countries applied modified criteria in the process of creation of the National 
and Regional landscape plans and other documents after the Convention). Cultural 
landscape came in use on a global scale since UNESCO declare it as a category of World 
Heritage in 1992 and proclaimed thirty sites as such just after ten years (Fowler, 2003). 
UNESCO classified all cultural landscape in three categories: Designed by man (garden, 
parkland and garden related to the monumental building or ensembles), evolved 
landscape (relict or continuing evolving) or associative cultural landscape (religious, 
cultural or artistic and natural) (UNESCO and WHC, 2016). Industrial landscape is the 
modern period urban landscape. It can be in congruence with organically evolved or 
associative landscape (Sirisrisak and Akagawa, 2007). 
Many definitions of Cultural Landscape exist, but we will keep at description coined by Carl 
Ortwin Sauer who is accepted by many authors as an originator of the term.  
“The cultural landscape is fashioned from a natural landscape by a culture group. 
Culture is the agent, the natural area the medium, the cultural landscape the result.” 
(Sauer, 1925; p. 23). 
One more definition of wide contemporary importance in approach to the heritage is: 
                                                 
36 Green movement is used to label the period around 1970s and later when the green politics became of 
global interest. It is environmental movement about Sustainable Urban Development and human impacts 
on nature (3E - economy, environment and equity). Starting with the first UN conference on the human 
environment in 1972, culmination about promotion of sustainable development in the second UN 
conference in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, adoption of Kyoto protocol in 1992 and further. Landscape became a 
medium of all global politics and powerful strategic tool.  
37 The Convention worked out as an international document for the European Union - EU ratified in Florence 
on 20th October 2000 and put into effect in 2004. Landscape policy has become important in the 
declarations of the EU, oriented toward sustainable development and concerned a release of formerly 
centrally controlled decisions regarding space management. The Convention is a set of guidelines and legal 
standards existing in landscape policies of the countries that adopted it. So far, every country produced a 
Landscape Plan that varies a lot from country to country. The text of the Convention is available at: 
https://rm.coe.int/1680080621 
38 l’Art 2 del Codice Urbani, Decreto Legislativo di 22 Gennaio 2004 n.42. 
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“The cultural landscape is a mosaic consisting of natural features and elements, 
physical components from a number of historical periods resulting from human 
activity and modification to the natural features, and patterns created in the 
landscape over time; these are layers in or on the landscape". (Taylor, 1989; pp.16-
17) 
Cultural landscape derives from the landscape ecology. Three characteristics of the 
landscape defined Forman and Godron (1986): structure (composition), function and 
change (dynamic). The spatial relationships among the distinctive ecosystems or elements 
form the structure. The structure is vertical and horizontal. Vertical elements are abiotic, 
biotic and cultural (socio-economic). Horizontal elements are patches (or mosaic) and 
corridors that form the landscape matrix. The function is the interactions among the spatial 
features. Change produces the matrix over time from alteration in the structure and 
function. 
“Landscapes change because they are the expression of the dynamic interaction 
between natural and cultural forces in the environment. Cultural landscapes are the 
result of the consecutive reorganization of the land in order to adapt its use and 
spatial structure better to the changing societal demands.” (Antrop, 2005, p.22) 
Defined by the Antrop (2005), change is the nature of the cultural landscapes ever since, 
being systematically planned subject to specific laws and regulations. Nevertheless, 
changes in the landscape are more or less extensive and destructive, they are huge or 
small, but dynamic is the nature of all landscapes. It is the lens to trach the transformation 
of social relations over the time. The five main issues affect the landscape dynamic (Farina 
2000; Antrop, 2005). Firstly, socio-economic forces (urbanisation, industry, industrial 
activities). In Sardinian case, the industrial activity during the extended historical period is 
the base of the dynamic. Secondly, Political forces: incorrect applications. In Sardinian 
case, the constitution process of the PGMS (anthropogenic factor) could be considered as 
a factor that stops the dynamic (the dynamic cannot end, but the development of the 
landscape bases more on laws of nature than socio-economic influences). Thirdly, 
technological forces: car roads, infrastructure facilities. In Sardinian case, hard 
infrastructure is prevalently related to past mining infrastructures (including ports39). 
Fourthly, Natural forces: avalanche, landslide, flood etc. In Sardinia, natural forces are not 
                                                 
39 Mainly even parts are not in use any more. Portovesme and Portocscuso are exceptional cases because 
it transformed the primary function in the purposes of commercial industry (in has bad connotation because 
of circulation of heavy metals and other substances which are not ecology friendly). 
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the risk of the PGMS territory (at the other Sardinian areas yes, except the avalanche). 
Fifthly, Cultural forces: Accessibility, human intervention, fire. In Sardinia, casual and 
dislocated summer fires40 are a dangerous threat. The landscape structure, (the horizontal 
and vertical arrangement of landscape components, elements and their combination and 
interactions), according to the development, (physical character and relation to human 
land use), can distinguish three substructures of landscape: primary, secondary and 
tertiary structure of the landscape. The fourth structure of the landscape is connected with 
the spirit of a place or Genius Loci41 (Motloch, 1991/2001). Figure 9 illustrates the 
landscape structures except the third because it should represent the current cultural 
landscape that is not defined still in Sardinian case. Primary structure composes abiotic 
elements, secondary biotic and cultural, while the fourth structure is represented by an 
example of pathways used by the miners or traces of mineral ways and transportation. 
                                                 
40 For example, this year (august 2017), the mine Ingurtosu experienced the catastrophic fires. 
41 Genus loci is already discussed (Norberg-Schulz, 1979), and in landscape domain the term allude the 
same meaning. 
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Fig. 9: The conceptual model of a mining landscape: primary, secondary and fourth landscape structures. 
(Source: Beretić, N.) 
 
Perception & aesthetic of the landscape, in the cultural landscape categorisation, are the 
consequence of the argumentations about the fourth landscape. Since landscape involves 
a human and subjective experience, it encompasses a perceptive, artistic and existential 
meaning (Antrop, 2005). People are the subject of the landscape and phenomenology 
perspectives and techniques plays a vital role in ‘interface of landscape’. The interface of 
landscape bands materially and immaterially visible (Palang, and Fry, 2003). Accordingly, 
the triad of the cultural landscape character assessment makes natural features and 
elements and socio-cultural components all along with the perception & aesthetics 
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attributes (Swanwick, 2002). Many proposals for the landscape character assessment 
exist. The majority of the characterisations have for the final exit capacities, rank, and 
development strategies (conservation, development, revitalisation of existing or creation 
of the new imprint) leading to the monitoring of landscape quality. Relevant for the 
condition of the mining landscape in Sardinia and appropriate the scope of the 
dissertation, the research does not focus on the characterisation of the landscape to 
monitor the quality of the landscape. Identification of elements that compose 
contemporary landscape is the objective. Those features are hierarchically arranged 
displaying possible criteria for a typology of the mining landscape. By identifying the mining 
landscape types, the research contributes shared method of reading (interpretative and 
evaluative criteria and attributes and transformative value of physical space). 
Figure 10 demonstrates the three steps of typology. The first two steps are a direct 
consequence of a spatial-functional approach and somehow overlapping. As long as 
mining landscape is heritage based on mining activity, spatial-functional criteria are the 
essence of the typology. The primary elements of the mining activity are industrial plants 
of particular importance that caused morphological relations and the emergence of the 
mining landscape as it appears and exists nowadays and dominate the natural attributes. 
The third step has to be the result of collaboration with local inhabitants, and miners 
particularly because it bases on perception & aesthetic attributes. The first phase is crucial 
to distinguish mining heritage from the Geo-mining park. Separation of natural features 
and elements and mining landscape as a socio-cultural product of mining activity should 
categorise geoheritage apart from mining heritage. This constatation does not mean that 
Sardinian mining landscape should not communicate with geological, historical and 
environmental heriage. On the contrary, it is vital to relate all the heritage components, but 
to define each of them and then redesign possible relationships (intersection exist on a 
physical level or not and the nature of the relationship is tangible or intangible). Four types 
of mining landscape exist in Sardinia, respectfully to the mining activity as the primary 
criteria42. These are extraction, processing, exchange route and waste. The second phase 
defines the position of the settlement respectfully to the area of ex-mining production, 
relating live space and the mining landscape. The derivate appears here is the settlement 
that is abandoned. The derivate is fundamental criteria for planning future of the mining 
                                                 
42 “In Sardinia” refers to the fact that Sardinia has only essentially processing activities (washing and 
crushing). Then, the minerals have been exported overseas.  
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landscape and definition of the approach43. The third phase is just illustrated through 
some examples. It is possible to extract visual elements of perception & aesthetics that 
base on physical space and create an image of the place. Some spatial elements can have 
both, visual and intangible values or just intangible values. This phase must be the product 
of participation with inhabitants, primary the miners and their families. The intangible 
values have to reflect their priorities and values about reading the space, if the objective 
of mining landscape is a shared future.  
 
Fig. 10: Spatial-functional criteria for mining landscape typology in three stages. (Source: Beretić, N.) 
 
2.3 Identity and Place: Miners and Mining Landscape in Sardinia 
"The most important thing to come out of a mine and is the miner." - Frederic Le Play 
                                                 
43 The list of abandoned mines exist, but relates to mine as a unit of mineral extraction.  
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Respectfully to the depopulation of Sardinian mining territories and comparing to other 
visited heritage sites during the PhD period, one of the Sardinian particularities are the 
miners. They are living history (alive perhaps just for the next two or three decades). 
Sporadically, but they are the extremely important and present tense of the heritage 
landscape. Respectfully to all the inhabitants that have not worked as miners and the 
experts who broth out the idea of the heritage, but no one knows better the mine than a 
miner. Thus, the previous citation referred to the production phase of mining, but it is true 
also during the phase of mining heritage. There is no more critical heritage (‘component’) 
than miners. They are a living memory about the productive period of mining landscape. 
Lastly, miners’ skills are particularly from the aspect of encouraging effective teamwork in 
the workplace, and they are very familiar with the term ‘collective’. Hence, the concepts of 
memory, identity and place are argued through the interviews with the miners done all 
along the field research (2014 - 2016).  
“Maybe at the beginning, when the PGMS idea was rising, we could believe them. As 
the time is passing by, there is little done, and our energies are turning off” (L.L., 
personal interview, November 2016). 
Majority of the respondents shares this opinion. The opinion is distributed proportionally 
respect the geographical space and without connection with the prosperity of the particular 
mining area (during the active period of mining production). From the quoted sentence, I 
would like to stress out three main issues. Firstly, “when the idea was rising” - 
understanding and believe in the PGMS project as shared future probably existed in the 
period of mining closure. Secondly, “we…them” - the miner spoke in plural and from the 
outside position, without seeing themselves as the part of the PGMS. Thirdly, “energies are 
turning off” - they were investing their dreams about the shared future, but now it is 
becoming too late. He was speaking suspiciously with low energy, but he used continuous 
tense rather than past.  
“Sono un minatore per un mille di anni” / I am a miner for a hundred of years. (C.S., 
personal interview, April 2014; author’s translation) 
In further conversation, the miner expressed a sense of pride being the son of the 
generations who have been the workers in a mine. He finished his discourse with sadness 
because the mines are close and his son would not have the opportunity to be the son of 
the miner. 
It was the very first time when I wrote the text about Sardinian mining landscape. It was 
the very first time that I met the mining topic and started to collaborate with the miners. 
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We did not even speak any same language, but we found some in common. When I printed 
out a few copies of the publication, I came back to the ‘crime scene’ and met few miners 
again to share my findings. One of them expressed his gratitude for the gift, and then he 
read the title and asked me the question without opening the publication. 
“La mia categoria è rappresentata?” / Is my category represented? (A.C. personal 
interview, September 2014; author’s translation).  
He grasps the publication on the chest, with both arms for the rest. 
 
Fig. 11: Some of Sardinian Miners. (Source: Beretić, N.) 
 
Here we must look back at the presumption about ‘loss of identity’ that mining landscape 
experienced in the transition period towards the heritage declaration, and that continued 
later with neglecting the local communities. Elaboration of the research hypothesis argues 
that place identity is vital for the long-term sustainability of liveable-lovable place.  
The notion ‘identity’ has an inclusive context, and it has a variety of the perspectives and 
purposes, such as personal identity, political identity, ethnic identity, social identity and 
place identity. The word ‘identity’ comes from a Latin “identitas”, and it refers to “the fact 
of being who or what a person or thing is” (Oxford English Dictionary). Using the word 
‘identity’ in the dissertation refers to the place identity. Urban and architectural studies 
have been influenced by philosophers ever since. Probably, the conception of space as a 
(social) product by French philosopher Henry Lefebvre (“The Production of Space”, 
1974/1991) is still prevalent in urban studies about the place. On the other hand, should 
not be omitted the influence of a Christian Norberg-Schulz, who is a central figure in 
architectural phenomenology. He is a follower of Heidegger’s philosophy and author of the 
concept ‘genius loci’ (literally, the spirit of the place), primarily suggested in his book 
“Genius Loci: Towards a Phenomenology of Architecture" (1979). 
“…the spaces where life occurs are places…A place is a space which has a distinct 
character. Since ancient times the genius loci, or spirit of the place, has been 
recognized as the concrete reality man has to face and come to terms with in his 
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daily life. Architecture means to visualize the genius loci, and the task of the architect 
is to create meaningful places, whereby he helps man to dwell.” (Norberg-Schulz, 
1979/1980; p. 5) 
Concept and the book of “Image of the City” by Kevin Lynch (1960) use symbolism and 
meaning as attributes while discussing the perception. Edges, district, landmarks and 
nods are easily identifiable and grouped into an overall pattern that leads to what we call 
“image ability”. Image ability – it is the quality of a physical object which gives it a high 
probability of evoking a strong image in any given observer (Lynch, 1960). Another strong 
influence (even nowadays), left Gordon Cullen and the concepts of Townscape. 
“Townscape” is first published 1961, revised 1971 and titled “Concise Townscape”. His 
concepts main concepts are optics, place and content, including a serial vision for 
identifying townscape qualities and recognising the details in the urban fabric context. 
Universally appropriate design solutions or theories of 'archetypal' patterns characterise 
research about a place by Cristopher Alexander. He publishes a book “Pattern Language: 
Towns, Buildings, Construction” (1977), explaining the need for patterns as a solution for 
the problem that occurs repetitively in our environment (Alexander et al., 1977). Steady 
towards a timeless solution, Turner calls his patterns archetypal because of ‘Taoist 
approach’ (Turner, 1996). Pro and contra exist, but it was the first try to use the scientific 
method to place research, and the outcomes are excepted just as relative truths (from the 
scientists). Another important theory about the place and urban form is a figure-ground 
theory. Also, the concept ‘responsible environments’ left a trail developing from the 1980s. 
The next group of influences were from the field of the urban geographers, starting from 
the Yi-Fu Tuan. He publishes two important books “Topophilia: A Study of Environmental 
Perception, Attitudes, and Values” 1974 and “Space and Place: The perspective of 
experience” in 1977.  
“’Space’ is more abstract than ‘place.’ What begins as undifferentiated space 
becomes place as we get to know it better and endow it with value.” (p. 6) … “Space 
is transformed into place as it acquires definition and meaning” (Tuan, 1977/2001; 
p. 136) 
“Topophilia is the affective bond between people and place or setting.” (Tuan, 
1977/2001; p. 136) 
He argues that we need both, space and place. Space to realise the activities and place to 
give the ‘geometric personality’ space. He introduced the importance of ‘meaning’ of space 
in the experience (or knowledge). Hence, the meaning is a symbolical (phenomenological) 
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tool, and it links an individual with the physical environment. Edward Relph in 1976 related 
identity and place for a first time. 
“The identity of a place is comprised of three interrelated components, each 
irreducible to the other - physical features or appearance, observable activities and 
functions, and meanings or symbols.” (Relph, 1976; p.61) 
Later in 1998, John Montgomery defines a place through the components: physical form, 
activities and meaning. Edward Soja (1996) argues that people are central in the 
triangulation because they are assigning the meaning. Anthony Choen (1994) defines 
culture as a social process where people create meaning to give themselves a sense of 
identity with the place. Highlighting perception of place and awareness of environmental 
perception, ‘sense of place’, ‘place attachment’ and ‘place identity’, became central in 
contemporary design studies to express the quality of people’s relationships with a place 
(for example, Carmona, Heath, Oc and Tiesdell). We can summarise that no matter what 
was the personal background, the focus of the research or the precise term they use, but 
most of the authors agree somehow about following issues44. The basis of all research is 
Relph’s (1976) definition of identity as a triad of physical form, activities and meaning45. 
There are three dimensions create a place. Firstly, meaning assigned to a place makes 
emotional dimension (feelings of people). Emotional attachment represents a sense of 
place and place attachment or place dependence. Possible indicators are pride, 
happiness, love and loyalty. Secondly, the behavioural dimension of place are activities 
and functional relationship between people and environment. For the research scope, 
indicators will be associated with local knowledge and sociability. Thirdly, cognitive aspects 
of the interaction with place led to the spatial perception of a form or physical image. 
Physical image is the focus of architectural disciplines, and it is the most expanded. Image 
component defines three group of indicators (readability, comfort and, safety and 
cleanness) with its sub-criteria. Readability indicators in the context of place identity 
summarise finding from this section based on authors who occupied the form. Additionally, 
indicators for comfort and safety and cleanness are about the placemaking concept46 (Fig. 
12).  
                                                 
44 Some of the referent authors: Schama 1995; Jorgensen and Stedman, 2001; Canter, 1977; Altman and 
Low, 1992; Najafi Kamal and Shariff, 2011; Ujang and Zakariya, 2015 etc. 
45 Most of the researchers link the definition with Montgomery (1998), probably because of the exact 
formulations, but the meaning of the concept defined Relph (1976) about two decades before.  
46 Readability is inspired by findings of Kevin Lynch, Gordon Cullen and Christopher Alexander. On the other 
hand, previous research about identity in architectural fields bases on Lynch’s (1960) environmental images. 
He argue that place require three attributes: identity, structure and meaning. However, later his findings 
served as a base from placemaking concept where the place is focus. Placemaking is chosen to act as a 
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“Mining landscapes may be ugly to some (conservationists or romanticists, perhaps) 
or beautiful to others (mining engineers or some artists, perhaps), but that is beside 
the point. For most people who live in them, these landscapes have simply become 
part of the visual framework of ordinary everyday life.” (Francaviglia, 1997; p.11) 
Identity is critical to place and place theory relates people to cultural, historical and natural 
context. The previous finding discussed the process of people and place relationship in the 
creation of the identity. If we put the people in focus, identity can be individual identity, 
common identity, public identity or mass identity. The research does not deepen indicators 
nor values of these identity categories, but it is a powerful instrument for the research and 
manipulation, as for determination of the existing identity as well as for the strengthening 
and production of the new identity. Two extreme reflections about place identity issues in 
Sardinian case are abandoned heritage place and mass tourism practice. 
In the first place, Sardinian mining landscape has many abandoned heritage spaces. If 
there are no more people to designate the meaning, we should ask ourselves is it possible 
to have a place at all? If there are no more people to designate the meaning, we should 
ask ourselves is it possible to have a place at all? However, no direct relation binds 
designation of meaning and being in place. The moment you think or feel, that moment 
brings the meaning. The problem reminisces about the heritage paradoxes and propriety 
over meaning. The absence of everyday life can produce just observers meaning (that of 
visitor or decision-maker). Racked by sorrow or fulfilled with the happiness revoked 
memory could also label a new meaning. In no respect the reason than the authenticity of 
meaning produced from everyday life omits. Abandoned heritage has to remain within 
mining landscape system, but recognised and treated with the diverse approach than 
inhabited areas. Reproduction of mining landscape has to point out this fact and detect 
abandoned mining landscapes as a derivate. 
Along with, Sardinia has a strong tourism industry that uses place identity to manipulate 
the fluxes. Manipulation is not necessarily bad, but mass identity tourism practices show 
negative connotation. 
The potential same as the threat, identity is a powerful tool. 
                                                 
ground field for other indicators as a predominant contemporary concept in the field of place theories that 
glorify everyday life and puts in focus people and the experience, more precisely sense of place. 
Concentrating on sense of place, relevant authors as it is for example Carmona et al. (2003) categorise 
legibility in the domain of emotions and meaning. The research prefers to stay concentrate on place identity. 
The selection of attributes and conception of the diagram about identity is authorial. 
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Fig. 12: Place identity conception and indicators. (Source: Beretić, N.) 
 
2.4 Production and Reproduction of Space: Dialectic of Spatial Triad 
"If space is a product, our knowledge of it must be expected to reproduce and 
expound the process of production." (Lefebvre, 1974/1991; p.36) 
The foundation of the concept ’production of space’ centralise space and time defining the 
“mode of production organizes - produces - at the same time as certain social relations” 
(Lefebvre (197447/1991: IX). It attaches itself to the universal principles that remain rather 
virtual until living forces resolve contradictions through living elements and fragments of 
contemporary life and going beyond the ‘negative’ entity. Production of space is a 
                                                 
47 Lefebvre wrote “The Production of space” in 1974, but it became widely spread just after 1991, when it 
is translated from French and published for a very first time in English language. It happened similar with all 
Lefebvre’s publications. He wrote the “Urban revolution” in 1970, but the translation in English language is 
firstly published in 2003. Those two boos (as most of the authors works) are continuations and progress of 
his thoughts. It turns out that the “Urban revolution” is published after the “The Production of space”, but it 
is not the true progress of Lefebvre’s thoughts.  
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conceptual triad of spatial emanation comprises trough spatial practice, representations 
of space and representational spaces, “…the dialectical relationship which exists within 
the triad of the perceived, the conceived, and the lived.” (Lefebvre, 1974/1991; p. 39).  
Lefebvre’s concept derived from spatial dialectics and became the method itself, including 
contradictions, conflicts, struggles in the approach (Martin, 2006). Martin (2006) argues 
the concept is applied globally and used widely. Still, it may be grouped in three key 
understandings: production of space, triplicity of space and conflict of space48. However, 
Lefebvre itself suggests flexibility of the approach and specific case of space, analysing 
present and past genesis to get back to present, from local, regional, national and global 
space. In thas perspective, the dialectical method allows different analysis of time and 
space, present and past genesis “intended for the future, with attention to emergence and 
forecasting” (Martin, 2006). Furthermore, the moment that those links of time and space 
can be analysed towards new becoming are the moments of conflict49.  
Everyday life is the second concept of importance grown up from the Lefebvre’s research 
about the production of space. By deepening the issues about (social) space, the author 
explains the everyday life, an ‘oeuvre’, as an active substance of reproduction of space. 
Later, Prucell (2003) used Lefebvre’s definition of an ‘oeuvre’ to interpret the concept of 
everyday life as a spatial and social product of human relationships. In doing so, urban 
space as artwork is a creative product of and context for everyday life activities of its 
inhabitants (Lefebvre, 1974/1991; Prucell, 2003). Moreover, Shields (1999) highlighted 
that everyday life routines take place at the same time on different scales and in space, 
making its spatial characteristics essential for changing society. The author confirms the 
necessity of dialectical approach in analyses of local culture, from the utopian character 
of universal thinking to banal appearance and repetition of daily routines. Thus, the 
transdisciplinary research about identities, activities and images associated with the local 
could give us the idea of space (to preserve the cultural values of the heritage in Sardinian 
case). 
The concept production of space arouses many critiques and active debate is still 
blooming. The research prefers to develop about ‘triplicity of space’ (perceived, conceived 
and lived) to characterise undertaking full responsibility for possible confusion provoked 
                                                 
48 Three major understandings of Lefebvrian concept are: "production of space" has finally been admitted, 
despite the reluctance. The second, that of "triplicity of space", often taken over, nevertheless remains a 
source of confusion. The third, that of "conflictuality of space" remains always the most difficult to admit 
because of its questioning of ‘spatial consensus’ (Martin, 2006). 
49 Crucial moment of crisis such the Sardinian case demonstrate Lefebvre would call ideal for the revolution 
in everyday life that is the only possible moment for reproduction to happen. 
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by simplifying methodological postulates and fragmentation of the concept. Nevertheless, 
its development direction towards the pivotal role of everyday life and local culture in the 
reproduction of space has fundamental importance for the research hypothesis. 
The section enters the discussion about the Sardinian case through the lens of the spatial 
triad about the production of space. Consequently, the section highlights expansion 
emerged from socially produced geographical configurations (space and territoriality). 
Indirectly, we can say that the concept hints perceive and conceive space on one side and 
the other live space. Perceive space is more about jurisdiction and operationalisation while 
conceived space is more about strategy and organisation. At the same time, the 
conjunction of the everyday life adjusts legislation and propensity that are more associated 
with live space. In the research domain, reflections about the body, everyday life and 
utopias50 are first applied. Regarding these directions and within the context of Sardinian 
mining landscape as a unique territorial entity, the governing system and its elements are 
argued. Secondly, some reflections about values and spatiality of social life (David Harvey, 
Antony Giddens, Derek Gregory, Rob Shileds, Edward Soja, etc.) are directed towards the 
Sardinian case specificities. 
According to the starting hypothesis, Sardinian mining landscape is semi-perceive, pseudo-
conceive and mostly live. The section elaborates existing conceptions and suggests the 
redefinition of Lefebvre’s ‘production of space’ triad, performed according to the topic and 
location (mining landscape in Sardinia). Perceived space is elaborated more than conceive 
and live space that they are less material than perceive space and perceived space is the 
starting point for architectural fields. All elements of the spatial triad appointed the 
possible assignment criteria and its attributes. The concept of place is a general source 
for the assignment criteria and the attributes of perceive space. Conceived space 
assignment criteria and the attributes rest on collaborative planning. Visioning and 
imagination should be the core of conceiving space and primary interest field about shared 
future. Likewise, the centre of architectural discipline based on the knowledge about the 
space that is more material. The decision to concentrate on the political rules and planning 
rather than visioning roots in Sardinian case condition. Firstly, space is semi-perceive 
instead of perceiving, thus the visioning part of conceiving space is inhibited. Secondly, 
the case displays a need for co-planning sooner than implementation plan. Thirdly, if the 
research highlights the importance of bottom-up approach the proposition of the 
                                                 
50 The model bases on interpretation of Lefebvre’s spatial triad by Derek Gregory (1994). 
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masterplan (or other representation of space) in a PhD thesis would enter in opposition 
with the with the argument and discredit professional ethics. Thereupon, the components 
of such a tool and rules of use are more urgent need than a product itself. Live space 
assignment criteria and the attributes are a direct consequence of the findings of the 
previous chapter in the domain of place identity.  
Lefebvre’s concept ‘production of space’ includes what he calls perceive space, conceive 
space, and live space (Lefebvre, 1974/1991). Perceive space or spatial practice is “the 
practical basis of the perception of the outside world” (Lefebvre, 1974/1991; p.40). Space 
that is more physical and refers to “the relatively objective, concrete space people 
encounter in their daily environment” (Purcell, 2002; p.102). Experience or ‘material 
spatial practice’ embodied through the physical infrastructures and organisational social 
infrastructures (Harvey, 1990). Conceive space or representations of space is the more 
mental construction of space including “conceptualized space, the space of scientists, 
planners, urbanists, technocratic subdividers and social engineers, as of a certain type of 
artist with a scientific bent” (Lefebvre, 1974/1991; p.38). Harvey uses the term 
‘perception’ and explains it as a “new system of mapping, visual representation, 
communication, etc.; new artistic and architectural ‘discourses’ and semiotics” (Harvey, 
1990; pp.220-221). Lived space is the complex combination of perceived and conceived 
space. It represents a person’s experience of space in everyday life. “The city must be 
dreamed, designed and conceived for the future.” (Pérez, J. C., 6 January 2011). Lived 
space or representational spaces are “directly lived through its associated images and 
symbols, and hence the space of 'inhabitants' and 'users', but also of some artists and 
perhaps of those, such as a few writers and philosophers, who describe and aspire to do 
no more than describe.”…” "It overlays physical space, making symbolic use of its objects.” 
(Lefebvre, 1974/1991; p.39). Lefebvre calls it ‘habitat’ and Heidegger ‘lived experience 
of everyday life’ (Zhang, 2006). Harvey calls it ‘imagination’ and designate its manifest 
forms “mythologies of space and place, poetics of space, space of desire”. It is real and 
imagined space at the same time,  and “less formal or more local forms of knowledge” 
(Elden, 2004; p.190). ‘Production of space’ is interpreted and nominated numerously.  
The research defines for its purposes perceive, conceive and live space as follows. 
Perceived, conceived, and lived space are mutually dependent and inseparable. Perceived 
space presume the dominance of contemporary knowledge about the space where the 
lived spatial practice is the agent, and conceived space is the medium. Perceived space is 
concrete, more material and includes the links between place and image perceived by 
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collective memory. Perceived space is a network of physical space (heritage space or 
mining infrastructure and settlement), physical connections (heritage territoriality and 
transportation routes and hubs) and organisational social infrastructures (socio-economic 
infrastructure and cooperation network51). Conceived space contains the abstract space 
(theory and visioning); imagined space and mental process, as well as visual order, signs, 
and codes of the city, dominated by political rules and planning. The local community, 
urbanists, and heritage responsible body have to share the dreams about the future 
realisation of place. Live space designates the meaning to perceive and conceive space. 
It does so by assigning the values to everyday life, in the first place memory about the 
place identity embedded with the image, activity and meaning/people that are possible 
elements of its character.  
2.4.1 Semi-Perceived Space 
Figure 13 distinguishes possible components of the perceived space and its attributes. 
 
Fig. 13: Perceived space and indicators. (Source: Beretić, N.) 
 
                                                 
51 Collaboration is understood as parallel work towards the goal and cooperation is common work towards 
the goal. Both cooperation and collaboration are willing qualities of organisational social infrastructure and 
both are of high importance. Cooperation network is the chosen term to espouse both because of 
collaboration associates more to the collective character (common/shared). 
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Mining landscape in Sardinia has characterised as semi-perceived seeing that current 
situation proves half-hearted efforts towards a physical and social character of heritage 
infrastructure. After the proclamation of heritage, physical space interventions were 
concentrated toward the singular reconstruction of existing object or infrastructure (or 
bonification of soil) and enlarged touristic capacities. The concentration of PGMS activities 
on singular projects and administration procedures rather than the implementation of 
integrated projects of the heritage with the communities’ local life results in negative visual 
impact and low comfort of open spaces (low quality). Land use patterns are almost the 
same as they were about five decades ago (large-scale industrialisation period) but 
commodified by the tourism. All of these assumptions demonstrate disorder in landscape 
matrix. Regarding physical connections, only public infrastructure that has been required 
from the past productive activities remained, sometime maintained other times not. The 
absence of detailed valorisation project of the heritage left spaces without any hierarchy, 
order and existing signs are prevalent ’scratch’ instead of interpretation. Melting between 
perceive space with conceive space arise strongly here. These facts lead to ‘possible 
impossibility’ to create the territory of mining heritage before the criteria and typology of 
the heritage are elaborated. Socio-economic infrastructure pictures are the ageing 
population, low labour flows and base affordability of goods. Cooperation network is 
missing private sector presence and demonstrates scarce examples of cross-sectoral 
cooperation and/or collaboration. Cooperation sometimes exists, usually, among decision-
makers, and extremely rarely, it is cross-sectoral. Collaboration is more frequent that 
cooperation because of expert’s interest in the topic. Cross-sectoral collaboration is almost 
entirely missing. If it exists, it is not full collaboration – events are not planned together 
among diverse stakeholders who would contribute to universal long-term benefits52. 
Consequently, we can conclude that physical space and connections are semi perceived 
because the physical spatiality of the heritage is not integrated into the everyday life of the 
space. Organisational social infrastructure is weak, and semi-developed no matter if we 
are speaking about the heritage or other aspects. While the missing essence of the 
conceived space, the spatial practice reveals only the heritage’s fragments and disables 
its realisation of full capacity and quality. Sardinian mining landscapes are semi-perceived.  
                                                 
52 Examples that can be categorised as possibilities to be upgraded are cases when excursion on mining 
route finishes at a local village where degustation of local gastronomy happens. 
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2.4.2 Pseudo-Conceived Space 
Figure 14 distinguishes possible components of the conceived space and its attributes. 
 
Fig. 14: Conceived space and indicators. (Source: Beretić, N.) 
 
Mining landscape in Sardinia is characterised as pseudo-conceived because the practice 
detects no one plan about the visioning. The only document that can be associated with 
visioning about the heritage future is the techno-economic feasibility study with the legal 
framework (1999)53. However much it is comprehensive and qualitative but reflects the 
very first stage of PGMS conception. It summarises according to the National laws; the 
need not about a fixed plan of territorial coordination than innovative co-planning. No solid 
progress has happened yet towards the innovative co-planning. The pseudo-conceived 
character of the mining landscape represents the duality of desire and missing practice of 
the heritage conception. The section about the PGMS case deepens later the institutional 
landscape and formation of the body, highlighting the eventual obstacles and development 
                                                 
53 Plans for annual activities are not taken into consideration because the substance of strategic objectives 
are oriented to the management of the body itself and strategic objectives and related activities remain 
undone. For example, the strategic objectives and related activities for the period 2014-2016 remained on 
paper still (16 August 2017) except the progress in digitalisation of documentation and improvement of the 
official site (the site is made in 2013, in the beginning of the research period in 2014 there was about 30% 
of the information available nowaday). Still, the field research results and information available through the 
website do not match always.  
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potentials of the PGMS that are rooted in foundation process. The theoretical part of the 
conceived space delineates urgency for strategic priorities and unique governance and 
coordination of the harmony at different scales of the projects. Rethinking the elements of 
the mining landscapes means to propose a logic of territorial equality through focused 
interventions at the different scales (from local to regional). Therefore, valorisation and 
vision about the heritage have to demonstrate the territoriality of the mining landscape. It 
cannot happen without cooperation with political rules and planning that enables and 
supports territoriality of the mining landscape. In other words, instead of existent top to 
the down process local community have to be recognised, supported, and included in the 
realisation of shared dreams about the future. PGMS role has to coordinate the space 
through the lance of mining landscape and the heritage criterion. Territoriality of the 
heritage is directly dependent on valorisation project and perceive space that embodies it. 
In that way, visual order, signs, and urban codes of the mining landscape are 
predetermined and we ‘just’ need to learn how to read and interpret them. Urbanist or 
another relevant expert must ensure envisioning the local plans while taking responsibility 
for the heritage as an initiating space and integrate the visions in existing urban codes of 
the settlement.  
2.4.3 Mostly Lived Space 
Figure 15 distinguishes possible components of the lived space and its attributes. The 
comprehension is a direct consequence of research about place identity. The diagram is 
directly dependable of the particular location, thus ‘other local activities’ are dependent 
on the singular case. Sardinian mining landscape does not attract global interest, still and 
mass identity is eliminated as a possible attribute. 
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Fig. 15: Lived space and indicators. (Source: Beretić, N.) 
 
Mining landscape in Sardinia is characterised as mostly lived due to the casual absence 
of everyday life. Mining landscapes are occasionally abandoned and without a living man. 
Tus, there is no one to designate the meaning. In other cases when the settlements are 
inhabited, the sociability is very high54. Somehow, hidden but local knowledge and 
everyday life activities demonstrate potential. For example, there are the miners who can 
fix, cure and produce many mining-related exhibits by using unique craft techniques, but 
usefulness and vitality of these skills should reach the realness in the contemporary age.  
There is a need to determine (observe, map, film, sketch etc.) behaviour and attitudes that 
express local knowledge capacity. The psychological image is charming or spiritual etc. but 
‘beauty is in the eye of the beholder’. Nevertheless, more possibilities exist to define 
openness/closeness, attraction/repulsion, continuity, accessibility, cleanness, safety etc. 
                                                 
54 From the personal experience during the research. I came as a complete stranger. Nowadays I can say 
that there is no one ex-mining settlement that I have been visited at least once where I’m not welcome and 
I feel free and willing to gossip and listen to the miners’ stories. 
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All these groups of the attributes are place related, and just some of them can refer to the 
territorial units. Finally, the sociability qualities and presence of local knowledge are 
showing some degree of satisfaction and hope about the future. Sardinian mining 
landscape is mostly live even if not deserted for the reason that present activities and 
image of the place are not encouraging. The condition contributes to the leaving instead 
of everyday living.  
2.4.4 Territorialisation of Space: Governing System Conception  
Institutionalisation of the PGMS gives the administrative and legislative opportunities at 
regional, national and international levels, with particular attention towards project 
autonomy based on interests of the local communities. Coordination and promotion are 
the primary jurisdictions of the PGMS, but operationalisation phase never came to act. The 
section illustrates the possible governing system of the Sardinian mining landscape and 
its elements based on production of space concept and geography of space 
(territorialisation of space). The research tends to escape from an utopian concept, but it 
starts by the ‘Geographical Imaginations’ (Gregory, 1994) that it is recognised as the most 
comprehensive argumentation about the body, everyday life55 and utopias (Fig. 16). 
 
Fig. 16: Application of the concept “The Eye of Power” (left) to the Mining landscape in Sardinia (right). 
(Source: Beretić, N. according to Gregory, 1994, p. 401 / left) 
 
                                                 
55 Many theories about decision-making and territorialisation was rising after the 1990s. Aftert Gregory’s 
research in next decade appeared many other theories about ‘powers’ and space. The main arguments 
relate to future of power in XXI century and need for changing the nature of use and everyday life related 
(Soja, 2000 “Postmetropolis: Critical Studies of Cities and Regions”; Nye, 2008 “The Powers to Lead” etc.). 
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Gregory (1994) argues the body of the Lefebvre’s concept about the spatial triad56 under 
the name ‘The Eye of Power’. Application of the concept at the Sardinian mining landscape 
demonstrates the figure 16. The components of concrete space in particular case is the 
mining landscape everyday life. The abstract space is “inflamed, constrained and 
colonized” (Gregory, 1994; p. 402) by two principal processes. The one is the 
commodification process, and it should rely on mining landscape and its new economy. 
The dominant present territorial economy is the tourism even not attracted by the heritage 
nor produces excellent economic benefits, yet. Another process is an institutional 
landscape of the PGMS. The institutional landscape is made of bureaucracy and 
institutionalisation. Those two components are separated as appropriate for the case 
elaboration. PGMS body is still is forming process because it is not functional in practice 
and jurisdictions are not defined clearly. The research discusses bureaucracy and 
institutionalisation as separate processes because the development of the PGMS idea was 
complicated. Institutionalisation focuses on steps toward the foundation of the PGMS, and 
its potential consequences demonstrated in the present, or that can reflect on future. 
Bureaucracy explains the capacity of the current administrative system and horizons 
towards future improvement. The juridical-political grid is supposed an element of the 
bureaucracy, but it is not the focus of research, and it is discussed only in a context 
relevant to the planning practices. One of the research exits indicates the obstacles and 
possibilities about the body on two levels. One level determines the role of PGMS in the 
context of the responsible authority for the heritage that spreads in eight areas and 
administratively belongs to the eighty-one Municipality. Another level ascertains the 
organisational structure within the PGMS, jurisdictions and flexibility. Those two levels 
have to have parallel dynamics and represent dependence directly if the system wants to 
grow.  
Accordingly, governance system of the World practices is examined oriented to contribute 
the PGMS institutional landscape conception. The components of the Governance system 
includes Organisational model (actors, rules and jurisdictions) and principles of decision-
making, Role and recognition of local communities and practices and Local knowledge and 
social experiences.  
                                                 
56 Gregory (1994) gave the visual summary to the Lefebvre’s argumentations about the production of space 
(1974/1991) and everyday life (1947/1991) concepts. Visualisation is not just literal; he enriched it while 
reading through the personal lens. 
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“To ‘know’ a city, one must walk its streets; but to "see" a city, one must stand outside 
in order to perceive it whole.” (Georgy, 1994; p. 405 citations of Bell, 1974) 
Another aspect to discuss the ‘eye of power’ is reading the process of transformation 
through the spatial triad of perceived, conceived and lived space and expert’s fields that 
dominate the influences to the transformations. 
 
Fig. 17: The dynamics of the spatial triad (left) and equity of the spatial triad components (right) from the 
architectural perspective. (Source: Beretić, N.) 
 
Urbanism became ‘fashionable’ and powerful mix of ideology and practice that inspired 
Lefebvre’s works. Besides, he was interested in examining reality and possibilities of urban 
life on the correlation ideology and knowledge, argues Kofman and Lebas (1996). The 
research prefers to use architectural disciplines or fields in counting urban planning, urban 
design, landscape architecture and all related disciplines. Those emerged as academic 
disciplines around architecture from the XX century and later and all of them are using the 
abstract spatial representations as for the shared language. Present perceived space is 
the starting point of architectural disciplines, and abstract spatial representations are the 
future perceived space is the final objective. Confusions exist about the product of a many 
profession, and architectural disciplines share the same destiny. The city is departure 
context and ultimate horizon of an urbanist, but the product of an urbanist is not a city it 
is a plan. The plan should be based on the perceived context and images about the 
perceived future (no matter how radical decisions we made). As long as we are producing 
the plans in an urban setting (no matter the percent of nature), we are envisioning the 
future of people who are living the space. Thus, lived space is vital in the same vein as the 
perceived space even. The architectural disciplines have no skills to act in lived space as 
it is the case with perceived space, but we must not exclude any one component of the 
spatial triad. All the elements of the spatial triad have to be equally considered, but the 
product on an urbanist and mode of influence to the everyday life is more or less but 
abstract spatial representation.  
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2.5 Summary of Theoretical Background  
The theoretical background introduced three concepts confronting the mining landscape 
in Sardinia as a place for everyday life (scope of the research). Firstly, struggles and 
potentials of UNESCO heritage status and its local reflections challenged potentials and 
threats of significance for the Sardinian case. Secondly, examination of the concept of 
place identity demonstrated the unbreakable connection of terms space and place and 
components form the identity. Thirdly, production of space concept is presented to the 
general definition of the spatial triad, reproduction and everyday life concepts as well as 
to context-specific mining landscape in Sardinia. Theoretical background gave definitions, 
principles, criteria and its attributes to define problems, potentials and character of 
qualification Sardinian case demonstrate.  
Mining Landscape in Sardinia is UNESCO heritage ratified as exceptional due to geo-
mining, historical and environmental values. Previously mining heritage was a subcategory 
of the industrial heritage limited to singular objects until the introduction of mining 
landscape thought. Mining landscape is territory affected by extractive activities of 
minerals or other geological materials and their primary processing, while the activities 
caused landscape modification and appearance. Sardinian landscapes memorise mining 
activity from the pre-Roman period, but extractive activities have finished during the 
1960s, and 1970s and traces of the mining activity are recognised as heritage in 1997. 
UNESCO proclaims Sardinian mining landscape the first Geo-Mining, Historical and 
Environmental Park of Sardinia (Parco Geominerario, Sorico e Ambientale della Sardegna 
- PGMS), the prime example in European Network of Geoparks (the first case of Geopark 
concept and prototype of the UNESCO Global Geoparks Network - GGN). The 
heterogeneous character makes PGMS extraordinary on a global level, while long history 
of mining activity on such a vast area generates it unique regional heritage at the national 
level. Techno-industrial and archaeological heritage, real estate, cultural, ecological, and 
environmental aspects formulate the universal value of PGMS patrimony fields to 
previously identified vulnerabilities. Heritage includes 383 sites even so valorisation 
project is never accomplished. Heterogeneity of heritage resembles the treasure, hidden 
and enigmatic, yet irrefutable. PGMS should take qualitative advantage of heritage 
complexity. Valorisation and categorisation are necessary actions to avoid diffusion, 
misunderstandings and blurred values of local specificities (and avoid false message 
about the heritage on various levels). Moreover, these assumptions demand to rethink the 
heritage conception, organisational units of PGMS and number of heritage places ratified. 
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National context pictured Sardinian mining landscape one of the ten GGN Geoparks and a 
second region in Italy by the number of decommissioned mines (427 decommissioned 
mines and less than 200 completely abandoned; APAT, 2009). Constructed to challenge 
the cultural values the research concentrates on mining landscape as heritage category 
prior than Geopark but comprehends intersections as a qualitative advantage. 
The heritage concept captures paradox when it comes to parallel spatiality (global heritage 
and local experience) and powers. The first paradox is preservation vs continuity and the 
second publicness of heritage. The research highlights relations among people, space, 
time and power the constituents of both paradoxes and global, modern heritage 
dimension. The first paradox elaborates dialectic between heritage and place identity that 
raises the timely conflict between preservation and continuity (based on research of 
Hewison, 1987; Harvey, 2001; Purcell, 2013 and others). The memories of heritage (past 
mining activity in Sardinian case) are not going to fade if they are lived in the present. 
Continuity might be the most important intangible in offensive line play of oblivion. Thus, 
continuity is indispensable for preservation. Heritage preservation is about continuity 
unlike the ‘museum culture’ that engage nostalgia instead dialogue between past and 
present for the future. Heritage preservation enables continuity of cultural identity through 
living and only if the local community and culture are recognised and included in making-
decision process. The second paradox debates publicness of heritage starting from 
Lefebvre’s argumentation about right to the city, 1974/1991 and adherent research. The 
questions of public participation are deepened in the domain of general misunderstanding 
about terms ‘right’ and ‘ownership’ of the space. Imperative public participation in making-
decision is the only way to invest in future that can preserve the local culture and 
reproduce the place identity.  
Global effects of UNESCO heritage status and threats it can realise on the local level are 
discussed to heritage industry topic and Sardinian context. The status of UNESCO heritage 
gives support to preserve the heritage, yet it is ambiguous. Heritage industry could 
monopolise the local life, often through heritage tourism. These concepts are growing from 
the 1970s with increasing number of world heritage sites. So-called “kiss of death” 
(d’Eramo, 2014), concerns increasing on cultural heritage industry and tourism landscape 
appearance as a ‘cash machine’ draining the same resources of cultural and natural 
heritage but does not always cooperate (Jurėnienė, 2016) and enters the conflict with the 
local life. Even though Sardinian context does not demonstrate the strong global character 
of heritage, the envisioning about risks of heritage industry and heritage tourism is 
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necessary to prevent harmful effects on local life. Besides, tourism is the first industry in 
Sardinia. Heritage tourism is a possible scenario for the PGMS, predefined by heritage 
conception and probable condition of complete Island. However, PGMS must not allow 
conversion of the landscape into ‘brands-cape’, fiction out of context, timeless and 
temporal activities instead of space for everyday life. The most problematic threats, 
questions of seasonal character and the mono-functional economy is being developed. 
Heritage tourism is expected to act so as to maximise the well-being of the local 
community, everyday life of inhabitants before the tourists. Autonomous position and 
avoiding predefined spaces are possible if the heritage tourism embeds the local economy, 
trust and cultural values. 
The cultural landscape has a wealth of relevant aspects and tools to challenge cultural 
values of mining landscape. Cultural landscape concept recognises natural, socio-cultural 
and perceptual & aesthetic attributes to define the relationship of people and place, so 
relevant to scope and objectives to challenge cultural values of Sardinian mining 
landscape. Often, still not exclusively used in heritage research. Derived from landscape 
ecology and prevalently used to identify the character of the landscape, practical 
application of the concept gives management and monitoring guidelines. The research 
does not develop this perspective but uses criteria of the concept to identify elements that 
compose mining landscape. After explaining structure (composition), function and change 
(dynamic) of the landscape (Forman and Godron, 1986) in Sardinian context, the 
discussion focuses on landscape character assessment factors: natural features and 
elements and socio-cultural components and perception & aesthetics attributes 
(Swanwick, 2002). Hierarchically arrangement of those factors displays possible criteria 
for a typology of the mining landscape. The spatial-functional approach is a consequence 
of mining activity as a principal influence on landscape’s modification. Correspondingly, 
socio-cultural value has priority, and perception & aesthetics attributes somehow 
overlapping. The research initially proposes mining landscape typology in three stages, 
prioritising participation in the process (fig. 10). The determination of values, expressly 
intangible values must reflect inhabitants' (primary the miners and their families) priorities 
and values about reading the space (as long as the objective of mining landscape is a 
shared future). The derivate appears mismatched with cultural production (and research 
scope), but numerous case of mining landscape in Sardina has abandoned settlements 
(and/or mine). Particular approach is needed for those circumstances. 
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Elaboration of the research hypothesis argues that mining landscape in Sardinia lost 
identity neglecting the local communities. Reproduction of mining landscape can ensure 
liveable-lovable place shifting this practice trough strengthening the place identity. The 
further research step concentrated on vital role place identity. The research gave an 
overview of place theory. Some authors were using term space for discussion (Norberg-
Shulz, Cullen, Tuan etc.), while others use the term place (Lynch, Relph etc.), withal, place 
triad is composed of image, activity and meaning designated by people. As long as a place 
does not exist without people to design the meaning, we can conclude that experience of 
space plays a crucial role. Space experience refers to the representational spaces or lived 
spaces as Lefebvre defines it. Comprehensive research finding of the place identity 
represented conception attributes (fig. 8). Further use of that fulfilled description of 
Lefebvre’s lived space. Meditating on place identity and manipulating it provides easy way 
given much power. Constructive power of place identity is a reproduction of space. 
Abandonment mining landscape problem, again, expressed itself an exception in 
approach. Reproduction of mining landscape is impossible missing the people. This 
argument does not convict to ignore abandoned sites but treats it differently.  
Another totality of theoretical background relay on the production of space concept as 
Lefebvre (1974/1991) defines it. The development direction puts in focus ‘triplicity of 
space’ (perceived, conceived and lived), the role of everyday life and local culture in the 
reproduction of space to examine the research hypothesis. Production of space is a unique 
and inseparable relationship among spatial triad emanations that are a projection of the 
social relationships on the ground (Lefebvre, 1970/2003). “The (social) space is a (social) 
product” (Lefebvre, 1974/1991; p. 26) and urbanised space as the artwork is a creative 
product of and context for everyday life activities of its inhabitants (an oeuvre; Lefebvre, 
1974/1991). Space as a social product ensures room for and contains social production 
and reproduction and our knowledge about space have to expound both (Lefebvre, 
1974/1991). Everyday life routines reflect on the various scale and give us an idea about 
the space producing identities, activities and images to associate with space (Shields). 
Spatial characteristics of everyday life routines are essential for changing society. Lefebvre 
(1974/1991) argues the most profound social crisis is the only moment for the 
revolutionary shift could happen and reproduce itself to survive. In the domain of research 
hypothesis, Sardinian mining landscape hits striving to hit the point. Mining landscape in 
Sardinia is semi-perceive, pseudo-conceive and mostly live. The research discussed all the 
triad components and its attributes in Sardinian setting separately. Semi-perceive nature 
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embodies disorder in landscape matrix and half-hearted efforts towards a physical and 
social character of the heritage. The pseudo-conceive character of the Sardinian practice 
detects no one plan about the visioning, envisioning and imagination about the mining 
landscape. Based on knowledge about present perceived space, abstract spatial 
representations of the future perceived space (conceiving based on lived space) is the final 
objective of architectural disciplines. Missing the coordination of the PGMS, no substantial 
progress has happened yet towards the innovative co-planning (not fixed territorial 
coordination) determined as a potential problem from the foundation process of the 
PGMS. The research highlights need for visioning and rethinking the elements of the 
mining landscapes to propose a logic of territorial harmony and equality at the different 
scales (from local to regional). It cannot happen at present top to down interventions and 
without cooperation with political rules and planning. The memory of landscape is the 
heritage value to preserve and research advocates understanding, reading and 
reinterpretation of predetermined visual order, signs, and lived urban codes (tangible and 
intangible) of the mining landscape. Hence, the participation of inhabitants (miners at first) 
in the conceiving the shared future. Mostly live realities of Sardinian mining landscape is 
a direct consequence of previous findings of place identity; it is directly dependable of the 
particular location and periodically absence of everyday life questions the existence of 
lived space in case of abandonment.  
Furthermore, research takes up the argument on the expansion of socially produced 
geographical configurations (territorialisation of space) emerged from the production of 
space concept. Understanding perceived space about jurisdiction and operationalisation 
and conceived space about strategy and organisation at the one side, and 
contemporaneously, the conjunction of the lived space on the other, everyday life adjusts 
legislation and propensity. In the case of Sardinian mining landscape, the expansion 
concerns governing system conception as a product of everyday life and both, concrete 
and abstract space (Gregory, 1994). Sardinian practice showed that the abstract space 
(economy and bureaucracy) formatted mining landscape ever since. Domination of 
exchange value under the use value and top to down approach did not respond the needs 
of everyday life, and people became detached from their landscape. The research 
recognised ‘the eye of power’ concept (Gregory, 1994) as the most comprehensive 
argumentation about the body, everyday life and utopias (affirmative to the Lefebvre’s 
spatial triad). The concept application on the Sardinian frame of reference illustrates figure 
14. Two domains of action are elementary for PGMS as a heritage responsible 
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administrative body. Firstly, duties towards unique regional heritage widespread in eight 
areas and administratively belonging to the eighty-one Sardinian Municipality. Secondly, 
jurisdictions and flexibility of the organisational structure within the PGMS. Direct 
dependence of the domains inevitably conditions parallel dynamics if the system wants to 
grow. Elaborated to contribute at first the PGMS governance system four World practices 
are examined to criteria a) organisational model (actors, rules and jurisdictions) and 
principles of decision-making, b) role and recognition of local communities and practices 
and c) local knowledge and social experiences. Concluding about the theoretical 
framework and emphasising key findings, components, attributes and relationships 
among perceived, conceived and lived space draws figure 18. However, it is not a simple 
representation of findings of the triad elements, but a synthesis customised for the 
Sardinian context.  
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Figure 18: Relationship system of the spatial triad: perceived, conceived and lived space; components and 
attributes (source: Beretić, N.) 
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3 EXAMPLES OF WORLD PRACTICE 
The section analyses two cases of international practices to manifest role of everyday life, 
public participation and bottom-up approach to heritage conservation and creation of 
place and modalities for networking of heritage places. Represented cases are European 
Route of Industrial Heritage - ERICH and mining and cultural landscapes listed as UNESCO 
World Heritage. The goal of displaying ERICH is to learn about heritage networking based 
on the spatial distribution and thematic orientation of heritage places. The case study from 
the UNESCO World Heritage list resulted with multiple examples about human resources, 
public participation, everyday life and recognition of local community in the decision-
making process and heritage conservation. The ERICH network is thoroughly elaborated, 
as a network system with a discussion about the possibilities of application to the PGMS. 
Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape (Japan) is pictured as UNESCO World 
Heritage. Deepening research on the selected case, the other two relevant Japanese cases 
are included in the research: Oki islands Global UNESCO Geopark (GGN example) and City 
of Hagi (Meiji Industrial Revolution UNESCO World heritage). 
The first World Practice case is the ERICH network system (rather than a representation of 
specific case) and modalities for networking the Industrial Heritage places in Europe. The 
mission, objective and the main components of the ERICH are explained. Sequentially, the 
main functional concept is elaborated, including reference to the PGMS presence in the 
network. Lastly, key findings and ‘learned lessons’ about the ERICH system are highlighted 
to extract guides for the Sardinian mining landscape.  
Homogeneous structure among greatly different Japanese cases, illustrates the same 
structure of all three cases. The general context, the importance of the heritage (Global 
and National levels) and the key importance of the case for the PhD thesis are presented 
firstly. Secondly, the background context of each case is given, describing the case 
characteristics more precisely. Thirdly, fieldwork results are discussed according to the 
structure of semi-structured interviews done during “in situ” research. Therefore, a 
discussion is organised through subtitles: Governance system: Organisational model 
(actors, rules and jurisdictions) and principles of decision-making, Role and recognition of 
local communities and practices and Local knowledge and social experiences. The issues 
with the collaboration patterns (cross-sectoral at the first place) are knitted through all 
subtitles. The arguments of the discussion are mainly the result of the field research, but 
this cannot be applied to all of them or said for all of them. The whole research process 
was iterative, and the result combines findings of field and desk research. Fourthly, a 
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summary synthesised key findings for any case. The outcome confirmed the public 
participation of grave importance in conservation of heritage place. 
3.1 European Route of Industrial Heritage - ERICH  
 
Fig. 19: ERICH network and members (elaboration of Beretić, N. to official ERICH site) 
 
ERICH is constructed to act as a guide system through European Industrial Heritage. 
Supported by EU, the formation period was 2003-2008. The ERICH Association 
responsible for the ERICH network is formed based on German law in 2008. Board of 
management and the general assembly makes the Association. Ten national 
representatives and external manager are members of the board commission. Italy has a 
representative on the board57. About 250 members from twenty-four European countries 
are members of the network. Italy is taking part with eleven members and PGMS is one of 
them, being part of the mining route (ERICH, 2017). The network acts in real life, but it is 
developed virtually very actively, for the multiple communicational purposes. 
3.1.1 The ERICH networking principles 
The establishment of industrial heritage as kind of a tourism brand was the very first idea 
that led to the birth of the ERICH. During the last two decades concept of ‘regeneration 
through heritage’, commonly named Creative industries became popular and, industrial 
tourism follows the trend. It is argued by ERICH that “Industrial tourism is not a niche 
market, but a broad movement inspiring many people” (ERICH, 2017, para.4). The ERICH 
                                                 
57 Prof Massimo Preite is Italian representative; the data is taken in July 2017 from http://www.erih.net.  
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is seeking to support innovative solutions for regeneration by giving relevant information 
about transformations of old industrial areas. 
ERICH has a five-year master plan within which it realises activities. The activities have 
predominantly promotional character, as following: sharing awareness, appreciation, 
understanding, maintenance, and marketing of the collective history of the European 
Industrial Heritage58. Under the umbrella of regeneration process of industrial heritage, 
while branding the common activities around Europe, ERIH developed a corporate design. 
It consists of a universal logo, sign-posting, and printed issues. The overriding tool of ERICH 
is website seen as a ‘virtual library’59. It acts as a platform for exchanging knowledge and 
opinions, and as an accessible platform for all people. It disseminates the knowledge 
about industrial heritage to the wider public. Notably, the ERICH supports and promotes 
interdisciplinary and trans-border initiatives. Conferences and workshops are also 
permanent activities of the ERICH. The main goal of all these activities prevalently aims at 
the vulnerable developing regions with economic decline as a pervasive feature (ERICH, 
2017). 
3.1.1.1 Anchor Points, Regional Routes and Theme Routes 
The ERICH system has three conceptual elements: Anchor Points, Regional Routes, and 
Theme Routes. The paragraph explains all of the features and gives a reference for 
Sardinian sites and places listed as members in ERICH network. The following analysis is 
not regarding the main element, but through the spatial criteria. 
Apart of three main network’s elements, some members are ‘just’ important referential 
spots without being part of any rote (see Fig. 20). They get a membership and enjoy the 
same benefits as the other members do. 
                                                 
58 ‘Common history’ is represented on a large scale. Japanese cases are presented in following text so that 
we can see the differences between industrialisation process regarding the European countries. 
59 In the purpose of making clear the concept of the ’virtual library’, the distance from the scientific point of 
view should be taken into account (e.g. Wikipedia is often a resource of the information). On the other hand, 
it is an enormous data base and a research instrument. From the touristic point of view, it contains user-
friendly website environment and basic information about industrial sites that are usually heavy and odd 
topic for the people who are not experts. In addition, extra forum that acts as a professional platform exists. 
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Fig. 20: Celtic Museum - Hallein Salt Mine (Austria) example of exception from the ERICH network system. 
Figure shows the museum (left) and the view from the Celtic ethnic village (right); (Source: Beretić, N.) 
 
Anchor Points represent the main module. These are places of exceptional historical 
importance of European Industrial Heritage. They are ‘punto focale’, and they must be 
recognisable inside and outside site. They are the cornerstone of the whole system 
because simultaneously, they act as starting points for various regional routes. Following 
the ERICH philosophy, there is a commitment list for Anchor Points. Responsibilities are 
related to promotion, taking into account following: active promotion of the ERICH, training 
and raising awareness of employees, proactive reporting to ERICH, support, cross-
marketing and joint promotional activities with other ERIH sites in the region and paying 
annual membership. Ideal Anchor Point as defined by ERICH has to have an imaginative 
interpretation of the site while encompassing exhibitions, cultural events and other nearby 
attractions. Furthermore, it has to fulfil visitor’s expectations regarding up-to-date tourism 
infrastructure and services. Carbonia is the only Anchor Point in Sardinia registered in 
ERICH network (ERICH, 2017).  
Regional Routes are composed of Anchor Points that act as nodes within the proper 
territory that represent a single idea. The territory formed by Regional Routes link 
landscapes and sites with a specific characteristic(s). In Sardinian case, there are two 
Regional Routes within ERICH: Carbonia and Iglesias. Carbonia as Regional Routes is 
called “Italian Centre for Coal Mining Culture”. The explanation page contains the historical 
background of coal exploitation in Carbonia and necessary information about the coal 
museum ‘Grande Miniera di Serbariu’. Iglesias is represented as “Geological, Mining Park 
of Sardinia”. Rough general information about PGMS is given in five lines. There is no any 
information about the functionality of the Route. 
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Theme Routes or European Theme Routes60 are organised in thirteen themes61 and thirty-
six sub-themes. Mining as a topic is divided into coal mining and mining of non-ferrous 
metals. Sardinia is part of Mining Theme Route counting both listed sites, Iglesias and 
Carboina. Carbonia is categorised as Landscape Theme Route alongside Mining Theme 
Route (ERICH, 2017). 
There is no mention of other places in Sardinia as ERICH network members. 
3.2 Application of lessons learned from ERICH on Sardinian case 
There are three main domains where we can learn from the first World Example case. Any 
of them is summarised in separate sub-title with the intention to produce also the 
possibility to read concisely learned lessons from European Route of Industrial Heritage. 
3.2.1 ERICH is a topic-specific promotional network system that bases on Anchor Points, 
Regional Routes and Theme Routes. 
European Route of Industrial Heritage - ERICH is a guide system through European 
Industrial Heritage, funded in 2008. Twenty-four European countries and 250 members 
make the Network. The goal of ERICH activities aims to vulnerable developing regions with 
economic decline. The activities are prevalently promotion and marketing oriented, with 
strong virtual character. They can be grouped as sharing awareness, appreciation, 
understanding, maintenance, and marketing. The ERICH system has three conceptual 
elements: Anchor Points, Regional Routes, and Theme Routes. Anchor Points are the 
cornerstones of the system delineating the most important sites. Regional Routes connect 
Anchor Points within the heritage region. Theme Routes have no administrative barriers, 
and they are purely topic-based routes. Not all members are part of routes system, and in 
these cases, the visibility in the ERICH virtual space is less than in the opposite situation.  
3.2.2 Sardinia is a member of ERICH, but how and how much? 
Sardinia is present at the ERICH interactive virtual space by Anchor Points and Theme 
Routes, as well as spatial criteria (Italy as a country). The existence of Regional Routes in 
Sardinia is not visible without access to the preferences of the location (Carbonia). Sardinia 
has two registered members: Carbonia and Iglesias. Carbonia is pictured as representative 
of all ERICH conceptual elements. It is only Anchor Point on the territory of Sardinia. The 
                                                 
60 The term is changed according to personal notes taken from the site in the span of period 2014-2017. 
61 Thirtheen thems of ERICH are: Appication of Power, Housing and Architecture, Industry and War, Iron and 
Steel, Industrial Landscapes, Mining, Paper, Production & Manufacturing, Salt, Service and Leisure Industry, 
Texstiles, Transport & Communication and Water. (Source: http://www.erih.net Retrieved 6 August 2017) 
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coal museum ‘Grande Miniera di Serbariu’ in Carbonia is among Regional Routes being 
the biggest ‘Italian Centre for Coal Mining Culture’. Regarding Theme Routes, Carbonia is 
part of Mining and Landscape routes. Iglesias is a member existing among Regional routes 
and Theme Routes. Regional routes of ERICH represent Iglesias as a centre of the PGMS. 
At the same time, it is Mining Theme Routes member. 
3.2.3 Can we learn more from ERICH system than modalities while being visible? 
The first lesson shoved ERICH as a successful World example in the domain of Industrial 
Heritage in Europe (referent to the Sardinian case). Organisational modalities and 
importance of promotional activities are argued besides. The second lesson gave a picture 
of the position of PGMS within the ERICH system. Nevertheless, what happens if try to 
observe ERICH system as a possibility for internal organisation of PGMS? Anchor Points 
are the starting points. If we scale down the system at the level of Sardinia, the first step 
would be distinguishing ‘key sites’ from 383 sites that are recognized as PGMS. The 
necessity for ‘hierarchy’ is already expressed by some authors starting with Technical and 
Economic Feasibility Study of PGMS in 2002 (later: Mezzolani and Simoncini, 2007; Perelli, 
Pinna and Sistu, 2011). Furthermore, maybe eight areas of the PGMS can act as Regional 
Routes. Thus, the next step would be the creation of network within each of eight areas. 
Thematic routes are not visible in Sardinia now. Five patrimony fields (archaeological, 
techno-industrial, real estate, cultural, and ecological and environmental) are recognised 
on a regional level. A high number of recognised heritage sites (383) has never been 
assigned to the patrimony fields. At large scale, another intention oriented towards 
distinctive thematic routes are different categories of heritage recognised for particular 
sites62. The six categories of the principal sites defined by Mezzolani and Simoncini (2007) 
are technology, history, environment, archaeology, social and architectural heritage. All 
these categories are just defined for the ‘mining zone’ or ‘punctual site’, and there are no 
any connections between sites with same or similar topic jet. Valorisation of all PGMS’s 
sites is still to be done, and here appears the room for the definition of thematic 
connections between sites. On the other hand, previously mentioned categories are large-
scale. Creation of Thematic Routes shows the need for a specific topic within these large-
scale categories. For example, inside environment is possible to create natural routes like 
                                                 
62 The authors list 26 ‘mining zones’ as principal. They use the word ‘zone’, but list mines. The selection 
criteria is not given. On the other hand, Dossier made for UNESCO list 35 mining zones and 8 ‘punctual sites’ 
number of sites as principal. Available version (summaries) of the Carta di Cagliari and Feasibility Study do 
not mention the precise sites elaborated. The fact about principal sites never came clear. 
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landmarks made by mountain ranges, but in the context of the mining heritage. There are 
themes based on geology and extraction of particular ore, ways of elaboration etc. (Similar 
to the example of Carbonia, that it is already included in ERICH network). Then, it can be 
innovative to think about the route of open pit works or disposals that became landmarks 
or districts. Moreover, intangible routes are precious resources, e.g. ex-miners’ everyday 
routes and lives. The routes exemplified innovation in the process of reconstruction of the 
mining sites should be considered as thematic route as well. Mapping of activities in the 
post-mining life of the sites delineates as the first step toward such a network. Ex-miners, 
themselves are а resource of alive priceless inheritance that must be actively engaged 
part of the PGMS from the very first moment of initiative toward initiation and 
implementation of the idea. In the case of applying principles of ERICH to the PGMS, 
Association for PGMS should take over the jurisdictions as ERICH does. Responsibilities 
relay on networking capacities of the particular sites and routes. Planning of the regional 
development does not include autoritative programming and projecting, but taking care of 
heritage space alongside development process. Apace with these, branding and 
placement of the whole PGMS system, promotion, and management that ensures visibility, 
should be the duty of the Association for PGMS. Building up local capacities, constant 
support and collaboration about programming and projecting are fundamental.  
3.3 Background context: Japanese cases 
Examining the topic of heritage in Japan is a great research challenge too, considering the 
diversity of Western (European) and Japanese cultures (Asian). A new research task is 
raised here: is it possible to examine a topic of mining heritage in those different contexts 
from the perspective of space production? The socio-spatial capital was the research 
domain to find intersections within (see methodological notes).  
The section is aimed to briefly introduce an aspect of Japan that is comparable with 
Sardinia. There are three main similarities. Primarily, it is decisive that Japanese and Italian 
cultures are different, but the heritage is a global topic. Being such a topic, general 
governance system and organisational rules are very similar to the heritage sites all over 
the world. Globalisation of the heritage issues is resistant to national laws as well. 
Distinctive adjustments are visible just at the local level. Secondly, the position of Shimane 
Region in Japan is very similar to the situation of Sardinia in Italy. Both regions are 
prevalently rural areas, ex-industrial zones that nowadays seek for new economies. Both 
of them are undeveloped and have a problem with depopulation. On the other hand, the 
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state maybe sometimes helps with government programs and/or funding, but the national 
priorities are another regions. The hopes of both regions are heritage sites and tourism. 
Unfortunately, tourism is still not self-sufficient in the areas. Both regions are 
‘overshadowed’ by the tourism of ‘superstars’. Sardinia has Rome, Venice, and Florence 
while Shimane has Tokyo and Kyoto. This phrase is taken metaphorical, but it is also true. 
There are many other national destinations before someone decides to come and visit 
industrial heritage or geoheritage. Both countries are capital examples of the famous and 
exotic cultures, and they are rich with heritage. Italy is the first country in the world by the 
number of the heritage sites, and its tourism is mainly based on spatial resources. Japan 
also uses a lot of human resources very much to develop heritage tourism. It has much 
heritage, of outstanding universal value, but the success of its tourism strongly relies on 
organisational capacities. Thus, Japan is an excellent example to learn about the heritage 
and organisational capacity issues, which are the weaknesses of Sardinia. 
Even in such distinct cultures as Italian and Japanese are, many intersections exist, and 
when it comes to everyday life, there are always many new bits of trivia to learn. 
3.4 Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape - World Heritage 
The mining activities that take place at Iwami Ginzan date from 1526, when it is discovered 
by the merchant Kamiya Jutei of Hakata, Kyushu. Very first finding out of the mine was 
during the Kamakura period63, according to first records from 1309 (Shimane Prefectural 
Board of Education, 2008b). During the sixteenth and the seventeenth century, it was a 
flourishing period of the mine. It has vast significance not only for the Japan and Asia 
(where silver was the currency) but also for Europe and the world. In that period, Japan 
produced one-third of the world's silver, with the majority of this silver being extracted from 
the Iwami Ginzan (Shimane Prefectural Board of Education, 2008b). The region was rich 
with silver, but a pivotal role was also played by a method of silver production. The whole 
process of digging to refining was accomplished manually. The high quality was quickly 
recognised64, and it is given the highest trading credit in East Asia. Blooming through the 
Edo period65 traditional silver mining techniques are used until the Meiji period66. With 
                                                 
63 The Kamakura period of Japan was 1185-1333 
64 The silver from Iwami Ginzan was well known as ‘Soma silver’ because the mine was in the village called 
Soma (Source: [online] Retrieved June 23, 2017, from http://ginzan.city.ohda.lg.jp/wh/en/index.html). 
65 Japanese Edo period was from 1603 to 1867. 
66 The Meiji period in Japan was from 1868 to 1912. It is known by industrialisation and ‘opening’ of Japan.  
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industrialisation, new mining techniques were introduced, but this period did not last for a 
long time. Due to ore depleting, the mine was eventually closed in 1923. 
Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape are designated for a UNESCO World 
Heritage in 2007. The idea of proposing it for such an ’sogo-chosa’ (comprehensive 
investigation) started in 1996. However, there is no beginning of the story. Iwami Ginzan 
is recognised for very first time as a historic site in 1964, by Ministry of Education and the 
Omori Town Cultural Properties Preservation Association was established. The Mayor of 
Oda City in the official report argues that it was a turning point when first cleaning and 
labelling works started in that period. He highlights that local people credit many years of 
tenancy and persistence: “I would like to extend my deepest thanks to these local citizens 
for their committed involvement over many years.” (Shimane Prefectural Board of 
Education, 2008a, p. ii). Iwami Ginzan is an example of local pride. 
3.4.1 Background context: Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape 
The administrative area of Iwami Ginzan is completely located in Oda-shi (Oda 
Municipality)67, Shimane-ken Prefecture of Japan. The area property covers 442 ha and 
3,221 ha of the buffer zone (total area 3,663 ha). Sites and group of buildings at Iwami 
Ginzan reflect the authenticity and integrity of the distinct Cultural Landscape. It is ‘relict 
landscape’, ‘continuing landscape’ and organically evolved landscape. ‘Relict landscape’ 
character is echoed in land use patterns68, historical remains and sites and, architectural 
structures. ‘Continuing landscape’ is defined by continuity of authentic activities of local 
people with “evolutionary process still in progress” (Shimane Prefectural Board of 
Education, 2008a): the residential areas, farmlands, shrines and temples, transportation 
routes and ports and, fishing. All these activities fully maintain the original land division 
from the times of the silver mine, retaining the intimate relations with everyday life and 
livelihoods in contemporary society. Organically evolved landscape shows its integrity in 
the organic relationships among the individual elements of the mechanism of the original 
land-use system. There are no any necessary parts lost, nor any unnecessary part added, 
while daily life is continuously present (Shimane Prefectural Board of Education, 2008a). 
                                                 
67 Area of the heritage is located fully in the administrative area of Oda-shi. We should not mix it with the 
ownership of places that are mosaic of public and private areas. 
68 The original land use patterns still exist, according to drawing founded from 17th to 19th century. Original 
condition of land use patterns is characterised by “rectangular land divisions on both sides of the street in a 
narrow valley, which is shown by the existing public land-tax registers” (Shimane Prefectural Board of 
Education, 2008a, p.81). 
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Fig. 21: Context of Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape in Japan (source: Beretić, N.). 
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Fig. 22: Context of Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine (mining sites) and its Cultural Landscape in Oda-shi (source: 
elaborated by Beretić, N. to Shimane Prefectural Board of Education, 2008b). 
 
The property is composed of fourteen components features organised into three groups. 
The first group represents silver mine site and mining towns (silver production centre): 
Ginzan Sakunouchi, Daikansho Site, Yataki-jo Site, Yahazu-jo Site, Iwami-jo Site, Omori-
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Ginzan, Miyanomae, House of the Kumagai Family and Rakan-ji Gohyakurakan. The 
second group consists of transportation routes connecting silver mine site and ports 
(Kaido): Iwami Ginzan Kaido Tomogaurado and Iwami Ginzan Kaido Yunotsu-Okidomarido. 
The third group includes seaports and port towns (for silver shipment and logistics): 
Tomogaura, Okidomari, and Yunotsu (Shimane Prefectural Board of Education, 2008a). 
Among those mentioned places, the populated places are69 Omori Town at Omori-Ginzan 
area (around 450 inh.)70 and Yunotsu (about 657 inhabitants). The first group, silver mine 
site and mining towns count nine sites, and five of them are visited. Three of them are not 
accessible71 (Yataki-jo Site, Yahazu-jo Site, Iwami-jo Site) and one (Miyanomae) has been 
just temporarily inaccessible. The second, Kaido group, transportation routes connecting 
silver mine site and ports has two elements and both of them are not easily accessible. 
The third group, ports and port towns, has three entities enlisted (Shimane Prefectural 
Board of Education, 2008a). One of them is completely inaccessible by public transport 
(Tomogaura).  
Figure 23 and 24 represent visited sites. 
                                                 
69 Oda-shi has a total area of 35.71 km² and density of 80.7 inh./km² (population of 35166 habitants, 
census from 2015), with negative trend of -1.54%/year according to censuses 2010 and 2015 (Statistics 
Bureau Japan [web]). There are also a few dozen houses at Tomogaura area, populated with a very few 
people. The area is completely inaccessible by any public transport. Just a few fisherman are living there 
(from the interviews). 
70 According to census 2010 (Statistics Bureau Japan [web]). While we are talking about local community of 
Iwamy Ginzan, the Omori Town is meant.  
71 Accessibility in this context means that the sites are not closed to the public; it is physical and security 
issue. There is no connection by public transport of possibility to rent a bicycle, as it is a common case in 
Omori Town. It is possible just to do full day hiking trail, but I have been advised not to do it alone because 
of natural, uncontrolled and insecure reasons (one of them is that the area is full of poison snakes). 
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Fig. 23: Visited sites of Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape, group are silver mine site and 
mining towns: 1 - Ginzan Sakunochi, 2 - Daikansho Site, 3 - Omori-Ginzan, 4 - House of the Kumagai 
Family, 5 - Rakan-ji Gohzakurakan, 6 - Rugenji Mabu Mine Shaft (source: Beretić, N.). 
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Fig. 24: Visited sites of Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape, group includes ports and port 
towns: 1 and 2 - Okidomari, 3 and 4 - Yunotsu (source: Beretić, N.). 
3.4.2 Discussion - field research results and more 
The discussion section pursues the content of semi-structured interviews (see 
methodological notes).  
3.4.2.1 Governance system: Organisational model (rules, actors, and jurisdictions) and 
principles of decision-making 
A governance system of Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape is entrenched 
through the management plan submitted for the Application Dossier. A little has changed 
during the course ever since. Comprehensive preservation and management plan unite 
fourteen component features as one whole Cultural Landscape. The preservation and 
management system applies in the context of the entire property. Its policies are 
summarised in the six following points as management rules: 
 “To specify the elements of component features and clarify their 
substantial value; 
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 To show appropriate methods of preservation and management for each 
element of component features; 
 To set out the procedure for coordination between individual preservation 
and management plans for component features; 
 To show the conservation policies which cover the surrounding 
environment of the property; 
 To implement appropriate measures for promotion and utilization to 
ensure preservation and management of the whole property; and 
 To show policies for operation and mechanism necessary for appropriate 
preservation, management, promotion and utilization of the property.” 
(Shimane Prefectural Board of Education, 2008a, p. 88) 
 
Geological disaster at the area exists, but it is not a burning issue. Firstly, silver extraction 
works also dumped the waste that has been placed just next to the biggest shaft area 
(Okubo Mabu Mine Shaft at the Ginzan Sakunochi area), at the mountain. This area was 
the place where the miners lived as well. As the time is passing by, the iron and other waste 
surrounded the houses and people needed to displace them. Secondly, the stability of the 
terrain is all right, but landslides happen from time to time.  
The Governance system, inclusive of actors, its jurisdictions and relations in making-
decision process is illustrated72 in Figure 25.  
                                                 
72 These elements of governanace system will be used to illustrate other two Japanese cases, two of them 
(Oki Islands Geopark and Hagi - Meiji Industrial Revolution Heritage). 
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Fig. 25: Governance structure of Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape (source: Beretić, N., 
based on interviews and Shimane Prefectural Board of Education, 2008a). 
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The local residents with the support of Oda City integrated and improved the necessary 
facilities in the site about fifty years ago. The Oda City invited the related professors and 
researchers to clarify the historical value and scientific value of the site. When everything 
was roughly ready, Shimane Prefecture took the leading role in the application to Japanese 
Agency for Cultural Affairs, then to the UNESCO. During the application process, the “Iwami 
Ginzan Silver Mine Committee” is established by the initiative of Oda City. The Oda City has 
set up the “Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine Section” where 11 officers are responsible for the 
protection and management, together with other seven supporting officers that live in the 
Omori Town. The Shimane Prefectural Board of Education has formed the “World Heritage 
Inscription Promotion Section” where 12 officers who share the same task (Shimane 
Prefectural Board of Education, 2008a). Public sector engagement is dominant ever since. 
The Figure intentionally stresses out local public institutions involved. The distinction is 
made just to represent local capacities, and it has nothing to do with the hierarchy while 
making decisions. Prefectural offices have at least the same importance as local 
governments in making-decision process. The permanent presence and participation of 
the residents (acting through community centre) and NGO sector is of crucial importance, 
even if they participate only at the collaboration meetings. The whole Governance system 
is completely missing private sector, according to the diagrams that it is possible to find in 
the literature. It may not be a complete truth; maybe it is only concealed and/or not 
officialised. The documentary shows that the private investitures are included from the 
beginning because they are the direct stakeholder. We could conclude that private sector 
is not missing in the making-decision process; it is ‘just’ not recognised. On the other hand, 
in the Omori Town, two private investors are widely recognised and respected by the local 
community. They are active in everyday life of the place. Nakamura Brace Co. Ltd. it is 
reputable prosthetic firm, well known in the region. Bura house is famous fashion design 
brand, nationally recognised. The presumption is that they are acting through the local 
community as well because people respect them. More than ‘just’ financing the restoration 
projects and developing local economy (by employing local people), they are investing in 
social life (by investing in public space projects and supporting diverse events73). 
3.4.2.2 Role and recognition of local communities and practices 
Stable presence and appreciation of the local community are present from the very first 
idea about the Heritage. The relationship between public and civic sector resulted in a 
                                                 
73 Especially, Nakamura brace. 
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power of local community and government that ‘speaks the words of the local 
community’74. Consecutive pictures are representing two cases of many examples which 
are the results of a cross-sectoral collaboration between the local community and the 
government. 
 
Fig. 26: ’Speaking the words of local community’ and local ‘beauty movement’ in Omori Town: a) 
Underground electric infrastructure (left) and b), little urban interventions (right); (source: Beretić, N.). 
 
The first case pictures an old, Japanese, ordinary street (see Fig. 26, left). It is very rare to 
see streets like this one in Japan. Usually, Japanese streets are recognisable by robust 
electric infrastructure followed by yellow, notable, security cables that are cutting the sky 
in various patterns. This street was one of them. Then, the local community started to push 
the idea about the protection of the ‘view’ to the local governments. With little resistance, 
they found it understanding. A few years ago, the complete electric infrastructure from the 
area of the historic townscape was removed underground. Apart from conventional 
approval procedures for plans, they needed to face many procedural steps during the 
planning process until implementation. An example is security standards that are acutely 
high in Japan (mainly related to the natural disasters and fires). Moreover, the project is 
realised in the protected area of UNESCO World Heritage. The project passed all levels of 
approval from the local to a national government (including a standard evaluation from 
UNESCO). Strong local awareness and initiative, together with the openness and 
understanding of the government system, produced the high-quality result in a reasonable 
period. On the other hand, protection of ‘view’ is an example of the sense of belonging. 
Here connects the other case (see Fig. 26, right). With the same intention to make their 
                                                 
74 The term is used to describe the engagement of local community and empowering a cross-sectoral 
collaboration as a foundation for sustainable local development. For a very first time it is introduced by 
Beretić et all (2017), partially inspired by UNESCO (2105) publication “World Heritage Sustainable Tourism 
Online Toolkit”. 
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city more beautiful, during the regular assemble in the community centre, the residents 
decided to cover all the modern, universal, equipment that is deluging cities all over the 
world. These are just a few examples from a series of little urban interventions, but it is of 
great importance for the local pride and sense of belonging75. Both cases showed the role 
and recognition of the local community and collaboration of local community with the 
government. The importance of little steps is crucial in empowering local communities. 
Implementation of the small projects (such as the little urban intervention shows), it 
encourages the local community to make more significant steps76 (like the first example 
demonstrated), and it contributes to strengthening the sense of belonging and local pride. 
3.4.2.3 Local knowledge and social experiences 
If we relate knowledge to the concept of particular historical context as well as its genesis, 
Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine is a very piercing example. The quality of Ginzan Sakunouchi 
area among others is “silver production and daily life” (Shimane Prefectural Board of 
Education, 2008a, p. 4). A range of silver production undertakings from digging, dressing, 
smelting to refining was carried out manually, in the same area. The mine reaches over 
60077 discovered shafts. The mine shafts and workshop residencies where smelting and 
refining works were carried out are mainly preserved. This ancient knowledge of silver 
elaboration is still possible to experience, particularly about the refining method of the 
silver that is typical for Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine. The Haifuki Method was first introduced 
to Japan at Iwami Ginzan in 1533 by two technicians, Keiju and Sotan (who came from 
Korea). Applying the technique, it substantially increased production of quality silver, 
triggering economic reform in East Asia and cultural exchanges between the East and West 
(Shimane Prefectural Board of Education, 2008a). The symbol of identity of the mine is 
silver coin Otoriosame-chogin. Nowadays, there is a possibility to attend a workshop in 
Omori Town where participants can produce their coin and take it home as a souvenir (Fig. 
                                                 
75 We may further discuss if the global symbols are really removed, but it will not be the subject. The aim of 
illustrating the second case was to present the importance of scaling, participation, and power of local 
community in shaping own, everyday life. 
76 All these steps are big. In this context ‘bigger steps’ are meant the once where the local community had 
the initiative and tenancy to convince the government system to implement their will. Likewise, the 
community had a power to overcome the standard procedures and law limitations. Other example of a large-
scale project is an initiative of the community to stop the traffic in the protected area aimed to control 
increasing number and flux of tourists. The number of tourists is doubled just in the first year after the 
proclamation of the Heritage, from frothy to eighty thousands of tourists per year. The access to the heritage 
buffer zone is not stopped but limited. Inside the heritage zone, just public buses and bikes are allowed for 
the visitors. 
77 Including open pits and underground galleries. 
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27, left). The coin is a symbol of pride for local people, and they use it in diverse occasions 
around the city (Fig. 27, right). 
 
Fig. 27: The silver coin from Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine - Otoriosame-chogin: a) Exhibit of the coin in World 
Heritage Centre, Omori Town (left) and b), an example of use by local people (right); (source: Beretić, N.). 
 
Another example of social experience and local knowledge is connected directly to the 
education system. The professor of English language and International Centre Director of 
Faculty of Policy Studies, Shimane University, Hamada Campus, recognised the lack of 
information about the heritage translated into foreign languages78. In 2010, she decided 
to organise a particular seminar for the students and change the conventional method of 
teaching. The topic was Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine. She does fundraising (University, Region 
and Local Municipality, Oda City) and during the first years, they started with collecting 
materials and translating it. Field research is conducted in parallel. Meanwhile, the 
objective became clearer. They wanted to produce a website79 as a travel guide to the 
overseas tourist and share the knowledge about the heritage in the English language, too. 
Apart from this use value, the added value of the project is the engagement of local 
resources. Local designer and photograph were working with the students during the 
seminar. Thus, students gained diverse skills while participating in a seminar of the English 
language and their interest was higher because of the unconventional learning model. 
Many benefits came out with this project that started with an innocent idea of the specialist 
from the seemingly disconnected field of expertise. 
                                                 
78 She did not know about the Heritage site in the period, although she lives in the Prefecture for years. The 
idea came up when she saw it for a very first time on TV. She was keen to know more about it, but all the 
literature she found was only in the Japanese language.  
79 You can see it here: http://www.iwami-travelguide.com  
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3.4.3 Summary: Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape 
Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape is an exceptional value of mining 
activities that took place between sixteenth and twentieth century. UNESCO ratified it as a 
World Heritage in 2007, but the preparation process for the application started about fifty 
years earlier. Administrative area of Iwami Ginzan is completely located in Oda-shi, 
Shimane-ken Prefecture of Japan. Fourteen components are organised in three groups, as 
follows: Silver mine site and mining towns (silver production centre), Transportation routes 
connecting silver mine site and ports (Kaido) and, Ports and port towns (for silver shipment 
and logistics). Among the places covered by the area of the Heritage, populated are Omori 
Town at Omori-Ginzan area (around 450 inh.) and Yunotsu (about 657 inh.). 
Governance system of the heritage is almost the same as it was created during the 
preparation process for the application (see Fig. 25). “Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine 
Committee” is established by the initiative of Oda City during the application process. The 
city created the “Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine Section”, and Shimane Prefectural Board of 
Education has formed the “World Heritage Inscription Promotion Section”. In total, 30 
officers are taking responsibility for the protection and management. The public sector 
remained dominant by the number of institutions involved in making-decision process, but 
all sectors are present. Cross-sectoral collaboration is functioning well. The most 
significant are committed involvement of the local citizens and their permanent 
participation from the very beginning when the cleaning works started (fifty years ago). 
Relation of the private sector with other is discussed, and two cases of the collaboration 
of local community and government are illustrated. The local community is recognised, 
and it is a basic pillar of the heritage ever since, supported by the Oda City that is willing 
to ’speak the words of the local community’. Local knowledge and social experiences are 
represented through the example of silver coin Otoriosame-changing. It is a symbol of 
identity of the mine based on knowledge about traditional silver elaboration technique. 
The craft is preserved and reproduced (not full process) through the workshops open to 
everyone. Local people recognise and use the coin as a symbol of their city. 
Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape is an example of strong and active 
local community, sense of belonging and local pride. 
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Fig. 28: Street board in front of Local Community Centre in Omori Town (source: Beretić, N.). 
 
“Charter of Residents of Iwami Ginzan Omori Town 
This town is a place for us to live. 
As residents of this town, we take pride in our town as one of the best in the world. 
We will continue to live in this town and hand down community ties and the heritage of 
Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine to future generations. 
Towards the future, we will strive for the following: 
1 Protect the local historical heritage, remains, and nature 
2 Enhance the local environment for safer and more comfortable living 
3 Build a community that is both tranquil and lively.” 
(Translated from Japanese by Mie Hata) 
3.5 Oki Island Global Geopark - GGN 
Japan recognised development capital promptly as the topic of the Geoparks raised in the 
global context. Japan has strong national, Japanese Geoparks Network that has 8 UNESCO 
Global Geoparks, 35 National Geoparks and 14 aspiring Geoparks listed as associate 
members. Promoting connections among lifestyle and tradition, unique ecosystem and 
geohistory, Oki Islands Geopark became GGN member in 2013. Oki Islands UNESCO 
Global Geopark Promotion Committee (Oki Geopark Committee in the following text), is 
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officially ratified in 2015. As Oki Geopark Committee (2016) explains, the preparation 
process started about 15 years ago with the establishment of the first local development 
organisations (2001-2003). Aiming to revitalise the local community and promote the 
region, some of them made first steps towards the foundation of the Geopark. The 
contribution of “Kazemachikaidō Club” are highlighted as such an initiative. Firstly, by its 
establishment, it integrated both, public and private entities. Secondly, the activities it 
realised were local workshops aimed to contribute “shared awareness appeared between the 
local inhabitants and administrative personnel” (Oki Geopark Committee, 2016, p. 6). 
Around 2004, the eco-tourism related activities are emerging. The next phase started from 
around 2007 when activities commenced the Geopark. In 2009, it became part of Japanese 
Geoparks Network and later part of GGN, too.  
Oki Islands Global Geopark is an example of the highly developed organisational structure 
and ‘strong institution’. Born from small local initiatives, it is still top to down structure, but 
strong, functional and invests a lot in human resources development. 
 
Fig. 29: Distribution of GGN Geoparks in Japan (source: Beretić, N.). 
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3.5.1 Background context: Oki Islands Global Geopark 
Oki Islands are located in the Sea of Japan, administratively belonging to the Shimane 
Prefecture. Borders of the Geopark area are identical as geographical, topographical and 
geological borders of the Oki Islands Region. The Geopark area covers 673.5 km², 
including land area 346.0 km² and marine area 327.5 km². Four inhabited islands and 
180 smaller uninhabited islands and rocky reefs compound Oki Islands (Oki Islands 
Geopark, 2013). The total population of Oki Islands is 21,657 inhabitants80, and the 
society is ageing overall. The most massive inhabited island is Dogo Island (approximately 
242 km2) with Okinoshima Town (15488 inh.). A dozen Islands is the common name for 
the other populated islands. It subsists of three islands and its settlements named as 
following: Nishinoshima Island - Nishinoshima Town (3135 inh.), Nakanoshima - Ama Town 
(2377 inh.) and Chiburijima - Chibu Village (657 inh.). 
 
Fig. 30: Oki Islands Global UNESCO Geopark (source: Beretić, N.). 
 
                                                 
80 According to the National Census from 2010 average decline per year is 1.5% (Statistics Bureau Japan 
[web]).  
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Oki Islands Geopark (2013) argues the three main issues that are development potentials 
of interest, but they are also struggling that Geopark is dealing with while implementing 
activities. Firstly, ‘identity crisis’ is present on the Oki Islands. It is caused by globalisation 
and losing the contact with own environment. It results in declining population that it is 
attracted aside big cities. Hence, the Geopark is investing most of its energies in education 
(children in the first place), aiming to build-up local knowledge capacities. The final 
objective is sharing awareness about the uniqueness of Oki among inhabitants. In that 
way, a sense of pride will rise and make people willing to live in such exclusive place. 
Secondly, the natural environment crisis reflects in increasing the number of cases of 
exploitation and trading of precious flora and fauna. Local communities are not aware 
enough of the resource they have. The Geopark activities are directed towards making 
residents correctly knowledgeable and eager to protecting these resources directly. Thirdly, 
the economic crisis is shaking Oki Islands Region. Tourism and construction were the 
principal economies of the islands. World economy situation reduced the activities at the 
Oki notable (construction activities are almost entirely stopped). Geotourism is a potential 
for boosting the local economy. Oriented towards sustainable development rather than 
wasting local resources, the Geopark implements activities that will convert present 
indifference in improved quality of life (Oki Islands Geopark, 2013). Therewithal, objectives 
set up by the Action Plan of the Geopark attribute to preservation, protection and research 
with the Geopark, Regional promotion utilising the Geopark and education and human 
resources development (Oki Geopark Committee, 2016). 
Principal values that make the unique ecosystem of the Oki Islands Global Geopark are 
mostly geological, geomorphological, pedagogical and archaeological, then come flora and 
fauna. Directed to utilise Earth’s ‘treasures’, the activities of the Geopark are grouped as 
follows: School and Education, Lifelong Learning, Workplace Initiatives, Guide 
Development and Environmental Protection. The Geopark focus is to preserve the 
ecosystem as wholeness and its made of more than 100 geo-sites in the Geopark. Not all 
of them refer to the Earth sciences. Seven types of sites existing at the Geopark are: 
Geohistory - the continental age, Geohistory - the Formation of the Sea of Japan, Geohistory 
- Volcanic Island Era, Geohistory - From the Peninsula to Island, Ecosystem, Lifestyle and 
Museums (Oki Islands Connecting People and Land. Oki Islands UNESCO Global Geopark, 
n.d., para. 3). Plenty of sites and expansions from the geo sites to ports, airport, shrines 
and other, has an interpretative intention rather than pure heritage character (not in all 
cases). 
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Two out of four Oki Islands are visited. Firstly, the research is conducted at Dogo Island, 
where the head office of the Geopark is situated. The second part of the research about 
the Oki Geopark is conducted at the Nishinoshima from the Dozen Island. As there are 
more than 100 sites, just a few of them have been visited (see figure 31). 
 
Fig. 31: Visited sites of Oki Islands Global UNESCO Geopark: 1 and 2 - Dogo, Okinoshima, 3 and 4 - Dozen, 
Nishinoshima (source: Beretić, N.). 
3.5.2 Discussion - field research results and more 
Semi-structured interviews (see methodological notes) are the basis for the structure of 
the section.  
3.5.2.1 Governance system: Organisational model (rules, actors and jurisdictions) and 
principles of decision-making 
The Geopark has Basic Plan for realisation related to the integral area of the Geopark.  The 
plan has three objectives: 
 “Clearly identify the objectives of the Oki Islands UNESCO Global Geopark 
for promotion and its significance as an UNESCO project; 
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 Systematically organize the activities of the Geopark, which are 
conducted by various organizations and cover various fields, and identify 
expected trends; 
 Raise awareness among local inhabitants and related organizations in 
order to promote cooperation and active engagement with the Geopark.” 
(Oki Geopark Committee, 2016, p.1) 
Management rules of the Geopark are specified for each island / Municipality. Facilities 
necessary for the performance of the Geopark activities are subject to ‘Base development 
facility plan’ for each island. Essential infrastructural facilities81 are located near ports 
because 90% of the tourist arrive by sea (Oki Geopark Committee, 2016). They act as core 
facilities for the management of the other activities on the proper island.  
The Geopark Committee has representatives from any municipality and prefecture, and 
there is Coordinator of International Relations from 2016 (nine people in total). Having 
representatives from all cities (three cities and one village) enables insight and 
harmonisation with other urban planning activities from any entity. The Committee 
accomplishes the planning process and project implementation of the Geopark activities 
with the following logic of the Action Plan “plan, do, check and action” (Oki Islands 
Geopark, 2013, p. 7). If there are problems, it is recognised and described during the 
check phase and measures. Possible solutions are discussed during the action phase. The 
action plan is an annual plan. It has a role of networking plan and hierarchically, it is above 
local initiatives. Three topics that compose the action plan are Preservation and protection, 
Regional promotion through the Geopark and, Education and human resources 
development. Recently, there has been certification system for the recognised local 
initiatives. Certification is a kind of “branding”, where the beneficiary gain right to use the 
symbols of the Geopark and percent of activities is financed from the Geopark.  
The main pillars of sustainable management of the Geopark as wholeness is a support 
network for residents, experts, and interested organisations. ‘Lifestyle and tradition’ are 
one of the Geopark’s topics that are contributing to raising the value. Experts are mainly 
scholars from Shimane University that it is a member of an organisational system of the 
Geopark. The future intends to provide an environment for visiting specialists and having 
researchers from all around the world. Organisations involved in this context mean 
organisation, other than directly involved in the Committee: natural environment 
                                                 
81 Facilities have diverse character, mainly informational, including personnel and spatial facilities.  
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protection and conservation, tourism promotion, and community development 
organisations. 
Existing governance system is shown in Figure 32. General meeting, Exclusive meeting, 
Head office, Sections meeting, and Advisors are planning projects and doing 
administration. The head office director is taking part in National Geopark Network, thence 
updating about the situation on a national level is present. Currently, the evaluation 
process is internal, but the Committee perceives the necessity for the External Evaluation 
Committee. Vision about the body highlights requirement of community development 
expert, stuff from other Geoparks and social and natural science specialist. The role of the 
body would be checking and evaluating work in progress, the effectiveness of operations 
and management situation, as well as advising (Oki Geopark Committee, 2016). 
The organisational system demonstrates heterogeneous share of all sectors in all phases 
of the making-decision process. Local initiatives are rare and participation is still just 
informative and consultative, even if the Geopark is making great efforts to involve the 
civic sector in the governance system. Nevertheless, they recognise shifts appeared 
sporadically ten years later. Preconditions for better involvement of the local community 
are education (kids particularly) and raising awareness about the uniqueness of the Oki 
Islands phenomenon. The private sector is present, and it is mainly related to tourism and 
services. As tourism is the first and the economy of hope, tourism associations of the civic 
sector are active and collaborate well with the Geopark. Another type of civic sector 
collaboration with the Geopark is societal institutions. Social education is alternative to 
school education. Lectures are available on request to spread knowledge and public 
awareness about the Geopark. 
The weakness that the Committee recognises in its structure is struggling with issues such 
as insufficient accumulation of knowledge and a frequent succession of employees. It is a 
consequence of the fast change of the officers sent from different institutions. They argue 
that sustainability of the government system lays down in foundation of the solid corporate 
body. The corporation should not pursue profits, but it should serve the public interest and 
has a fast-operating and flexible management system. The ways to become a corporation 
will be considered until April 2019 (Oki Geopark Committee, 2016). 
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Fig. 32: The governance structure of the Oki Islands UNESCO Global Geopark (source: Beretić, N., based on 
interviews, Oki Geopark Committee, 2016 and Oki Islands Geopark, 2013). 
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3.5.2.2 Role and recognition of local communities and practices 
Opposite of the Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine case where the local community pushes the limits of 
the administration, at the Oki Islands Geopark the roles are replaced. Two examples are 
presented to illustrate the beginning of the efforts made by raising awareness among the 
citizens. The organisation “Kazemachikaidō Club” from Dogo Island started a project called 
“Kazemachikaidō Ecotourism University”, aimed to teach the local people about their cities. 
The final objective is gaining the knowledge needed to provide interpretation of the Oki Islands 
to the tourists. Rephrased, it is a current, fundamental concept of the Geopark. While 
rephrasing the concept, geohertige became the subject instead of ‘just’ being a city. Along, 
shared scientific knowledge about the place that they are living is used as a tool for 
strengthening the local pride. It gave the new dimension to the concept, aimed to stop 
migrations and attract the people to live and love their islands of great value. Raising 
awareness about the globally recognised outstanding value of Oki Islands became the 
objective of the Geopark. Participation still has only informative and consultative nature, but 
the progress is made. At Dozen Island, the “Shizen Mura” organisation, initiated activities 
aimed to develop the local economy and revitalise the local community through “education 
about the natural environment, environmental preservation activities and by putting 
ecotourism into practice” (Oki Geopark Committee, 2016, p. 6). The organisation is still active 
in two evolved forms, as a private entity and NGO. It also functions as a forum for young people 
around Japan. 
3.5.2.3 Local knowledge and social experiences 
Traditional activities carried out by family units are grass-cutting, growing trees and plants, 
beautification activities in residential areas, agricultural land and port areas and fishing 
(Oki Geopark Committee, 2016). Many traditional techniques are retained nowadays (Fig. 
33). Makihata - a stock and crop rotation farming method at mountain terrain and hills is 
recognised as the most important. It comes from the Kamakura period, and it was in 
regular use until Mid-Sowa era, 1955 (nowadays, they are just growing cows). Many tools 
are invented for the particular farming method. They are exhibited now at the City Museum, 
Nishinoshima Town. 
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Fig. 33: Illustration of Makihata technique; from the City Museum at Nishinoshima (source: Beretić, N.). 
 
An exceptional example of the local knowledge and social experience is a man called 
Yawata. Together with the current director of the Geopark, he is a pioneer of the Geopark 
idea. Even more, he is a prototype of it. Widely knowledgeable, but obsidian is his 
obsession and research interest over the last thirty years. Being aware of the geological 
heritage importance, even before the idea of the Geopark, he was organising workshops 
for the local people where he was teaching about the obsidian. Interested in his own and 
the history of his ancestors, he dedicated much time studying the Oki obsidian that dates 
from 30,000 years ago. In the meantime, he invented a unique technique of embedding 
seashells in obsidian (Fig. 34). There are no records of similar work in the history of Japan. 
The technique remains his secret and, he has a nephew as the only assistant (this way the 
technique would not be lost). When the quality is recognised, many orders and job offer lit 
him up. There were so many offers, which he could not accept all the works. The most 
famous Japanese shrines made him an offer and asked him to produce lucky charms for 
their needs. Of course, he never stopped with teaching the local people about the obsidian, 
including lectures and workshops at the invitation of the school. Through the “Tour desk” 
association, he also provides knowledge for the tourists as an expert about diverse topics: 
obsidian, local insects, plants and endemic species. He is adviser and ‘most important 
member’ of the Geopark. 
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Fig. 34: The local technique of obsidian works with embedded shell, unique in Japan; an example of lucky 
charm produced for Japanese famous Shinto shrine Izumo Taisha (source: Beretić, N.). 
 
Depending on the island, tourism is the first economy of the main island, and it is 
significant for the other islands (where fishing remained principal). Tourists are mainly 
Japanese people, and they want to have also international, imbano (jap.) tourists. 
However, the staff of Nishinoshima Tourist Association started the initiative and foundation 
of „International tourist group“. It gathers one or two people from any island who discuss 
the priorities. The first objective is “welcoming strategy”. Secondly, the priority is given to 
people who come intentionally (researchers, medians, writers and other). The third step is 
a promotion activity. The first reason for this pecking order is that they have not got enough 
capacities and services. Then, they are aware that staying in Oki Islands is not economical 
and they want to retain exclusivity. Thirdly, they feel “fear” towards everything that is 
strange and unknown, therefore tourists. Nishinoshima organised omotenashi - seminars 
for the local business and the sensitivity of local people towards tourists. 
Another interesting practice is chi iki okoshi kioriku tai - Japanese government program. It 
finances integration of ideas from big cities to undeveloped, rural areas. Young people are 
given the home, salary and budget for the activities in the maximum period of three years. 
After the period, if they decide to start a private business, they are subsidised by the 
government and have additional benefits. There are people on Oki Island who are the 
beneficiaries of this program.  
3.5.3 Summary: Oki Island Global Geopark - GGN 
National Geoparks Network in Japan is healthy and, it is counting 35 National Geoparks. 
Additionally, 14 Geoparks are listed as associate members. Eight of them are part of GGN. 
Oki Islands were ratified in 2013, but foundation process of the Geopark started in 
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2001.Oki Islands UNESCO Global Geopark has four distinctive features. It has a geological 
heritage that records the formation process (in particular, Oki geneiss) of the Sea of Japan 
and picturesque scenery formed by the sea erosion. A unique plant distribution at the 
Geopark area records and it reflects the climate change that occurred during Quaternary 
Period. Finally, traditional industries and culture, such as a stock and crop farming method 
called Makihata, which allowed sustainable use of resources in a remote island 
environment.  
Oki Islands administratively belong to the Shimane Prefecture, located in the Sea of Japan. 
Oki Islands are composed of 4 inhabited and 180 smaller, uninhabited islands. Dogo 
island is the biggest, with the Okinoshima Town. A Dozen Islands subsist of three island 
and its settlements called Nishinoshima Island - Nishinoshima Town, Nakanoshima - Ama 
Town and Chiburijima - Chibu Village.  Aimed at the preservation of the ecosystem as 
wholeness, the Geopark recognises more than 100 geo-sites, but not all of them referring 
to the Earth sciences. They are divided into seven categories: Geohistory - the continental 
age, the Formation of the Sea of Japan and Volcanic Island Era and From Peninsula to 
Island, Ecosystem, Lifestyle and Museums. During field research two islands are visited, 
Dogo and Nishinoshima. 
A governance system of Oki Islands is more structured than the case of Iwami Ginzan Silver 
Mine. It is an example of a highly developed organisational structure and ‘strong 
institution’. Born from small local initiatives, it is still top to down structure, but, strong, 
functional and proactive. The main pillars of sustainable management of the Geopark as 
wholeness is a support network for residents, experts and involved organisations. Making-
decision process is composed of General meeting, Exclusive meeting, Head office, Section 
meetings (Investigation and Research, Marketing and Human Resources Development 
Group; see Fig. 32). All sectors are participating in the making-decision process, but 
participation is still informative and consultative. One of the cornerstones of the Geopark 
believes and strategies ever since, it is investing in human resources development. They 
are of the opinion that the crucial is to achieve a global value of the Geopark by education 
people (kids at first). Raising awareness among inhabitants can influence depopulation 
and contribute to sustainable future of the islands. If inhabitants recognise the value and 
uniqueness of the geo-heritage, sense of pride will make them willing to live their islands.  
Lack of external evaluation and insufficient accumulation of knowledge and a constant 
succession of employees are recognised as a weakness of the governance system. The 
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Geopark is considering ways to become a corporation, and it will take time until April 2019 
(Oki Geopark Committee, 2016). 
Local knowledge is a vastly precious resource of the Geopark. The idea about the Geopark 
itself came up from the local initiative. Apart from Makihata, other ancient techniques 
exist. On the other side, there are innovative techniques, though. Mister Yawate invented 
the technique of embedding shells in obsidian. Application of the technique can be broad, 
but he mainly produces lucky charms for the most famous Japanese Shinto shrines. 
Another valuable practice is chi iki okoshi kioriku tai - Japanese government program. It is 
supporting, a three-year program for integration of ideas from big cities to undeveloped 
and rural areas. 
The Oki Islands Geopark is an example of the highly developed organisational structure 
and government system that invests a lot in the development of the human resources. 
3.6 Hagi - Sites of Meiji Industrial Revolution - World Heritage 
During the late Edo period (mid-nineteenth century), after about 250 years of closure, 
Japan was started its opening in 185382. Japan needed to strengthen coastal defence, but 
it was not able to ensure it with the old technics. The industrialisation began with the 
foreign influences. Japan achieved industrialisation rapidly in only fifty years. The process 
was unique and “Japan became the first country outside of Europe and America to 
industrialise its heavy industry” (Dosako, 2017, p. i). Sites of Meiji Industrial Revolution 
are the evidence of the achievement, declared by UNESCO for a World Heritage in 2015. 
Twenty-three components are registered. A peculiar characteristic of the heritage is that it 
includes some sites, which are related to large-scale private enterprises still active in 
operation nowadays. It is the prime example in Japan interpreting both, operational and 
heritage site. The components belong to the eight areas, and Hagi is one of them. The 
Eight sites in Japan are classified under the nomination for the World Heritage, by the 
concept of shared history and joint contribution (see fig. 35). Hagi is particular “trial and 
error approach to early industrialisation” (Dosako, 2017, p. cover). It is an experiment of 
the Industrial Revolution and an opening of Japan to industrialisation, ‘proto-industrial’ 
heritage site. On the other hand, Hagi has an important school of engineering in Japan 
                                                 
82 The arrival of Commodore Matthew Petty and ’Black Ships’ in 1853 at the Edo Bay was a crutial moment 
in Japanese history. It represents “famously precipitated the fall of the Tokugawa regime“ (Murphy, 2014), 
beginning of Meiji Restoration and an opening of Japan. 
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established among the firsts to advocate the need for engineering education, the 
Shokasonjuku Academy.  
 
Fig. 35: Distribution of the Sites of Meiji Industrial Revolution in Japan (source: Beretić, N.). 
3.6.1 Background context: Hagi - World Heritage Sites of Meiji Industrial Revolution 
Hagi has five World Heritage Sites of Meiji Industrial Revolution: Hagi Castle Town, Hagi 
Reverberatory Furnace, Ebisuhagana Shipyard, Ohitajama Tatara Iron Works and 
Shokasonjuku Academy. They are systemised in three groups confirming the role and 
significance as a heritage.  
Hagi City is an administrative territory of the Yamaguchi prefecture. It was the political 
centre of Hagi (Choshu83) Domain for approximately two centuries and a half. Political 
context changed during the Meiji period displacing the central power of Hagi and it left 
without major development for about hundred and fifty sequent years. This condition is 
one of the reasons that made urban matrix preserved as it was in the ages until nowadays. 
It funds a base for the authenticity and integrity of the World Heritage. 
                                                 
83 Choshu Domain was the name of the Hagi Domain during the Edo period (and earlier), under the 
domination of Mori clan.  
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Hagi City has about 50000 habitats and negative trend of growth84. Local people were 
proud of the history of Hagi even before proclamation for the World Heritage. It refers to 
Castle Town and Shokasonjuku Academy; they are not familiar with the rest of the sites.  
Hagi Castle Town 
At the end of the 1300s, Japan was ruled by a single capital (Kyoto), with endless struggles 
between Imperial and Shogun succession. Behind, real power was increasingly exercised 
by regional warlords, and Japan was becoming a feudal country (Murphy, 2014). During 
the Edo period, Japan was decentralised, with the Tokugawa Shogunate at the top. A form 
of Japanese feudalism is known as ‘bakuhan-taisei’. The system was composed of 
approximately 270 domains, territory given by the Shogunate (the Emperor appointed the 
Shogun). Domains should govern themselves, but not to mix in-between in any way85. They 
needed permission even for the marriage of inhabitants from different domains (Dosako, 
2017). It was a period of ‘closing days’ in any sense both, in and outside Japan. 
Hagi Castle Town and Hagi Castle are constructed 1604-1608 (during the ‘feudal’ period), 
and its urban structure remained until today. The Hagi Castle Town was planned by Mori 
Terumoto, the landlord of the domain. The plan has five zones, according to social classes: 
Castle, upper, middle and lower class samurai area and, merchant, temples, and farming 
areas. Escaping major fires, natural disasters and large-scale modernisation, Hagi Castle 
Town preserved traditional hierarchically structured urban landscape even nowadays. 
Being “unique example of a cultural base from which samurai in the mid-nineteenth 
century attempted to modernise” (Dosako, 2017, p.12). It illustrates an early period of 
industrialisation under the ‘feudalism’. 
                                                 
84 The Hagi City has an area of 698.31 km² and a density of 71 inh./km². It population decreases 
1.61%/year, according to censuses from 2010 and 2015 (Statistics Bureau Japan [web]). 
85 Social classes (divided by birth) were four classes: the samurai on top, followed by peasants, craftsmen, 
and merchants. In addition, there was a fifth class of ‘supposed untouchables’ “these were people who 
engaged in ritually impure, but necessary occupations—tanning, for example, or the disposal of the dead” 
(Murphy, 2014, p.38). Formally, distensions disappeared in the late nineteenth century, but “prejudice 
against the descendants of these people continued for some time and even lingers on today” (Murphy, 2014, 
p.38).  
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Fig. 36: Visited sites of Hagi: 1 - Hagi Castle, 2 - Hagi Castle Town (source: Beretić, N.). 
 
Hagi Reverberatory Furnace, Ebisuhagana Shipyard and Ohitajama Tatara Iron Works 
Hagi Reverberatory Furnace, Ebisuhagana Shipyard and Ohitajama Tatara Iron Works are 
the groups of the sites that represent individual, archaeological remains of 
industrialisation ‘trials and errors’. They are „independent attempts were made to cast iron 
cannons and build Western-style warship“(Dosako, 2017, p. 10). Hagi Reverberatory 
Furnace, Ebisuhagana Shipyard is located on the right shore of the Abu River (about an 
hour by walking from Hagi Castle Town). Ohitajama Tatara Iron Works is distant 23km from 
Hagi Castle Town. Thus it is hard to include it in ‘serial nomination’ with the other sites. 
Hagi Reverberatory Furnace is a prototype constructed in 1856 by Egawa Tarozaemon 
(after his death by his son). He implemented his pre-existing Japanese technical skills 
mixed with the Dutch literature on the subject, but it was not enough. The furnace has 
never been functioned. The most prominent value of the furnace is extensive research and 
experimentation that ensured a base for the rapid development of heavy industry later 
(Dosako, 2017). 
Ebisuhagana Shipyard was constructed in 1856 by the student Takayoshi Kido. It was just 
after the arrival of Petty’s ‘Black Ships’ fleet in 1853 when the Choshu (Hagi) Domain was 
ordered to protect the Edo Bay with the naval defence. The shipyard is a unique example 
where the remains of the structure consist of both, Russian-style and Dutch style warship 
(Dosako, 2017). Two Western-style ships were constructed successfully: Heishin-Mary in 
1857 and Koshin Mary in 1860 (Kato, 2015). 
Ohitajama Tatara Iron Works is the only site from the late Edo period where it is historically 
documented that produced iron materials were used for Western-style ships (previously 
mentioned). Competing with modern Western methods it failed at last, but it is emblematic 
site where traditional Japanese iron-making techniques - tatara. Kato (2015) explains, “the 
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tacit knowledge and inherent skills of tatara” made a great contribution to the 
accomplishment of the new steel and iron industry. The place is distant from the Hagi 
Castle Town about 23 km, and it is not connected with the other sites by public transport 
(it is the only one not visited). 
 
Fig. 37: Visited sites: 1 - Hagi Reverberatory Furnace, 2 - Ebisuhagana Shipyard (source: Beretić, N.). 
 
Shokasonjuku Academy 
Shokasonjuku Academy is an important site for knowledge dissemination in Japan, being 
among the first schools of progressive thinking in the field of engineering education. It 
consists of two, traditional, wooden objects registered as a single heritage site: Sugi house 
(Yoshida Shion’s prison house) and Shokasonjuku Schoolhouse. It is founded in 1842 as 
a private school by the uncle of Yoshida Shion, who was the third master, who succeeded 
his predecessors. He was a young revolutionist who introduced topics about the world and 
made efficient domestic travels among different domains with the system “study abroad”. 
He was highlighting the importance of engineering education in relation to workshops 
(firstly, knowledge and thereupon practice). He was teaching all social classes, not just 
samurai. Attempting to join Perry’s boat, he was arrested in 1854. He was teaching from 
the prison room until he was not released and in 1857 he gained his school room. Having 
the revolutionary character, just over two years he has been imprisoned again and lastly 
executed (he was 29 old). Later, the Academy produced many engineering experts, but 
“not only politicians, but individuals who would advance the economic and industrial 
shares of Japan” (Dosako, 2017., p. 39). The most famous among them are ‘Choshu five’ 
who were sent on a secret mission to study in London. In return, one of them was the First 
Prime Minister of Japan, another was the first Minister of Foreign Affairs, third was the 
‘father of Japanese Railways’, and other two also had high positions. ‘Choshu five’ gave 
great effort for the establishment of the Imperial College of Engineering by the 
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Government. Moreover, the first President of Tokyo Vocational School (today the Tokyo 
Institute of Technology) graduated from the Shokasonjuku Academy. Nowadays, exists 
“Choshu Five Program” for middle-school students of Hagi that allows short study in 
London each year.  
 
Fig. 38: Visited sites of Shokasonjuku Academy: 1 - Sugi House, 2 - Schoolhouse (source: Beretić, N.). 
3.6.2 Discussion - field research results and more 
The discussion section pursues the content of semi-structured interviews (see 
methodological notes). 
3.6.2.1 Governance system: Organisational model (rules, actors and jurisdictions) and 
principles of decision-making 
The local Conservation Council is the body established at any of eight sites making Meiji 
Industrial Revolution World Heritage. Its role is information, discussion of options and 
making decisions about the heritage and relates issues. Figure 39 pictures the case of the 
Local Conservation Council of the Hagi City. The particularity of the Hagi governance 
system is a small number of actors that are taking part in an organisational model. All 
sectors are represented in the model but at consultative level. The City Museum is the 
leading figure, and it is coordinator responsible for all heritage sites, except Shokasonjuku 
Academy. The Academy is managed by Shion shrine, as long as the objects are part of it 
ever since. The city government is a consultant, but they did not create any special section 
for the heritage inside its structure. The museum has the capacity, experts, and confidence 
of the city authorities. Practically, with few consultations, all the system is managed by the 
museum. 
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Fig. 39: Governance structure of Hagi City (source: Beretić, N., based on the interviews and Kato, 2015). 
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The museum has good collaboration with a civic sector. Many civic organisations are 
participating in activities related to the heritage. The World Heritage Centre is the biggest 
example. The museum coordinates the work of all NGOs as well.  
‘Serial nomination’ concept turns the city into an ‘open-air museum’86. Apart from single 
standing sites, protected area or the city is large. The private sector is active through the 
owners of the particular properties. 
3.6.2.2 Role and recognition of local communities and practices 
Through the volunteer work, the community is involved a lot. Local people are aware of its rich 
history, but not about particularities of the Industrial Heritage. The first strategy of the Heritage 
is increasing the tourism economy. Not only for tourism purposes, but the museum and city 
authorities are trying to raise awareness of the local people also. Interpretation and 
presentation are the focus of activities and struggles because the particular heritage topic is 
‘heavy’ to transfer.  
3.6.2.3 Local knowledge and social experiences 
An outstanding example of local knowledge and social experience is Shokasonjuku 
Academy. Priests from the shrine are using the School House to hold lectures even today.  
 
Fig. 40: Priests lectures at Shokasonjuku Academy (source: Beretić, N.). 
3.6.3 Summary: Hagi - Sites of Meiji Industrial Revolution - World Heritage 
Sites of Meiji Industrial Revolution are the evidence of Japanese industrialisation. Twenty-
three components grouped into eight areas are registered as UNESCO’s World Heritage in 
2015. Hagi is one of these eight areas. The concept of ‘serial nomination’, a series of 
connected heritage sites is a characteristic of the heritage generally and, any location 
                                                 
86 There is so called project, but there is no any information about it in the English language.  
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follows it at the local level. The singularity of Hagi represents its character as “trial and 
error approach to early industrialisation” (Dosako, 2017, p. cover), distinctive from other 
areas as ‘proto-industrial’ heritage site. The five World Heritage Sites at Hagi location are 
grouped into three categories. Firstly, Hagi Castle Town, then Hagi Reverberatory Furnace, 
Ebisuhagana Shipyard, and Ohitajama Tatara Iron Works and finally, Shokasonjuku 
Academy. Background context for all sites is analysed in the previous text. The Hagi City is 
an administrative territory of the Yamaguchi prefecture. It has about 50000 inhabitants 
that make it the biggest settlement among analysed ones.  
Local Conservation Council of any location (see Fig. 39) has the role to inform, discuss 
options and make decisions about the heritage and relates issues. Hagi has distinct 
management and managing structure that consist of very few stakeholders. All sectors are 
represented, but with few consultations. The Hagi City Museum is coordinator responsible 
for all heritage sites, save the Shokasonjuku Academy that it is under the management of 
Shion shrine. Museum collaborates a lot with a civic sector, but many people engaged 
about heritage issues are volunteers. NGOs are usually managers of commercial activities 
expected to be the private sector, e.g. bars, restaurants, souvenir shops. Incomes from 
truism are not low, but not enough to call it a self-sustainable. 
Furthermore, Hagi is an example that represents the importance of knowledge 
dissemination ever since. “Choshu Five Program” for middle-school students of Hagi allows 
short study abroad yearly. Priests use Shokasonjuku Academy for educational purposes 
even today.  
3.7 Summary of lessons learned from world practice 
The research elaborated three Japanese cases: Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural 
Landscape (World Heritage - WH), Oki Islands Global UNESCO Geopark (GGN example) and 
City of Hagi (Meiji Industrial Revolution UNESCO WH). Research findings of the World 
practice contribute elementary to the PGMS governance system. The cases are analysed 
specified by a) organisational model (actors, rules and jurisdictions) and principles of 
decision-making, b) role and recognition of local communities and practices and c) local 
knowledge and social experiences.  
The research elaborated four World cases selected as a referent to Sardinian mining 
landscape by multi-criteria. The first case is industrial heritage example, while another 
three are cultural landscapes according to the UNESCO’s classification of World Heritage. 
The first case is European Route of Industrial Heritage - ERICH and another three cases 
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are a group of cases from Japanese practice (where the six months research is conducted 
as period abroad of the PhD), chosen by productive synthesis method. The method 
composes a partial analysis of the content (UNESCO selection criteria) and the analytical, 
deductive method about options correspondent to the Sardinian Geo-mining Park. The first 
result was Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape (World Heritage - WH). 
Deepening research on the selected case, the other two relevant cases are included in the 
study: Oki islands Global UNESCO Geopark (GGN example) and City of Hagi (Meiji Industrial 
Revolution UNESCO WH). Research findings of the World practice contribute elementary 
to the PGMS governance system. The cases are analysed specified by a) organisational 
model (actors, rules and jurisdictions) and principles of decision-making, b) role and 
recognition of local communities and practices and c) local knowledge and social 
experiences. 
The ERICH case elaboration highlights the network’s concept and organisational logic as 
an excellent example of reterritorialization process that can be applied to Sardinian case.    
ERICH is a networking system funded in 2008 (based on German law) about the European 
Industrial Heritage. Board of management (ten national representatives including Italy and 
an external manager) and the general assembly makes the ERICH Association. About 250 
members from twenty-four European countries are members of the network. Italy is taking 
part with eleven members and PGMS is one of them, being part of the mining route (ERICH, 
2017). The network acts in real life, but it is developed virtually very actively, for the 
multiple communicational purposes (primarily promotional activities). The ERICH system 
has three conceptual elements: Anchor Points, Regional Routes, and Theme Routes. 
Anchor Points are fundamentals of the system labelling referential sites (the place). 
Regional Routes connect Anchor Points within the heritage territory. Theme Routes are 
purely topic-based routes. Not all members are part of routes system (it affects the visibility 
reduction in the ERICH virtual space). PGMS is already a member of ERICH (Carbonia and 
Iglesias), but also this time displays confusion and inconsistency of information. However, 
the findings of importance are the network’s conception elements (Anchor Points, Regional 
Routes, and Theme Routes) and its operational logic. The system application to the PGMS 
necessitates taking responsibilities about regionally unique heritage and building-up 
networking capacities about the particular sites and routes. The system could be a tool for 
innovative co-planning. On the one hand, it requests common visioning, building up local 
capacities, constant support and collaboration about programming and projecting. On the 
other hand, it urges necessity for ‘hierarchy’ among mining landscape sites to establish 
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Anchor Points. Furthermore, Regional Routes can be an equivalent to the eight areas of 
the PGMS. Thematic routes are not visible in Sardinia, but the potential exists. Revealing 
the tangible and intangible thematic routes demands valorisation of the heritage and 
mapping of mining activities traces toward such a network. Moreover, intangible routes 
are precious resources (e.g. ex-miners’ daily routes and lives), and Sardinia has such a 
priceless inheritance and exclusivity of having miners still alive. This living history must not 
be wasted, and PGMS have to actively engage miners (and inhabitants) from the very first 
moment of initiative toward initiation and implementation of the ideas about the shared 
future.  
Elaboration of three Japanese cases followed the methodological setting strictly, but they 
have a joint picture about the space reproduction in diverse contexts. They demonstrated 
general differences in heritage types, but also common similarities in organisational 
structures. At the first place, the diffuse heterogeneity of Sardinian mining heritage is 
incomprehensible in Japan. The heritage is categorised and describe the last details. All 
three examples have distinctive elementary characters. Iwami Ginzan is a silver mine, and 
all the spacial-functional particularities and attributes of cultural landscape point it out. 
Acknowledged lived space, bottom-up practices and local pride as the nucleus of the case. 
Many respondents clue the strength in the social mix (range of social classes composed 
after the fall of samurai and mine closure). Conceived and perceived space serve lived 
space. Oki Island is a Geopark and represents efforts concentrated towards the 
environmental protection. Perceived and conceived space dominate lived space practice. 
Organisational structure is operative (with only a few human resources), jurisdictions are 
clear and strategic planning leads all the actions. The institution is ‘strong’ and invest 
much in participation and education even acting still top to down. Knowledge is crucial, 
but it is typical for the geo-heritage (the topic is complex, and interpretation is imperative). 
Local knowledge is valuable and supported by governing body. Also, national development 
programs for young people and business are the practice of the Geopark. Hagi is industrial 
heritage following the concept of ‘serial nomination’ (a series of connected heritage sites). 
Accordingly, to what is being said about ERICH (Sardinia also), territorial dispersion and 
linkage designate the industrial heritage. In the case of Hagi, a mix of conceived and 
perceived space presides lived space. Operationalisation capacity is high, physical 
connections and space harmony exists, but the social character somehow it is absent. 
Local people do not recognise industrial heritage. Organisation and jurisdictions are 
someway peculiar. Practically, city museum and a shrine manage the heritage. 
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Nevertheless, Hagi is an outstanding example of local knowledge and social experience 
for knowledge dissemination ever since (Shokasonjuku Academy funded in 1842 and still 
in use and other educational programs). 
The governance system is represented by an organisational model (rules, actors, and 
jurisdictions) and principles of decision-making (see figures 25, 32 and 39). In all three 
cases public sector is dominant, but also the official presence of civic and private sector. 
The share in involvement and making a decision is place specific and vary by the case. 
Local human resources in all cases are a directly responsible body for the heritage, and in 
two of three cases, the Association is a civic organisation (not funded from the public 
budget). Volunteerism is highly represented in all three cases that research did not identify 
as positive. 
Lastly, the three Japanese cases could act as a singular example of possible developments 
scenarios. Withal, Japanese cases by its diversity of heritage types pictured a variety of 
organisational and strategic focuses. Social experiences and local knowledge analysis 
shown reproduction of space possible only when local community is recognised and 
included, but self-aware and active component fighting for the personal will. Just the Iwami 
Ginzan silver mine is the exemplary case. 
4 MINING LANDSCAPE IN SARDINIA: PARCO GEOMINERARIO, STORICO E 
AMBIENTALE DELLA SARDEGNA  
4.1 Phenomenon of Post-mining: becoming of heritage 
A distinctive culture and histories adorn Sardinia as Mediterranean island with a particular 
identity that turns it into a small, but the whole continent (Stephen and Rowland, 2007). 
Sardinia is an island in the Tyrrhenian see characterised by more than eight thousand 
years of mining history and mining culture. Mining activities in Sardinia date back to the 
origins of the Nuragic civilisation87 and Obsidian extraction around six millennia before 
Christ (Parco Geominerario della Sardegna, 2012). Official sources on the topic are 
starting with the period between the end of the 1600s and the first decade of 1700s88, 
                                                 
87 Nuragic civilization is a Sardinian ancient civilization that has lived the island from 18th BC (Bronze Age) 
until about 238 A.D. when the first Romans came (Melis, 2003). 
88 This is not absolute truth, but general. Firstly, for example, “Breve di Villa di Chiesa”, an archival document 
of great importance is the unique document that testifies the Pisan period of Sardinian mining in Iglesias 
zone. It is saved from the fire in 1354 (Tangheroni, 1985). On the other hand, Quintino Sella (1871/1999) 
relates reborn of the Kingdom of Sardinia (1720) with the beginning of the mining era. Designated with great 
economic, social and cultural backwardness, agriculture and mining were identified sectors to create a basis 
for the development. This can be a reasonable explanation for the existence of the documents about mining 
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when agriculture and mining have been identified primary development sectors. In that 
period, Sardinian society consisted of farmers, pastors (owners and servants), artisans 
who were part of the lower class. The feudal lords, the nobles, the high clergy, the knights, 
and the high bureaucrats were part of the privileged class, rarely resident in Sardinia, but 
possessing the widest powers (Minierabondi, 2011). The social classes and private capital 
marked Sardinian mining landscapes until the closure of mines. Large-scale territorial 
specialisation in mining activities started from the eighteen-century and modern age of the 
mining industry. It was the period when Sardinia attracted the interest of North European 
capitalism. Alongside emergence of the large-scale mining industry, a consistent, 
specialised working class of miners is created. At the end of the nineteenth century, at 
least one-tenth of Sardinia population depended on the mining industry. (Perelli et al, 
2011). Mining working class was ‘expensive’ in comparison with the Italy. Sardinian people 
were only qualified employees in foundries. They were intelligent enough, and they were 
suffering less from the lead fumes. Women and boys (who operated on the processing of 
the ore) were all Sardinian. Only men performed extractive activities. A quarter of men were 
from the continental part (northern Italy), and all the rest were Sardinian farmers and 
cattlemen, redirected to mining. Sardinian miners were more intelligent, less constant in 
their work and they were working as much as was enough for survival. These issues were 
causing the slower extraction (the less profit for the company) and the corporatist preferred 
workers from the continent (Piedmonts first, than workers from Bergamo) because the 
efficiency of the mine had a higher value than the costs of importation of miners (Sella, Q. 
in Silverstri & D’Onorfio and Vannini, 1987). The mining activity has modelled the 
landscape ever since reflecting sensitively to changes of environmental and social 
condition. The period of large-scale mining industrialisation marked the emergence of 
mining territories as they appeared today and produced the new social tissue that barely 
endured until nowadays.  
“Mining industry priorities determined on the one hand a slow adaptation of 
territories to the reorganisation of space and of the communities around the new 
production system. However, in some cases, they produced impressively drastic 
territorialisation and reterritorialization processes.” (Perelli et al. 2011, p. 205). 
Metallurgical mining industry specialisation and coal mining cause the main of those 
landscape transformations in Sardinia. The transformation process of mining territories 
                                                 
just from the period; mining became official development strategy for the first time under the Sardinian 
government. 
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and settlements in Sardinia produced disposal as the new urban phenomenon. Disposal 
is a common phenomenon and contemporary spatial dynamic of post-industrial territories 
(Gambino, 2001). 
After the World War Second, the great period of large-scale mining industrialisation 
entered the economic crisis. The situation was similar all around Europe. Rapid changes 
shaped by “substantial political trade-offs and long-term phasing-out scenarios” (Wirth, 
Černič Mali and Fischer, 2012, p.17) were leading the mine closure. Sardinia shared this 
destiny of entering the crisis in the mining sector and closure of mines. Rarely resources 
are exhausted, but technical and market conditions changed. Declining interest of private 
investors was followed by low adaptative capacity in the Sardinian mining sector. Private 
enterprises rapidly abandoned the mining sector starting from the 1960s. It survived only 
through public intervention (prevalently coal mining). The majority of the mines in Sardinia 
are closed during the 1970s. “Mining territories had finished their productive phase and 
needed to reinvent themselves.” (Perelli et al. 2011: p.206). 
Mining settlements felt a closure that productive phase has been finished. Depopulation 
was fast, leaving behind degraded environment with oversized dilapidated ex-mining 
infrastructures. Only the vivacious smell of ancient history and culture among the marks 
of the mining industry in contact with the astonishing nature has remained. There is not 
much change in mining landscapes from this period.  
Morphological modifications of the landscape surfaced during the period of mining are 
mainly huge. Two factors caused those landscape transformations. Firstly, mining 
activities in Sardinia have been performed for a long period on large areas and even 
modest extraction and manual techniques were able to cause major changes. Secondly, 
specialisation and modernisation in mining activities allowed intensive extraction and 
affected larger territories in short period influencing the landscapes extensively. 
Additionally, massive abandonment of mining territories after the closure of mines caused 
degradation (surface mines, underground galleries, lowered groundwater levels etc., while 
tailings and contaminating materials remained).  
Besides, the modifications of mining landscape are not only morphological. Durable 
transformations marked mining society. The mining production crushed down and the 
society was following the trend. There was no the answer to the social demands of miners' 
working class that has been just formed a few decades before. The condition reflected in 
two basic post-mining phenomena that endured until nowadays. First, mining was the 
highly developed and only industrial sector in Sardinia. Consequently, with end of 
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productive mining phase the entire economic system in the territory has fellen down lately. 
Equipped with the restless of the much-specialised structure; the entire territory was not 
able to attract new industry and business. Nowadays, the tourism is the first Sardinian 
industry89 but concentrated mostly on coastal and beach area. Later, the idea about the 
mining heritage saw the tourism as a potential for the new territorial economy. Still, it is 
not the case. Upcoming text discusses tourism industry in Sardinia as inevitable socio-
economic regional context power of commodification of the mining landscape, the 
potential same the threat (see also pp. 29-33). Second, completion of mining production 
and crash of economic system arise high unemployment with all the associated social 
impacts. Miners left the working places, settlements, and territory, as there was no job 
anymore. It was tough to find a substitute job because miners’ skills are mostly 
incompatible with the requirements of other jobs.  
A derivate of the post-mining phenomenon are petrochemical and metal industry that were 
evolving in Sardinia just after the termination of mining activity. The shift in industries has 
not kept in touch with a concept of a shared development project. The modernisation 
process was far from involving local communities and mining workforces have been 
captivated just partially (Perelli et al. 2011). The authors argue, “During the transition from 
the production phase to the contemporary attempts of heritage valorisation mining 
territories have been experiencing a loss of identity.” (Perelli et al. 2011, 206). Loss of 
belief in shared future and lack of confidence in self-organisation of the ex-mining 
territories were rooted in the period. The condition had left painful consequences for the 
decades later. Neglecting and exclusion of people’s needs continued during the rise of 
idea about mining heritage and sustained until present times. 
Finally, institutionalisation of the PGMS in 1997 (UNESCO) and 2006 (Region) had a 
consensus of many Municipalities. However, the condition of mining landscape has not 
changed much from the crisis period after the mining closure. Still, the post-mining 
phenomenon of disposal is taking advantage on socio-economical declining and 
morphological degradation. 
                                                 
89 The tertiary sector is processing very fast from the 1950s and it is obviously domination nowadays (see 
also pp. 31-33). 
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4.2 Parco Geo-minerario, Storico e Ambientale della Sardegna - PGMS: 
Mining Landscape Heritage  
PGMS embodies about 15 percent of the Sardinian territory, which makes it one of the 
biggest national parks. Eighty-one Sardinian Municipalities ratified consensuses and in 
that way involved around 35 percent of the Sardinian total population90 (Regione 
Autonoma della Sardegna - RAS and Ente Minerario Sardo - EMSA, 1998).  
Heterogeneity of geological, historical and environmental patrimony, linked by the common 
mining heritage is organised into eight areas91 as particular mining landscapes (see fig. 
41). Initially, there were thirty-seven mines distributed in seven areas. Additionally, eight 
areas represented an entity without specific sites to memorise obsidian extraction at 
Monte Archi (RAS - EMSA, 1998). The further text describes PGMS areas to only resources 
Parco Geominerario della Sardegna (2012) and official website of the PGMS. The area of 
Monte Arci is marked as area number one, situated in Central-West Sardinia and has a 
surface area of around equal to 7% of the entire PGMS. The mining district was activated 
due to discovering of large obsidian deposit around the sixth Millennium BC. Originally, 
small communities, reaching the island following the Neolithic colonisation, started the 
extraction. Men of the pre-metallurgic used raw material for the production of weapons 
and cutting instruments. The second area of the PGMS is Orani, Guzzurra and Sos Enattos. 
Divided into two parts (Orani and Lula municipalities) It occupies about 7% of the territory 
of the PGMS territory. Orani mining district has been well known since the recent Neolithic 
period for the production of precious objects, ornaments and statuettes (based on talc 
extraction, then marble and granite). Guzzurra-Sos and Enattos evidenced various Roman 
tunnels and some pits from the eleventh Century. The infrastructure of mining works is 
well preserved. The third area of PGMS is located in Central Sardinia, covers about 3.85% 
of the entire area and it is named Funtana Raminosa. The district is valuable from various 
mining, geological, environmental, historical and industrial archaeology remains. From the 
mining perspective, Eneolithic period and copper extraction had a significant role in the 
history of Mediterranean area including that zone. The fourth area is Argentiera, Nurra and 
Gallura. Nurra is the Western sector (North-West Sardinia) and Argentiera located 
                                                 
90 376 is the Sardinian total number of Municipalities and 81 Municipalities took a part in PGMS foundation. 
91 Total area of recognised as a PGMS heritage is  3770km2. The area of the PGMS never changed in 
quantity, but the composition of the eight areas had another mode: Monte Arci (the same), Orani (enlarged 
nowadays by merging with the area Guzzurra-Sos Enattos), Funtana Raminosa (the same), Gallura (enlarged 
nowadays by merging with the area Argentiera-Nurra), Sarrabus Gerrei (the same) and Sulcis-Iglesiente-
Guspinese (was one area at the beginning). Qualitative aspect is never changed, but the bases of the 
redistribution process of PGMS areas is a mystery if not political.  
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oppositely at the North-Eastern Gallura (Northern Sardinia). Agentiera is far reacher from 
the mining activity perspective than Nurra that has archaeological values. Argentiera is an 
example of excellence concerning landscape modification under the mining activity. 
Extraction has started in the Punic period, but it is a typical example of industrial 
archaeology from the Roman colonisation period (and silver extraction, lead and zinc). The 
fifth area is equivalent to 15% of the total area of the PGMS (second largest) and called 
Sarrabus-Gerrei. The most prominent silver deposit in Sardinia (not only silver was 
extracted in the zone; it also has another metalliferous deposit). Developed between 1800 
and 1900 (it is among the youngest mining districts in Sardinia) it witnessed the power of 
large-scale industrialisation. The sixth area of the PGMS is Arburese-Guspinese a bit 
smaller by area it comprehends than previous, but one of the most important regarding its 
history (and archaeology) and mining heritage. “The technological, economic, social and 
productive activities of over one and a half centuries of the mining industry have profoundly 
marked the territory and the culture of the local population” (Parco Geominerario della 
Sardegna, 2012: p.33). It is the area demonstrated the strongest link between the local 
community and the mining industry (of importance at the national level as well). The 
seventh area of the PGMS is Iglesiente, located in South West Sardinia (extension of the 
area in square kilometres is a bit smaller than previous). “Metalliferous ring of the 
Iglesiente” (most important mines for mineralisation of lead, silver and zinc) links about 
thousand-years of mining activity. On the other hand, the area testifies numerous 
archaeological findings since the Neolithic age (and through the Nuragic, Punic, Roman 
ages and medieval period) and “carbonatic geological formations which, at over 500 
million years old, are the most ancient rocks in Italy, dated paleontologically” (Parco 
Geominerario della Sardegna, 2012: p.35). Eight area of the PGMS is Sulcis (South West 
Sardinia) and it is the most significant area of the PGMS by the surface. Historically, Sulcis-
Iglesiente was an integral part. The area has numerous mining sites and mining, historical 
and archaeological importance (from the Punic period and later), then geological and 
natural. Mainly, from the mid-1800s coal mining as the most extensive and had national 
significance and broader (some metalliferous mines have important values too). 
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Fig. 41: Parco Geominerario Storico e Ambientale della Sardegna - PGMS (Source: Beretić, N.; redesigns 
just 'logo' illustrations of the areas according to the official PGMS representation) 
4.2.1 Dual Heritage Character and spatial distribution of the PGMS 
Cagliari papers (1998) testifies the presence of eight areas of the PGMS according to the 
togetherness of mining, archaeology, geology and natural elements. The mix of diverse 
heritage characters without classification helps the confusion. Theoretical framework 
argued the differences in character between mining heritage and the Geopark and 
differences appear at the national level (see pp. 21-26). Those two type of heritage in the 
case of PGMS has compatible objectives (the same, because they are not distinguished), 
but prevalently different spatial distribution. This research claims necessity for separate 
definitions for qualitative improvement of the thematic diversity of the heritage character. 
Likewise, examples of world practice (ERICH case) proved thematic links between heritage 
diversities and similarities curtail networking principle at the regional relevance. PGMS 
case shows three intersections (Fig. 42: cases A, B, C) regarding the spatial distribution of 
PGMS areas and Geopark sites. Qualitative assets are suggested for further research, but 
even in the early phase of the drafting, the intersections draw primary contextual 
differences. Case A has the highest number of intersections and represents the core of 
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the natural and cultural resources of the PGMS. Case B has more natural than cultural 
character, but the high historical importance recognised by PGMS. Case C has the weakest 
character as mining landscape (regarding the whole PGMS territory) presenting spotted 
heritage sites rather than mining territory with prevalent archaeological and natural 
features. On the other hand, the case C belongs to the only Sardinian province having 
growing demographic rate and the province with small unemployment rate comparing the 
other provinces in the region. Also, case C is the area of most intense tourism respect the 
other two cases. While being the less important area by heritage character, the area C has 
the highest general public interest in the area is present. The condition of case C could 
contribute higher probability of success while developing on existent systems and 
infrastructures (physical and human) and that share the interest in the heritage area 
and/or topic (see regional contextualisation of PGMS pp. 130-133).  
 
Fig. 42: Spatial distribution of mining areas areas and Geopark sites PGMS (Source: Beretić, N.). 
 
The further research spotlight only the PGMS as a cultural heritage fund in mining activity 
traces. Mining is the extraction of valuable minerals or other materials from the earth 
usually (but not always) from an ore body, vein or seam (coal). The framework of all 
extractive activities in Sardinia pictures figures 43. The illustration demonstrates the 
differences in PGMS areas and mining extraction organisational units92.  
                                                 
92 Few active mines remained in Sardinia, but they do not correspond the spatial gap.  
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Fig. 43: Extractive activities in Sardinia (source: amplification of Carlone, 2014; p.114) 
4.3 Abstract space of PGMS 
“Nato male, cresciuto peggio” - “Born wrongly and grow up even worst” (G.P. 
personal interview, December 2014). 
PGMS had complicated institutionalisation process, and the consequences reflect still the 
present multiple crises. The section discusses the abstract space to theoretical findings. 
Commodification factors of PGMS space as the geographical configuration of regionally 
unique heritage are related to public participation and heritage requirements. Firstly, 
institutionalisation and foundation process are discussed in participation processes. 
Secondly, governance system capacity and organisational model of the PGMS (rules, 
actors, and jurisdictions) is presented to the involvement of the public in the decision-
making process. Thirdly, urban planning policy parameters and jurisdictions of the PGMS 
are discussed in relevance to urban and strategic planning, as well as to heritage 
pertinence. 
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4.3.1 Institutionalisation of PGMS and participation process 
The section aims to find out and delineate the obstacles that usurp present and rooted in 
the foundation process of the PGMS. The chronological overview of the genesis of the 
PGMS describes the critical formalisation steps, officials and institutions that took part in 
the institutionalisation.  
 The 1960s - 1970s: Sardinian mining sector enters the crisis. The private sector is 
retreating quickly, and the public sector on Regional and State level takes over the 
interventions at the mining territories. In the course of 1970s, the majority of mines is 
closed. Degradation and decadence of the ex-mining territories marked upcoming 
decades (the first restoration works at the ex-mining infrastructures are done after 
the recognition and the foundation of the PGMS at the begging of the 2000s). 
 1975: the very first idea about recognition and conversion of ex-mining areas 
appears. Prof. Fabio Cassola has launched the idea during the conference in Iglesias, 
highlighting that the natural resource of SW Sardinia should be introduced to the 
M.A.B. (Man and Biosphere, UNESCO program). 
 1983: was the next seminar particularly regarding ex-mining areas, “Archeologia 
Industriale in Sardegna con particolare riguardo al bacino minerario”. This time, the 
idea was more comprehensive than previously. Apart from biodiversity, the proposed 
research aspects have been enlarged to anthropology, industry, geology and 
landscape. 
 1987: inhabitants of the villages next to ex-mine Arenas stood out seeking the 
realisation of some development plans (hypothesis and plans that were developed 
since 1975, but nothing indicated implementation). 
 1989 - 1991: Manifestation of interests for mining sites and activation of lively 
cultural debate about it. Promotional Committee of the PGMS idea started to gather. 
They were pointing out the need to valorise historical, cultural and archaeological-
industrial patrimony of the ex-mining sites. Eighteen members of the Committee 
signed the foundation of the “Parco Geominerario, Storico e Ambientale for Sulcis-
Iglesiente” on November 23rd, 1991.  
 1996: The Committee was missing this institutional support ever since and EMSA 
supported the foundation of the PGMS during the celebration of the centennial. With 
the institutional guarantee, the PGMS born officially. Right after, two main phases 
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were determined. Firstly, correspondent files predisposed by UNESCO were prepared 
for the inscription. Secondly, feasibility study of technical, economic and legal aspects 
of the PGMS was prepared. 
 23rd of September 1997: the RAS proposes the PGMS project to the UNESCO trough 
Italian Government and Commission. 
 24th of October - 12th of November 1997: was the General Conference of UNESCO in 
Paris when the PGMS is recognised as a pioneer of the European Geoparks Network 
and GGN.  
 30th of September 1998: Carta di Cagliari formalised national recognition in Cagliari. 
The highest authorities of the Italian government were present at the special 
ceremony: Ministry of Environment at first), UNESCO (members of the European 
Geopark Network and National Commission of UNESCO in Italy. Regarding the 
presence of the park promoters, there were: RAS, EMSA, the University of Cagliari and 
the University of Sassari93. It has already been argued that Carta di Cagliari did not 
put into practice the PGMS. It was just a first step towards operationalisation. The 
process was slow, and obstacles at Regional and local level existed from the very 
beginning. Prevalently, the barriers were political and administrative nature94 on 
Regional level, followed by lack of belief at the local level. 
 2000: Councillors (led by Giampiero Pinna) and ex-miners made efforts and 
movements regarding institutional recognition (by law) and Senate approval. 
 18th of October 2001: Ministry of the Environment formally constituted the PGMS by 
Decree about internal legislative norms. Previously, during the year, Ministry of 
Industry for Trade and Crafts gave its approval in May. Issues about adequate 
financing and the first Plan of recovery and rehabilitation for Sulcis – Iglesiente – 
Giuspinese mining area has been established. 
                                                 
93 The University of Cagliari and the University of Sassari are two existing public Universities in Sardinia 
Region. 
94 Here it is illustrated one example of the political and institutional obstacles. RAS liquidated EMSA on 4th 
of December 1998. and nominated IGEA S.p.A. for the legal entity in charge of safe-keeping activities, 
restoration and bonification activities related to the decommissioned mining areas and environment. RAS 
(Department of Industry) was (and it is still) the only authority for issuing related plans and guidelines for the 
actions. On the other hand, at the ceremony in Cagliari, the Regional Governments gave the promise to 
constitute the PGMS, but nothing happens for a next two years. A group of miners, experts and officials have 
been striking inside the mine for almost a year before Regional governments constituted the PGMS. Without 
doubting the motives and powers of the RAS, but the act of the Regional governments shows the existence 
of the conflicts related to the governance and future of the territory ever since. 
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 2004: the emanation of the PGMS Statute. 
 2017: it is today. The evaluation process of the PGMS progress is in the course 
(counting the UNESCO elevation criteria). The organisational model it is not stable95 
and adequately functional yet. 
PGMS had a final consensus of 81 local Municipality making it the most participated 
project in Sardinia. The practice showed that the participation was fictive. The durable 
institutionalisation process took about ten years. The initiators and believers in the PGMS 
idea were mainly academic and/or experts in mining engineering. The formalisation is 
dominated by the public sector. Local people expressed the need for shared future from 
the very first moment when the idea was appearing, ending the 1980s96. Involvement of 
local municipalities and the civic sector was very low and exclusive to everyday life, 
negating the public will.   
4.3.2 Governance system: Organisational model (rules, actors, and jurisdictions) and 
principles of decision-making 
Organisational model of governance structure designs the PGMS Statute97. The Statute 
defines organisation, operation and unitary management of the PGMS. Assemble of the 
Consortium mange the PGMS. The Ministry of Environment and Protection of the Territory 
with the support of Ministry of the Productive Activities98 and Ministry of Education, 
University and Research (Ministro dell’Istruzione, dell’Università e della Ricerca - MIUR) 
constituted the Consortium (Statuto del Consorzio del Parco Geominerario Storico e 
Ambientale della Sardegna, 2004). The Consortium is assimilated to the entities that 
                                                 
95 As one of indicators, just during the Ph.D. research period (2014-2017) the governing personnel changes 
quickly. For example commissioner replaced two times. Currently, for almost a year the PGMS is without a 
director. It is not the first time that happens. It influences the efficiency of the PGMS. 
96 The miners’ movement in Arenas area from 1987 explicitly shows the existence of the will and the need 
for change perceived by the inhabitants. It took a long decade before they have been asked for an opinion 
about PGMS idea for a first time. At the end of 1990s and beginning of 2000s, Boggio, F., Sistu, G. and 
Stanzione, L. conducted a research based on 113 interviews with miners and 25 interviews with relevant 
actors (officials, enterprise managers, social and cultural associations). The miners’ perception of the 
‘environmental recovery project’ pointed out clearly the economic difficulties, low entrepreneurship and 
tradition of foreign/external capital (private or public). The research also delineates a disappearing of the 
mining social tissue and of a certain lack of confidence in the territories’ capacity for self-organization. Aside 
this research, another full participative initiative (systematic inclusion of the inhabitants’ opinion from the 
beginning) in the scale of PGMS is not found.  
97 The organisational structure bases on primary sources, PGMS Statute from 2004 and its amendments 
from 2016. Additionally, interviews done during the field research (2014) are the source of the conception 
and discussion.  
98 The Ministry of Productive Activities existed until 2001. It was the Ministry of the Industry, Trade and Crafts. 
Later, the Ministry of the Economic Development is compounded in 2008. It realises its jusrisdictions in the 
field of industrial politics, international trading, communication and energy. Ministry of Communication and 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs are indipendant, complementary sectors that exist nowadays. 
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research the field of science and technology. The composition of the Consortium’s 
Assemble is as follows (Statuto del Consorzio Parco Geominerario, Storico ed Ambientale 
della Sardegna Adeguamento al Decreto del Ministro dell’Ambiente e della tutela del 
territorio e del Mare, 2016): 
 The Local Municipalities with a share of 51 % (in total, 81 Municipality that singed 
Carta di Cagliari). Any Municipality has different share, respectfully to the historical 
and environmental value99 of the heritage that belongs to the administrative territory 
of the Municipality; 
 The overall percentage of four Provinces is 39 %. The criterion for internal division of 
the stake is always historical and environmental value of the heritage (Cagliari 29,65 
%, Nuoro 5,15 %, Oristano 2,86 % and Sassari 1,34 %); 
 University of Cagliari and Sassari are represented with a stake of 5% and; 
 Private institutions that are achieving their goals in the social field or having the legal 
scope take part with a stake of 5 %.  
Visual representation of the PGM’s governing structure illustrates the figure 44. The visual 
representation contributes the comparison with other organisational models about the 
elaborated world practices (see chapter pp.64-104). The superiority of the public sector is 
evident in represented structure. Analysed cases of World practice showed different 
organisational models, but responsibilities about the heritage management and making 
decisions always have a local character. Prevalently, NGOs are governing the process in 
collaboration with the public officials. The PGMS governing structure does not recognise 
the civic sector, and it is utterly absent from the Consortium that has full decision-making 
powers. Art.no. 4 from the institutional decree (2001) highlights the necessity for the 
collaboration between the Consortium of the Park and the local authorities about the local 
management and within the framework of strategic planning (mentioning public sector, 
not civic). The life has not inhaled a network since then. However, the PGMS’s Statute 
guarantees the participation of the citizen’s. Directive Council evaluates participation 
modalities of formal and non-formal groups. The associations have the right to submit 
instances, petitions and propositions and later, PGMS Consortium defines the forms of 
those intentions. Conclusively, PGMS supports and promotes a consultative way of 
                                                 
99 It is not defined how the the historical and environmental value is measured, the assumption is that it is 
the number of present mines at the administrative territory of the Municipality (or Province, in following 
bullet).  
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participation. To enhance the activation of the territories and strengthen collaboration with 
the communities, PGMS Consortium created few Associations to take concrete actions100. 
They have several media, scale and scope of the actions. Not all of them have the same 
impact on the territory. Alongside PGMS Consortium, nine local communities are involved 
about the Associations, mainly from the Sulcis area (6/3). Prevalently, they are museum 
structures serving touristic or research horizons. Among listed associations, for example, 
it is not listed the Association “ONLUS Pozzo Sella - per il Parco Geominerario” - Pozzo 
Sella. It is the first association founded in 2001 aiming to implement the activities 
compatible with the principles of the Carta di Cagliari. The association implements 
activities in the cultural domain and the field of the social solidarity. It is still active, and it 
includes the highest number of people (miners) in the projects (concluded from the in situ 
research).  
Subsequent research of the particular Municipalities’ websites101 shows nonappearance 
of particular sections that occupies about the PGMS at the local level. In practice, local 
community manages just one of the sites (Miniere di Rosas), and others are ‘sub-manged’ 
by the PGMS Consortium. The city councillors directly manage the activities (and the 
programming) at the local level of the PGMS areas. Other times, the activities are entrusted 
to the cultural councillors (section for the culture and tourism). There are no people 
specialised nor trained for the heritage topic. Engagement at the local level and taking 
responsibilities about heritage is left to personal conscience. Making decision process 
dominates a political sector (municipal councillors) under educational and cultural sectors, 
even if one of the main bases of the PGMS is research and knowledge. 
The training for the personnel regarding heritage topic specificity missing the personnel of 
the PGMS too. The personnel is composed of full time employed a director, commissioner 
and two head officers (the administrative and environmental engineering sector). Another 
four-person is employed with a part-time status (eight people in total).  
                                                 
100 From the official site: http://www.parcogeominerario.eu 
101 Sixteen sites are included in web-research (April - May 2015). Two sites are chosen for any of eight areas 
being part of the PGMS. The criterion for choosing the Municipalities was the percent of share in Consortium 
and proactivity. Gained picture during the field research encompassing the whole PhD period, was the 
measure of proactivity for particular Municipality (primarily, interviews with the city officials and actors 
related to the PGMS activities). 
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Fig. 44: The governance structure of the Parco Geominerario Storico e Ambientale della Sardegna - PGMS 
(source: Beretić, N., based on PGMS Statute from 2004, its amendments from 2016 and interviews 
conducted during the field research 2014). 
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In conclusion, the problems of governing and implementation of mining landscape 
continued after the institutionalisation. Operational capacities and institutionalisation of 
the PGMS (and execution, later), did not meet their recalls jet. Moreover, the tertiary sector 
has no direct influence and has no right to express the voice of the public in the official 
making-decision process. 
4.3.3 Urban planning and policy parameters about the PGMS 
PGMS is a global-local potential that should celebrate local culture on a global level 
(Beretić et al., 2015). Accordingly, PGMS jurisdictions must meet both, peaks and 
intermediate levels. The double scale of PGMS means global responsibilities and 
requirements to UNESCO heritage status, their integration and coordination to regional 
(national) plans and policy, and finally integration of local planning parameters whit the 
development plans of mining landscape. The section favour only discussion about urban 
planning parameters and scaling (as the matter of competences). The section summarises 
findings of relevant national and regional documentation applicable to PGMS jurisdictions 
and coordination (environmental risks, security and bonification of the decommissioned 
mines and ex-mining territories).  
Departing document referent to the planning of Sardinian mining landscape is “Il Piano 
Regionale delle Attività Estrattive - PRAE L.R. 7 giugno 1989, n. 30, art. 6” (Plan of 
Regional Extractive Activities, 2007). A comprehensive document from 2007 censuses 
Sardinian querries giving an overview of norms, cadastre, mineral resources (geological), 
the relation of extractive activities with the environment, recovery, reuse and valorisation 
of litological resources, valuation of environmental impacts, and available techniques. The 
document announces 47% of total extractive activities out of operation102. Inactive mines 
are categorised in three sections mines with vigilant status make 40% of the total, mine in 
the process of closing or 31% of the total and dismissed mines making 28% of total103 
(PRAE 2007). Half of the plan refers to environmental risks (inferences of Agenzia 
Regionale per la Protezione dell’Ambiente della Sardegna - ARPAS, articolo 2 della Legge 
Regionale 6 del 18 maggio 2006 e s.m.i.) and it is strongly connected to the PPR (Piano 
Paesaggistico Regionale - Regional Landscape Plan). Unfortunately, the PPR considers the 
coastal area, not the Sardinian inland. Moreover, it has strategic rather than operative 
                                                 
102 Historical dismissioned mines are 39% and 61% querries and in dismission process are 54% of mines 
and 46% of quesrries (Plan of Regional Extractive Activities, 2007). 
103 Also, the category of suspended mines exist making the full 100%. 
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character. However, the art.47 of PPR defines areas intended for environmental recovery 
(section 1. srt.62:) and mining landscape are listed in the section: 
“Identity systems: Areas characterised by historical settlements. No.2: The 
specialised work centres distinguished by mining and industrial villages and villages 
constructed in reclamation processes and agrarian reforms during the 1800s and 
the 1900s“ (PPR, 2006; p. 57; author’s translation)104. 
Metalliferous zone at SW Sardinia “Piano Paesaggistico Regionale Scheda d’Ambito N° 7 
Bacino Metallifero” (Metalliferous basin refers to the Sulcis-Iglesinte area) is described as 
one of the twenty-seven sections presented in the PPR.  The area recognised by PPR covers 
three of eight PGMS areas (the borders are barely different). The text dedicates to 
degradation, environmental risks and recovery. 
Another regional planning instrument is “Piano Regionale di Gestione dei Rifuti. Piano di 
Bonifica Siti Inquinati” - Piano Bonifica (Reclamation Plan of Pollution Sites in the Sardinia 
Region) and t is the subject of the Valutazione Ambientale Strategica - VAS (Strategic 
Environmental Assessment).) The plan identifies 169 mines of the PGMS’s areas “without 
Monte Archi and Gallura because they are open cast mines, not mines”. (Piano Bonifice, 
2003; p.4-53). The plan cites elaboration, approval and updating reclamation plans for 
polluted areas as the Regional competences to art18 del D.L.n.22/97. Another set of 
regional competences are to enable guidelines and criteria about security predisposed for 
approval of the projects (Piano Bonifica, 2003). Withal, planning documentation does not 
fix the realisation period of bonification project mining landscape should realise. 
“Mining sites were classified as sites to reclaim in "medium-term" period, without 
explicitly mentioning the evaluation criteria that determine this choice” (Piano 
Bonifica, 2003; p. 2-5; author’s translation)105. 
Furthermore, regional censuses on mines demonstrate a variety of number and definitions 
about dismissed mines (Piano Bonifice, 2003 - 169 mines; CRENoS, 2008 - 383 sites 
including not just mining sites; Plan of Regional Extractive Activities, 2007 - 277 mines 
with vigilant status, in the process of closing and dismissed; APAT 2009 - 427 
decommissioned mines and less than 200 completely abandoned106). Probably 
differences in some listed mines are the consequences of a variety of the research scope, 
                                                 
104 Original text: “I centri specializzati del lavoro si distinguono in villaggi minerari e industriali e villaggi 
delle bonifiche e delle riforme agrarie dell'800 e del '900” (PPR, 2006; p. 57). 
105 Original text: “i siti minerari vennero classificati come siti da bonificare a "medio termine", senza tuttavia 
che fossero esplicativamente menzionati i criteri di valutazione che determinano questa cselta” (Piano 
Bonifica, 2003). 
106 National census is previously explained in chapter two. 
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but there is no coherence of information. On the other hand, the dossier submitted to 
UNESCO (1998) and a feasibility study (1999) discuss the perimeters107 of eight PGMS 
areas rather than mines. At the beginning, the dossier presented thirty-four mining sites of 
imperative108. Nowadays 52 mines are listed as PGMS heritage (official website109). 
Official maps produced by PGMS for the touristic scope list 49 mines (including Monte 
Archi). Secondary sources110 individuated 25 mines of primary importance and 35 mines 
of minor significance, but influential to the wholeness of the extractive activities in 
Sardinia. Withal, the information of some mines appertains the PGMS is not coherent.  
4.4 Regional contextualisation of PGMS and Perspectives 
“Sardinian mining territories are the most depressive in Europe” (personal interview, 
G.L.P. April 2014). The depression has various aspects, prevalently socio-
economical, continues the respondent.  
The section considers socio-economic realities in the interface with the mining landscape. 
Condition and potentials of tourism economy follow the demographic situation. The 
tourism does not strongly influence mining landscape, but it is the most potential 
commodification factor and the first regional economy and the research reasoned regional 
resources that share an interest with the mining landscape as the potential for joint 
development.  
Provinces, where the most prominent part of the Sardinian mining landscape is situated, 
are the lowest populated and have the most negative increase rate (also the percentage 
of new citizens is the smallest). The unemployment rate is the biggest in those areas. 
Prevalent economic activity is services (but very few in relation with the other provinces), 
then the industry (petrochemistry mostly) and agriculture at the third place (see Fig. 45). 
                                                 
107 Some other documents deepen the perimeters, too. For example, “il Sistema Ambientale della Sardegna” 
extends environmental research on Sulcis-Iglesiente and Guspinese areas updating the perimeters (see 
more at: http://www.sardegnaambiente.it/index.php?xsl=612&s=160190&v=2&c=4806&idsito=18).  
108 Four of them are marked as active. Mine Masua - it is out of function (Iglesiente area of the PGMS). Mine 
Monte Sinni - the only one still active carbon mine (Sulcis area of the PGMS). Mine Sa Samatta - feldspat 
mine still active (Orani- Guzzurra, Sos Enattos area of the PGMS). Mine Silius - still open mine of fluorite, 
barite, galena and calcite (Sarabus-Gerrei area of the PGMS). 
109 As the Carta di Cagliari and Dossier submitted to the UNESCO are the only official comprehensive 
documents, the website is the only resource that should be relevant for updating (still, field research 
demonstrated the present information not always coherent). 
110 The comprehensive book about Sardinian mining landscape (the third edition) published with the 
permission of PGMS (Mezzolani and Simoncini, 2007). 
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Figure 45: Provincial distribution of population in Sardinia Region about PGMS (elaboration of Beretić, N. to 
ISTAT data for 2015, while occupation by economic activity is elaborated from RAS, 2016) 
 
Mainly, Sardinian tourism is coastal. Most of the mining landscape situates in the coastal 
area, but tourism does not influence it in a high percentage. Existing social capital of the 
civic sector about tourism is low. A few associations are acting fragmented and only in 
short terms. Their activities dominate natural area tourism: walking/hiking associations, 
cultural associations, agriculture and gastronomy associations, or other voluntary 
activities. The order of listed associations is hierarchical, by the number of registered 
associations and its activities realised during the year. The most prominent number of 
activities are excursions, daily activities, or, from time to time, weekend events. Events 
that last for more than two days are even rarer and if present, they are festivals like music 
or film. Cross-sectoral cooperation is sporadically present. All listed activities are 
compatible with the mining landscape. The problem about tourist flows and activities is a 
seasonal character111 (calculated from source: ISTAT, 2016). Although tourist flows and 
activities in Sardinia are seasonal, they can shade the life of the local inhabitants. The 
experience of place and temporality is the crucial issue and the central struggle to cut 
across. The experience of the everyday life of the inhabitants112 must be protected during 
                                                 
111 Number of people triples during the season, from June to September. 
112 The population of the city, in the other words, the people who ‘live the city’ are divided in a several ways 
(Cecchini and Canonaos, 2010). Firstly, inhabitants - those who live there at night and those who live there 
during the day (and those who work there). Then, consumers appeared as a supplement to those ‘daytime 
inhabitants’ from pre-urban areas - the population included over users of the various urban services and 
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the whole year. To have everyday life experience and avoid ‘the kiss of death’, we have to 
have everyday life activities, not just seasonal. Sardinian contexts requests considering 
heritage tourism in mining landscape interface rather than avoiding it. Economic activity is 
willing to ensure everyday life. Embedding heritage tourism as a local economy with 
cultural value and not predefined space, heritage tourism is the possible commercial driver 
that could celebrate the heritage and foster local economy, all year long. Heritage tourism 
should not be the only economy that rules Sardinian mining landscape, but anticipating is 
inevitable because the tourism politics are regional sharing the PGMS space. The 
anticipation of potential problems and negative consequences to the everyday life of the 
inhabitants helps to balance resources, blueprint and process. 
 
 
Figure 46: PGMS about other natural resources of Sardinia Island (source: Beretić, N.). 
 
Apart from the predominant coastal tourism, other regional resources in the interface 
between tourism and mining landscape are natural resources and areas of general public 
interest. 
                                                 
tourists also, so-called the city users. Then, the third generation of the population is composed of those who 
come to work in the city, spend some time there and consume the city, but who are from other places, 
sometimes far away. Therefore, raises the question of who is really the local community? It does not give a 
membership of "local community" to every individual of these population groups. They belong to different 
groups, in different times and places, and sometimes even in the same place. Tourism makes conflicts 
between tourists and the indigenous populations. It is a complex relationship, with possibilities for new 
citizens, too. All those population typologies are potential, not the presence of the Sardinian mining 
landscape. 
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The distribution of the resources about the PGMS shows the figure 46. The intersections 
of particular areas between PGMS and natural parks, coastal system, protected systems 
of flora and fauna and areas of general public interest (common goods) are possible 
starting points for networking and collaboration. This argument can have the double 
benefit for the PGMS. Firstly, sharing interests in the area and sharing or integrating 
activities that are taking same, can multiply the benefits to place. Secondly, existing 
activities that already are functioning could be the starting point, to offer extended 
activities (by time or/and area). To achieve this, cross-sectoral collaboration and 
engagement of few local peoples' assistance are crucial. All these potentials are just 
complementary regional resources in interface discussed in the context of jurisdictions 
about networking that PGMS should have. Integration of potentials ought to come after 
the vision about mining landscape, and those are just latent fulfilments to vision. 
4.5 Local practices about the PGMS 
The Sardinian practice already showed the detachment of the people from the landscape 
and dominance from top to down process.  Economics of the research process does not 
allow elaboration of all PGMS cases (81 Municipality and total 383 sites). Local practices 
are preferably exemplified to demonstrate two ‘extremes’. The first case is Sos Enattos 
mine at the Lula Municipality and the second is Il Camino minerario di Santa Barbara. Two 
cases involve miners in distinct ways, but take place in the mining landscape and evokes 
involvement of local people. Exhibited examples of local practices are the result of in situ 
research. 
The first exemplified practice refers to the Municipality of Lula and Sos Enattos mine and 
begins with the last field research (November 2016). The sociability of the Sardinian 
mining landscape is a vast potential, and it is argued already. Usually, the local people 
react positively when a stranger comes and introduce itself as a PhD student doing some 
research. The vast majority of the respondents showed interest in participation and 
respect towards education and science. Conducting the semi-structured interviews in Sos 
Enattos mine, among others the question ‘how to ensure employment opportunities 
appropriate for the development’ has captured the intention of a respondent. He proudly 
explained that we are maybe not colleagues, but we occupy the science also. Geophysics 
and semiotics experts are very interested in setting up a research base in Sos Enattos, he 
continues. Natural settings of the area ensure the best location for seismic measurements 
on a national level (without possible conflicting consequences with the heritage). The 
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initiative started about ten years ago, but they still did not get all necessary permissions to 
conduct such research. 
“Gravitational Wave detectors and Seismic Noise studies” (email from 02.07.2017.) 
Eight months after the interview, the email titled as above arrived. A proud miner sends an 
invitation to the event that he was occupying. The example is selected as an innovative 
exception of local practices that can be in congruence with the mining landscape. On the 
other hand, the practice showed the involvement of local people. Although the mining skills 
have a little in common with the seismic waves113, the case shows interest, the capacity 
of the adaptability and attachment to innovation. The practice demonstrated that if the 
mine is a loveable place, liveable is the field that the inhabitants are ready to negotiate. 
PGMS has to be flexible and able to recognise and support all ‘possible impossibilities’ 
that contribute to the local life. 
The second exemplified practice refers to a project “Il Camino minerario di Santa Barbara” 
(Mining route of Sent Barbara114) by association Pozzo Sella (started in 2015). It is 
selected because it has a vision about the shared future. Historical, cultural, 
environmental and religious itinerary (250 km long) follows the ancient miners’ routes 
through the Sulcis, Iglesiente and Arburese-Guspinese area of the PGMS (Fig. 47). 
                                                 
113 Miners’ skills are about the earth, but particular. They are capable to hear the internal cracking of 
chestnut tree construction and feel the crush of a gallery before the moment. The experience learned them 
to save a life, but it is not the consequence of the semiotics. 
114 Sent Barbara is the Sent that protect also miners. 
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Fig. 47: The itinerary of the project “Camino minerario di Santa Barbara” (source: Beretić, N.). 
 
This example has many faces115, but its excellence is a participatory process. Visioning 
about shared future involved miners and local people from the beginning of the project. 
Voluntary research of territory, decision-making and implementation process have a 
familiar character until nowadays. Miners guide through their past lives and memories in 
the form of informal education about the mining landscape. The route calls for inter-
                                                 
115 Firstly, the project funds for the touristic scope in front of the place development, but it is not ignorant 
towards the place and it promotes the memory of place. The project rises and it is promoted ever since as 
sanctuary path, then miners’ memory integrates. These decisions can be the consequence of available 
budges as it is the case with a range of contemporary projects. However, it is a unique practice because 
recognised values about long-term sustainability of the mining landscape and there is no similar shared 
investment in PGMS territory. 
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sectoral collaboration too. On the other hand, it is the most participated, formalised activity 
at the PGMS territory. The project showed the interest of many actors quickly to continue 
the initiative, and formalisation step followed. The foundation was established on the 
initiative of Pozzo Sella in December 2016 including twenty-one local community and other 
three members. This local practice is significant potential, and hopefully, the growing 
interest in the project will not overshadow the miners. 
4.6 Summary 
The chapter analysed mining landscape in Sardinia as regionally unique heritage and 
influences of abstract space to people. The context of mining landscape before the 
institutionalisation of the PGMS explained morphological and socio-economic 
consequences of the post-mining phenomenon. Analysis of the PGMS heritage and critical 
issues to character continued the discussion. Institutionalisation process, urban planning 
and policy parameters with a governing structure explained administrative and legislative 
obstacles and jurisdictions about PGMS body highlighting the continuous missing of public 
participation. Contextualisation of PGMS gave a picture about socio-economic realities in 
the interface with the mining landscape. Ultimately, two local practices are exemplified.    
Obsidian extraction (around six millennia BC) is the first mining activity known in Sardinia 
(Parco Geominerario della Sardegna, 2012). Large-scale territorial specialisation in mining 
started from eighteen century. Approximately, one-third of the Sardinian population 
became the specialised working class of a miner (Sella, Sella, Q. in Silverstri & D’Onorfio 
and Vannini, 1987). Mining activities were more or less continuous and under the foreign 
private capital until the 1960s and then, the crisis initiated. Mining sector survived only 
through public intervention (Perelli et al. 2011), but in a few decades, most of the mines 
became inactive. Commonly for most of the European post-industrial territories, the most 
prominent characteristic of the post-mining phenomenon is the disposal of spatial 
dynamics and socio-economic crisis (Gambino, 2001; Wirth, Černič Mali and Fischer, 
2012). Many mining settlements were depopulated quickly after the closure of the mines 
and only oversized dilapidated ex-mining infrastructures remained. The ex-mining territory 
did not change much from the crisis period. During the termination of mining activity, as a 
derivate of the post-mining phenomenon, petrochemical and metal industry were evolving 
in Sardinia, but the industrial shift was not about the shared development project of the 
ex-mining territory, far from involving local communities (Perelli et al. 2011). Loss of belief 
in shared future and lack of confidence in self-organisation rooted in the period. Loss of 
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identity endured up to present, as the most influential contextual character of the post-
mining phenomenon. 
Preservation of memory about mining activity was a primary objective to establish the Geo-
mining, Historical and Environmental Park in Sardinia - PGMS. Eight areas dispersed on 
the Island define the PGMS named Mote Archi, Orani, Guzzurra and Sos Enattos. Funtana 
Raminosa. Argentiera, Nurra and Gallura, Sarrabus-Gerrei, Arburese-Guspinese, Iglesiente 
and Sulcis. The research showed the spatial distribution focused on mining heritage. 
PGMS is a regionally unique resource memory about mining activity, but definition and 
linking of the recognised patrimony are highlighted as necessary for the future progress. 
Dual heritage status (mining landscape and Geopark) demonstrated filature in description 
and expression of the values and confusion about PGMS heritage (previously funded in 
theory as a threat). Furthermore, administrative and legislative documentation showed 
non-coherent information and elaboration regarding only mining heritage category. Thus, 
research concludes urgent specification, valorisation and classification starting from the 
local level (and with local people: the miners).  
Complicated bureaucratisation process took about the ten years and still drains the most 
of PGMS’s occupations. Elaboration of the institutional landscape stressed out ignorance 
of everyday life. PGMS manages the Council composed as follows: 51% 81 Municipality 
(officials), 39% Provinces, 5% Universities and 5% private institutions. The Council support 
just informative and consultative participation (controlled) and the civic sector is officially 
excluded from making-decision process. The top to down institutional approach has to 
change towards recognition of people and bottom-up local practices. Subsequent research 
of the particular Municipalities’ websites shows nonappearance of particular sections that 
occupies about the PGMS at the local level. The city councillors directly manage the 
activities (and the programming). Other times, the activities are entrusted to the cultural 
councillors (section for the culture and tourism). There are no people specialised nor 
trained for the topic. Another fundamental obstacle in PGMS development points out lack 
of anticipation about mining landscape and foundation of the PGMS with the open 
question of ‘innovative co-planning’. According to regional planning parameters, PGMS has 
the freedom to choose a thematic of development priorities and strategies. The 
documentation gravitates bonification of landscape due to pollution from extractive 
activities, but without strictly requesting it as prior nor defining time bound to the 
implementation. Thus, planning and policy parameters do not require the top to down 
approach. Moreover, PGMS has to take responsibility to help integration with proper local 
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plans. Thence, a collaboration of PGMS Consortium and local communities have to list 
precisely the heritage. Valorisation of the sites have to follow the guideline: a) allow the 
mining park to draw up the park plan (la n. 394/91), b) introduce a precise reference about 
the mining park to Codice Urbani, PRAE and PPR to ensure heritage requirements and 
prevalence of urban plans, and c) return to the agreements with the communities, 
individuals or associations (permanent participation), and municipalities because heritage 
requirements must be included in municipal regulatory plans116 (ISPRA, 2008). 
PGMS areas have the most prominent decrease rate of the population; unemployment is 
the highest and existent economic activity (the first is services) is very few in relation to 
the other Sardinian provinces. Consecutive elaboration on socio-economic condition 
relates to interface with join regional resource as development potentials for the heritage 
tourism. As the tourism is still low in mining landscape, the discussion is preventive to ‘kiss 
of death’ paradox about the heritage.  
Lastly, the section exemplified two cases of local practice, both initiated by another subject 
than PGMS and both of them somehow survives during years and include miners. The first 
case (Sos Enattos mine, Lula) is spot activity related to mining only through the area it 
takes place. It is not a bottom-up practice, but met the local interest and created hope in 
future. The second local practice (Il Camino Minerario di Santa Barbara) is an example of 
a bottom-up initiative from the civic sector, connected with miners’ and mining landscape. 
However, research showed (all, theory, international cases and PGMS practice) recognition 
and support of local practices among the primary tasks for the PGMS. 
5 REPRODUCTION OF THE MINING LANDSCAPE IN SARDINIA  
The chapter proposes the model for reproduction of mining landscape in Sardinia to 
heritage topic particularities, and contextual place specificities. The chapter is a discussion 
about productive synthesis and visioning bases on previous elaborations, findings, goals 
and the hypothesis of the research (Fig. 48). 
                                                 
116 Without skipping the Piano Urbanistico Provinciale - PUP. 
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Figure 48: Synthesis of the research process, settings and previous findings (source: Beretić, N.). 
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So far, elaborations of the Sardinian case from the theoretical perspective of ‘production 
of space’ (Lefebvre, 1974/1991), place identity and cultural landscape gave inputs to the 
reproduction model. Theoretical background resulted in the qualification of PGMS 
character and set of evaluative and transformative criteria and attributes. Transformative 
criteria give domains and conversion components for the PGMS to shift the practice of 
semi-perceived, pseudo-conceived and mostly lived to perceived, conceived and lived 
mining landscape in Sardinia. Evaluative set of criteria and attributes gives the tool for a 
typology of mining landscape funded in cultural potentials and place identity. World 
practices cases (European Route of Industrial Heritage and three Japanese cases: 
UNESCO World Heritage Silver Mine and Cultural Landscape, UNESCO Global Geopark, 
UNESCO World Heritage Industrial heritage) gave good examples of organisational 
structure and confirmed recognition and inclusion of local communities in making decision 
process vital for production of places for living and heritage conservation. Comprehensive 
elaboration of mining landscape in Sardinia show dose assertions problematic. Abstract 
space (bureaucracy and economy while mining activity was performed) has modelled the 
landscape ever since acting top to down and excluding needs of everyday life. Another 
difficulty PGMS case funds in heritage conception and it's duality character that never 
reached dialectical relationship. UNESCO ratified universal value of regionally unique 
resource of geo-mining, historical and environmental entity due to landscape memory of 
mining activity. Perimeters rather than sites define the heritage physical space. Emerging 
problem on both, regional and local level is lack of valorisation and categorisation of the 
heritage. Regional uniqueness is the exclusive quality of mining landscape in Sardinia, but 
only after the place is recognised, the success of the regional network is possible (ERICH 
case clues the same). On the other hand, both, theory and practice, showed place identity 
central for reproduction of mining landscape in Sardinia as the research hypothesis 
argued. Finally, previous findings imply two refinements of the model for reproduction of 
mining landscape in Sardinia. Firstly, by deepening the mining heritage components, 
number and character of mining places and including people (at first miners) in the 
process of making places. Including people and strengthening of local communities is a 
way that created place can be both, liveable and lovable. Secondly, relationships among 
places will produce functional units based on everyday life practices. Thus, the existence 
of eight mining areas is questionable. In fact, the process of these two refinements should 
keep together.  
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Proposal for reproduction of mining landscape in Sardinia manifests the figure 49. Mining 
cycle symbolically illustrates the model to mining activity cycle. The mining cycle consists 
of four steps: available land resources (selection of landscape), exploration (research that 
takes about ten years), production (construction and mineral extraction) and closure 
(reclamation and monitoring follow). The cycle is finished in Sardinian case. From the 
aspect of mining cycle logic, lived space is still about the closure period, perceived space 
is about exploration, and conceived space is about reproduction. The reproduction process 
should restart landscape modification from the present mining heritage about past mining 
activity and use the cultural potentials and scientific knowledge before activation of the 
tourism industry. The approach enables new place identity and shared future of mining 
landscape and heritage protection funded in everyday life activities of inhabitants’, above 
all, miners. 
Theoretical findings showed lived space about local knowledge, activities and meaning 
and the reproduction model suggest participation for the process to determine this 
dimension of the mining places. This research argues participation indispensable but 
recommends more research on all mining places to make conclusions (this is not the 
research task). Theoretical imputes about perceived space determine it about jurisdiction 
and operationalisation, while conceived space is about strategy and organisation. The 
reproduction model proposes reconsideration of PGMS as the body responsible for the 
heritage of perceived space grouped in two classes. Firstly, the research advocate shift 
from top to down to bottom-up planning development approach. Having said that, PGMS 
have to map, recognise, select and support local initiatives and adapt the coordination to 
local practice needs. Besides, it should take advantage of a compatible regional resource 
that already operates successfully. Secondly, coordination of planning and policy 
parameters of relevance to the mining landscape heritage. This task has to merge the 
planning options and legislation from local to regional (or national) level. The plans 
harmonisation have to track the UNESCO requirement too. Some guidelines referent to 
current planning framework is already explained while picturing the planning parameters 
context of PGMS (see pp. 123-125). 
The chapter elaborate in further text conceived space to theoretical principles of cultural 
landscape and criteria for a typology of mining landscape. The first subsection elaborates 
socio-cultural components and values and perception & aesthetic attributes. The second 
subsection discusses territoriality of mining landscape through modalities of linkage the 
mining places. 
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Figure 49: Reproduction of mining landscape in Sardinia (source: Beretić, N.). 
5.1 Mining Landscape in Sardinia: places in making 
Mining landscape in Sardinia to cultural landscape theory defined socio-cultural and 
perception & aesthetic criteria. Identifying the characteristics and the system of relations 
about the mining landscape should be conducted with local people. Recovery objectives 
of the mining landscape should follow the will of the local community and approach to will 
embed the concept of shared future and long-term sustainability of the heritage.  
“Place itself is the present expression of experience and events and of hopes for the 
future” (Relph, 1976, p. 33). 
By associating human and overall environmental relationships in a setting, places are 
various experience phenomena of the characters that different places connected to 
particular locations, activities (or events), and time (Wuisang, 2014). Perception & 
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aesthetics of landscape attributes are the synergies of the visual image of place and 
experiences (activities and meaning). Those identify nature of place identity and territorial 
continuity of linkage (a plurality of places).  
5.1.1 Typology of mining places in Sardinia 
The section deepens components of spatial-functional criteria for mining landscape 
typology analysed to cultural landscape concept and mining activity as cultural value of 
mining landscape in Sardinia. A typological approach to reproduction of Sardinian mining 
landscape is both, innovative and based on existent guidelines. The research shares 
typological approach from the “Guidelines for landscapes of Extractive Activities”117 
(Carlone, 2014), but it recognises additional values of primary importance. The essential 
difference is that guidelines “exclude the complex peculiarities of the historical-cultural 
heritage, in particular, the Geominerary Park” (Carlone, 2014; p.114 - author’s 
translation118). The scope of the guidelines are feasibility of the recovery objectives that 
require verification to structural factors and characterisation the site. Correspondingly, the 
guidelines of the typology focus on development scenarios designed to general 
environmental condition of the Sardinian landscape without concerning the heritage 
values as starting setting. This research does the opposite. It focuses on previous steps of 
identifying the characteristics and the system of relations about the mining landscape 
(historical-cultural, economic-social and environmental) and improving the values. Figure 
50 summarises criteria and attributes of the cultural landscape typology (see pp. 33-39) 
in relation with place identity (people and place). 
                                                 
117 The chapter is a result of collaboration between RAS and University of Torino. The general topic of the 
two-year research is guidelines for industrial landscapes in Sardinia (Cassatella, Cinà and Gambino, 2014). 
118 Original text: “senza approfondire le complesse peculiarità del patrimonio storico-culturale, in 
particolare, del Parco Geominerario”(Carlone, 2014; p.114).  
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Fig. 50: Criteria attribution to PGMS: clutural landscape and place identity criteria (source: Beretić, N.). 
 
The proposed typology has two steps and two sets of criteria (socio-cultural and perception 
& aesthetics). The first step considers mining activity prearranged landscape patterns, the 
interaction between abiotic and biotic components with cultural elements. Two types of 
interactions are a) between factors of mining activity with the landscape (abiotic and biotic 
phenomena of primary and secondary landscape structure) and b) position of the 
settlement(s) in created landscape matrix. The exit of this step is spatial-functional 
patterns to memory of space and existence of lived space (abandoned settlements are 
excluded as derivate) in PGMS (existent mining landscape matrix as heritage classification 
tool and part of design inputs for new public spaces). The second step has to be the 
product of collaborative process to define perception & aesthetic values of place with the 
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inhabitants, miners at first place (because the mental image designates meaning and 
codes of place identity). Physical and mental image of place compose attributes of 
perception & aesthetic values. Sometimes the values can overlap. The exit of this step are 
elements of crucial importance; existent mining landscape patterns as heritage 
classification tool, part of design inputs for new public spaces and inputs for linkage of 
places. 
5.1.1.1 Socio-cultural components and values 
Mining activity has been performed in Sardinia from the ancient times. Mining industry for 
the first time became an official regional strategy in eighteen century, and the beginning 
mining consensuses started in the 1720s and 1740s. However, individual attempts from 
the 1700s shifted during the second half of 1800s when the mining became 
systematically developed large-scale industry (and with the Industrial Revolution, in 
European terms). Extractive activities have never been superposed with the other 
economies, particularly the agriculture that it is significantly more diffuse in the Sardinian 
territory (Mezzolani and Simoncini, 2007). Mining landscape memorises all those traces 
represented trough spatial-functional patterns. Thus, mining activity and knowledge are 
departing landscape structure. The first step of the typology proposes the logic of mining 
engineering to read the landscape. Correspondingly, Sardinian mining landscapes can be 
sorted out in four main categories that create landscape matrix: extraction techniques, 
processing of the ore, exchange route (transportation system of minerals) and waste 
(deposited and water). Landscape matrix in mining landscape forms respectfully to the 
presence of the mineral and chosen technique for the extraction. The extraction is directly 
dependent on the presence of minerals. Extraction activities regarding eight areas of the 
PGMS are:  
1) Monte Arci - obsidian extraction and the first extractive activity ever known in Sardinia 
(pre metallurgic period); 2) Orani, Guzzurra, Sos Enattos - talcum, feldspar, marble and 
granite presence119 and extraction of lead, zinc, and silver at the Sos Enathos; 3) Funtana 
Raminosa - primary copper mines, then iron and carbon; 4) Argentiera, Nurra, Gallura - 
lead, zinc, copper and, silver especially during the Roman period and also iron, later; 5) 
Sarrabus, Gerrei - silver (Sarrabus) and antimony (Gerrei), then tin and iron; 6) Arburese, 
                                                 
119 PGMS documentation argues that the area has an importance from the Neolithic period for the 
elaboration of various precious objects, religiously, ornamental and statuettes including the Mother 
Goddess.  
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Guspinese - galena, blende, and goethite minerals (lead, zinc, tin and silver), then 
crystalline like quartzites and more 7) Iglesiente - metallurgic ‘ring’ of lead, tin, zinc and 
silver, but the south of the area intersects with the palaeontological carbon layers; 8) Sulcis 
- the most prominent carbon extraction and secondary importance has the extraction of 
the lead copper, phosphorus, and arsenic. In conclusion, the presence of the minerals is 
connected with distinguishment of the eight PGMS areas, but the geography of the location 
plays a role too.  
Mines and opencast mines120 are primary and secondary extractive activities in mining 
engineering terminology. Opencast mining consists of an artificial surface excavation of 
considerable size (in Sardinia they are more superficial, not extremely deep), visual and 
environmental impacts. Mines are underground excavations trough galleries with wooden 
construction (chestnut three121). Carlone (2014) says that Italian law makes the only 
difference according to the extracted materials. The extraction of construction materials, 
coloured lands, fossil flours, quartz, siliceous sand and stone of different qualities use the 
opencast technique. Underground excavations or mines extract metals, graphite, fuels, 
salts, precious stones, talc and lithographic stones. Mining is far complex activity, and 
often both, opencast and mines are in use parallel. If we think about the difference, it is 
localisation (Carlone, 2014).  
Firstly, the research proposes typology around the extraction techniques in the function of 
positioning in the morphological context. Six essential categories exist (fig. 51). Attentively 
to the morphological positioning, most of the Sardinian mining landscape are coastal, and 
then mountain mines. Opencast mining has no particular importance by itself; significant 
landscape modifications by opencast mining are parallel excavations with the 
underground mining. Both, underground and opencast mining examples are few in plain 
land, and they follow underground mining122 in Sardinia.  
                                                 
120 Opencast mining considers also alluvial mining, but not part of the PhD as it is not technique used in 
Sardinian practice. 
121 As it is already argued, for the “security” reasons (alarming more than secure). 
122 Important landscape’s modifications by rock excavation at the plain land in Sardinia refer to the Pisan 
and Roman periods. From the large-scale industrialisation period, plain mining is important for the Sulcis 
area and coal mining (another example is mining of ferrous minerals at the mine Salaponi, belonging to the 
Arburese-Guspinese area of the PGMS) 
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Fig. 51: Extraction techniques typology that is shaping the landscape matrix of mining place in Sardinia 
(source: Beretić, N.). 
 
Secondly, the processing of ore (vein or steam), starts after the drilling and blasting 
(previously manufactural activities in ancient times); grinding and crushing operations. The 
last phase is separation, refining (cleaning) and sorting, works prevalently performed by 
woman and kids in Sardinia. Distribution (overseas) was the next phase because farther 
elaboration in not done in Sardinia (‘raw’ mineral were exported). Leftovers of external 
mine facilities mark the mining landscape related to the processing of minerals. Heavy 
liquid separation was not typical, but electrolysis plant exists at Monteponi for example. 
Likewise, ovens do not characterise Sardinian mining landscape, but mine of Baueddu has 
them.Those extreme examples are important to ’preserve’, but they have no relevance for 
the typology and enter the category ’other buildings’. They can be positioned everywhere 
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and can have any shape. Among all external mining facilities, two outstanding 
architectures mark all mining landscape making it recognisable (in Sardinia); a shaft (for 
man and mineral) and washery (fig. 52). These spot elements of the Sardinian mining 
landscape matrix can have a different position. Mine shafts depend on ore position and 
excavation technique, and they are mountain elements. Washeries are the last step of 
minerals’ processing, and they are localised closest to the distributional spot. In Sardniain 
case washeries are placed next to the ports (if the mines are coastal and massively, they 
are) or otherwise they are at the ’entrance’ to the mine’s complex. Usually, washeries are 
on the plain terrain, but few examples demonstrate object physically rely on hills or 
mountains (such as La Marmora).  
 
Fig. 52: Stylized illustrations of processing elements: pozzo (shaft) and laveria (washery) of a mine and 
positioning in Sardinian mining landscape (source: Beretić, N.). 
 
Thirdly, The private capital of foreign investors drive the mining in Sardinia until the sector’s 
crisis (during the 1960s) and minerals were distributed not only to Italy, then Belgium, 
England, France and other European countries from the investor origin. Sardinia is an 
island and no matter where the mine is located, the port designates exchange route (as 
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the geological composition of the rocks enabled coastal mines’ localisation). Ports can be 
different by shape and size, vary regarding the coastline and natural characteristics such 
as underground rocks, winds and other, but enormous potential as public space remarking 
intermediate space between sea and land. Ports that have been serving for mineral 
exchange were places of work, action and interaction and requested big space for access 
to cargo ships from the sea and loading from the land. Ports that have been used for the 
mining purposes are highly inactive in the present times. Two particular instances of 
Sardinian mining ports differentiate from the others. The first one is a port of Argentiera 
mine. Very small in size and shallow, but the very unusual element is ‘lake’ in the middle 
of the dock. The minerals were washing there before further distribution in the past. 
Another outstanding example that we almost cannot name port is Porto Flavia. It is an 
astonishing piece of art of mining engineering, the direct access from the coastal 
mountain’s mine for loading the materials on the boat. The second element of exchange 
route is a railroad. The small gauge train with wagons (once driven by children) was a 
means of the raw material’s transport (and transportation form the inland mines). 
Alongside port as punctual mining landscape element, the linear rails design a Sardinian 
mining landscape. Mountain mines characterise presence of helping facilities (external), 
served as a direct transportation system from mine on higher elevation to the buildings 
served further ore processing (particularly washing) that were localised on a lower 
elevation. Not all mountain mines have it, nor they are sufficient element to base on 
typology. They are visually unpleasant infrastructural elements, yet many other helping 
facilities such as machinery or objects do it (fig. 53). 
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Fig. 53: Exchange route elements of the Sardinian mining landscape, ports and railroad (source: Beretić, 
N.). 
 
Fourthly, waste is an unavoidable product of the mining activity. Deposits of extraction 
activities and polluted water are essential issues about mining activity. All three previously 
explained elements of mining landscaped matrix produce diverse ‘waste’. The waste is 
separated from the mining activity component and dynamic because it is where the 
environmental topic became the most sensitive (but the quarries and processing of the 
minerals did similar damage). The criteria for selecting the two components of waste 
(deposits and water) is the simple difference in space occupation. The deposits employ 
the space another than the mineral extraction, and it is an additional problem of 
excavation analogous to the ‘holes’, but convex landscape districts, with a higher 
concentration of pollutants and less stable land (in erosion terms). Contaminated waters 
influence vast territory also effecting not directly exploited land.  
The PRAE identifies the Sulcis-Iglesiente-Guspinese and the granite quarries in the 
province of Olbia-Tempio as particularly critical. Art.42 and art.43 of PPR give directions 
about the contaminated areas. Unluckily, considering the just coastal area, PPR divides 
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the regional territory into landscapes promoting the restoration of the original state of the 
sites, in the creation of new compatible landscapes with the environmental context (priority 
of silvicultural cultivation of autochthonous vegetable cover and restoration work for 
hydrogeological recovery). These directions encourage collaboration of the Region with 
local authorities for a redefinition of the most appropriate use and potentials for economic 
development. Restoration of environmental impairment due to abandoned mining 
activities, in addition to reclamation, safe-keeping and recovery operations, should 
preserve where possible the historical and cultural identity of the landscape for 
environmental tourism enhancement (PPR, 2006). These directions clue two issues. 
Firstly, tourism is the only imagined territorial economy (without doubting its importance 
and powers in Sardinian context, but it’s mono-functionality) and secondly and more 
importantly, local communities (their needs and will) are not recognised. However, 
undetermined deadline, the unclear hierarchy in regulation, and jurisdictions for the 
recovery project was the topic of the previous section. The research considers the pollution 
impacts and environmental recovery as central, but not exclusively limiting activity nor 
insurmountable problem. The pollution is an obvious condition, and environmental 
restoration has to be an integral part of the development scenario of harmonised 
transformations of the mining landscape for people123 and with a goal of shared future124.  
Deposits (tailings, dumps, leach residue or slickens) of extraction activities and polluted 
water as the components of mining landscape matrix have strong spatial influence (fig. 
54). The districts of the position of the deposited material are in direct relation with the 
excavation and then processing (all the phases). Consequently to the intensive and long-
term mining activity, the deposits in Sardinian landscape somehow grow into constitutive 
morphological element making a visual completeness of the place (one of the outstanding 
examples is Argentiera). The polluted waters change the landscape as a linear element, 
but profoundly pervading all the landscape structures and also out of area marked by 
mining works. Primary polluted waters appear during the excavation, and then during the 
grinding and ore separation. Affected waterways are surface and groundwaters. 
Accumulation of surface water sometimes arise naturally, but otherways artificially lakes 
documents external mining facilities. 
                                                 
123 Nature is in danger, but it is not a problem of nature. The natural selection is a cruel process where survie 
only the strongest and the most adjustive to evolve. Sooner or later, but the nature will always find a way. 
The man has a problem with autodegradation of its living environment. 
124 The environmental recovery same as the tourism cannot be monofunctional vision about the future 
without another goal than reclaiming degraed lands.  
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Fig. 54: Principal components of the waste in the Sardinian mining landscape; typology elements: deposits 
and polluted waters (source: Beretić, N.). 
 
In conclusion, the interaction between factors of mining activity with the landscape (abiotic 
and biotic phenomena of primary and secondary landscape structures), four main 
categories that make the landscape matrix: extraction techniques, processing of the ore, 
exchange route (transportation system of minerals) and waste (deposits and polluted 
water). Mining activity as socio-cultural component produces a landscape matrix as 
demonstrate figure 55. The interaction distinguishes elements in coastal, plain and 
mountain mining landscape. Illustration of landscape model includes ‘other objects’ and 
‘helping facilities’ to represent the existence of many secondary elements of mining 
infrastructure. They are needed for the wholeness of mining landscape matrix, still not of 
such essential particularity to determine a mining landscape and are not included as 
typology element. Furthermore, all six types (with two variations in opencast mining) of 
extraction techniques are represented in the illustration, but the research recognises the 
difference between opencast and underground mining and includes these two types. 
Moreover, many of opencast extractions were the consequence of underground mining. 
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Finally, extraction technique conditions presence and distribution of all elements. Coastal 
mining landscapes are complete representatives of the mining activity. Mountain mining 
landscapes follow. Plainland mining landscape in Sardinia are rare and depended on 
mining infrastructural elements of other spaces, (the materials were transported as soon 
as they have been extracted). Ergo, less important than the previous two cases. 
 
Fig. 55: Sardinian mining landscape matrix and its components (source: Beretić, N.). 
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Defining mining landscape matrix in Sardinia is the first part of the first step towards 
determining socio-cultural component values of Sardinian mining landscape. Another 
fundamental element is a settlement and the positioning in the mining landscape. The 
mining settlements are the consequence of the mining activity. Some are constructed for 
the mining purposes125, while the others are transformations of rural or agricultural 
villages into mining settlements126. Another type is coastal mining settlements127. Those 
villages demonstrate until nowadays the disconnection with the inland territory because 
they raised to be reached by sea (Mezzolani and Simoncini, 2007). Other times, mines 
were employing the people from surrounding villages, and those settlements had the low 
impact of mining activity. Mountain mines are the majority of the examples of settlements 
for uso civico (civic use)128. Mining settlements have diverse origins, localisation, size, but 
the particular organisation of the space. ‘Habitat minerari’ generally are low ‘family’ 
houses (otherwise ‘dormitories’), narrow and curve streets and one or a few main ways of 
connecting with others settlements (Mistretta, 1986). The needs of immediate and 
intensive extraction conditioned constructed in short periods. Opposite to the oversized 
mining infrastructure positioned on the ground respecting the mineral deposit mainly 
underground, the settlements were prevalently planned129. A square next to the main road 
and basic service facilities were arranged with the first houses. The internal organisation 
of the mining settlement mirrored social statuses. Houses for workers sometimes even 
separated ‘imported workers’ (Mezzolani and Simoncini, 2007). Directive house and 
houses of the ‘managers’ were constructed to demonstrate the powers and often are 
worthy architectural artworks. They should also be considered as an ‘other objects’ in the 
typology of mining landscape memory. Another precious aspect of those houses witnesses 
is living the multiculturalism. The construction styles testify control of Sardinian mining 
landscape by foreign capital ever since. These issues about cultural exchange are 
additional values of the PGMS and must not be lost nor forbidden. In the occasion, the 
blooming periods and high capital periodically shaped all the villages by the trend of 
external cultures. Buggeru is an example of excellence. Ending the 1800s, French 
                                                 
125 Sometimes in very different periods, for example Iglesias is constructed in 1200 and Carbonia in 1938 
(Mezzolani and Simoncini, 2007). 
126 For instance, Gonnesa was the agricultural village and Fluminimaggiore, Arbus and Villacidro were rural 
villages (Mezzolani and Simoncini, 2007).  
127 Such as examples are Masua, Nebida, Buggeru and Argentiera. 
128 Villasalto and Lula are examples. The difference mining activity influence and place attachment exists 
even among them.  
129 San Giovanni is the oposite example of mining settlement grow up spontaneously, but it represents the 
minority.  
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technicians also brought their ‘lifestyle’. Musical bands and theatre were performing the 
repertoires according to Parisian fashion. Even show store was arranged in French style 
(Sella, Q. in Silverstri & D’Onorfio and Vannini, 1987). The municipal website of Buggeru 
still has a section dedicated to the “la piccola Parigi”, that is how it was called in the period. 
This information sometimes is possible to find, but most of the times are not. The 
settlements are about the life. On this point, the socio-cultural components and perception 
& aesthetic values overlap and rise the urge of participative valorisation of mining activity 
traces as places of living and loving. The typology has to be produced with inhabitants, but 
miners at first.   
Mining settlements were constructed fastly, based on mining activity. Monofunctional 
mining industry helped the same extremely rapid and complete abandonment, no matter 
how important was the previous life of the settlement for the mining activity. The examples 
of those settlements are Arenas and Ingitosu (Mistretta, 1986; Sanna, 2014). The 
settlement is abandoned quickly regardless the importance for mining activity, and it also 
clues another issue. The abandonment was quick and complete regardless social values 
and experience about space. Arenas are the place where the strikes of miners held, but 
use the value of space lost from the exchange value opponent. The historical experience 
teaches us that those two spaces have to balance and collaborate for the long-term 
sustainability of the mining landscape. Preventing loss of mining heritage the PGMS should 
firstly concentrate on live space and people rather than restoration of buildings and 
polluted environment. It does not mean that the physical marks of abandoned settlements 
are not important heritage component not that quality of the environment is not the quality 
of life, not at all. It is just about the priorities. Tangible heritage can be degraded more or 
less, but intangible heritage, experience and genius loci diapers with the abandonment. 
Sardinia has an exclusivity that miners are still alive and this treasure must not be wasted. 
Having said that, mining settlements have diverse origins, localisation and particular 
organisation of the space (correspondent to the size of settlement), but the most valuable 
criteria to start with is lived space, and then all the others. Figure 56 symbolically 
summarises the criteria because the abandoned or lived is proposed criteria and the 
others are sub-criteria. Mainly, coastal settlements with mining origin still living places. 
Prevalently, mountain settlements with mining origin are completely abandoned. 
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Settlements transformed with the appearance of mining activity are few as the settlements 
for ‘civic use’ without transformation130.  
 
Fig. 56: Sardinian mining settlement types (source: Beretić, N.). 
 
Organisation of space is not considered in the scheme because the scale and size of the 
settlement vary by case131. On the other hand, it is a space for participative valorisation.  
Seemingly, objective urban analysis of tangible heritage components could be strongly 
related to the experience of space. Relating mining settlement to the lived space the size 
and organisation can directly affect lovable space and place attachment. The bigger 
settlements had more facilities, services and more developed ‘cultural’ life as the Buggeru 
example demonstrates it. Those are the memories and experiences of the miners who 
lived the time and space. They are the ‘fire’ to preserve instead of ‘worship of ashes’ 
(Gustav Mahler) and participative valorisation have to recognise it.   
                                                 
130 Field research showed that those are also missing ‘pride’. 
131 The research economy does not allow it.  
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5.1.1.2 Perception & aesthetic attributes 
Image of space is physical and non-physical (mental image). Cognition that forms the 
mental image of the environment is perception, coding, memory and judgement (Altman 
and Chemers, 1980). Extracting the components and attributes of the image from previous 
findings of the space production, measuring the perception & aesthetic values should be 
easy because all the attributes are measurable (fig. 57). 
  
Fig. 57: Physical image and non-physical codes of space (source: Beretić, N.). 
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Associating the elements from typology with the criteria of the physical image the outcome 
are a physical image of mining landscape. The research examined just three attributes of 
distinctiveness and continuity criteria of readability component for the research economy 
reasons. The selected criteria are the most appropriate for the next phase of linkage 
because the selected criteria allow the reading of mining landscape patterns easily. It is 
possible to read the mining landscape patterns, trough safety & cleanness or comfort also, 
but it is not the research’s focus because they are less related to marks of mining 
landscape and assigned meaning about the mining activity. Figure 58 illustrates the 
possible relations of mining landscape patterns (spot, line and area) based on the physical 
image. Bold cross marks represent the elementary category of the element and another 
cross mark the potential. In such a way, mine is a district, but galleries are the linear 
element by itself. Ports are linear elements, but they can have value as a district in the 
case of preserved unity with washery or other mining infrastructural items.  
 
Fig. 58: Sardinian mining landscape pattern of the physical image (source: Beretić, N.). 
 
The settlement is included as one of the elements even though all other elements can be 
read on the scale of settlement. The settlement should remind us on Buggeru example 
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and community’s cultural interpretation. The mine is about the earth, but genius loci also 
contain the sky, mortals, and divinities (Heidegger, 1971). The research wants to recall the 
mortals as divinities, firstly miners then inhabitants and their norms, values and non-
physical codes. Figure 58 symbolically illustrated physical image and mining landscape 
patterns because criteria are propositions to be verified with the people who designate the 
meaning to their spaces. We can map behaviours to know local activities and measure 
individual, common and public sociability (friendliness and hubs) and meanings (love, 
pride, happiness and loyalty) by proposed elements of typology. That way the outcome is 
predefined by the element observed, measured and/or experimented. Storytelling is 
complicated to measure but a willing tool to find out the cultural lore, ceremonial areas, 
invented boundaries132, myths and stories about the mining life value for the people who 
are living the place. Particularly, values of a heritage sometimes are hidden and if 
preserved in everyday life maybe do not reveal the true nature and reason of the meaning. 
An example of common meaning and non-physical code of space are places of waiting for 
the miners back home. ‘Chasing the spirit’ of mining landscape memory as heritage value 
have to result in a network of physically hidden elements of space. Spatial elements from 
the one side, such as Routh of miners going to the work in mine or places of hope and 
waiting for them back home. Spatial experiences from the other side, such as ‘I remember 
the first time when I used dynamite’ (C.S., personal interview, April, 2014) or ‘trembling of 
hand amortising the hit of poll pick’ (E.C., personal interview, April, 2014). Social engaged 
public art could be a tool helping the sustainable reproduction (innovative re-
contextualization and interpretative provision) of everyday life in this phase of typology. 
The inclusion of people in all processes and bottom-up approach is important for 
sustainable shared future, but from the heritage values aspect, possibility of reading the 
non-historical codes of mining place disappears when the last miner dies. And the process 
is irreversible.  
5.2 Territoriality of mining landscape in Sardinia: plurality of mining places 
 „...and dreams that you dare to dream really come true“ (Harburg, 1939) 
The missing conception of mining landscape and need for innovative co-planning different 
from the fixed plan of territorial coordination stated delineated the techno-economic 
                                                 
132 Field research technique through participant observation using coding and memory include: traditional 
boundaries (natural, language and invented), pathways (in relation to food, water and shelter), ceremonial 
areas, biodiversity, battlefield sites and spiritual landscapes (Wuisang, C. E. V., 2014; after Malonda 2007). 
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feasibility study with the legal framework (Programs S.p.a. and UNICA, 1999). The absence 
of such a plan burdens PGMS until nowadays. The research emphasises urgency for 
strategic priorities and unique governance of the harmony at different scales. It can hardly 
happen without visioning and envisioning mining landscape as a common dream about 
the future. From the perspective of PGMS’s jurisdictions, the first scene about the dream 
has to be seen through at least two lenses. Mining landscape as a regional unique cultural 
resource is hyperopia lens. It demands valorisation, categorisation and linkage between 
determined components. Visual order, signs, and urban codes of the mining landscape’s 
past lives. They are predetermined and we ‘just’ need to learn how to read and reinterpret 
them. Reading is about the uniqueness of ex-mining places. Hence, myopic lance 
requisitions the recognition, inclusion and support of local community instead of top to 
down process PGMS demonstrates ever since the foundation. Only in case of parallel 
processes (bottom up and top to down), the dream is about the shared future. Another 
challenge of dreaming the dream is reinterpretation or links among the heritage 
components and territorial equity. The specific situations should take on the value of 
anchor’s centrality, while thematic and spatial routes rediscover the generative values. 
Redesign of the territorial matrix to strategic places and opening up favourable 
opportunities for the involvement of the internal territories bring the contiguity trough the 
nodes of the matrix. Connecting the small hamlets and rural residential areas to anchors 
already situated in urban structures, services and supporting facilities could be innovative 
territorial logic. Allaying the logic on diverse spheres, it contributes sustainability by 
enhancing the public spaces and representative places; it serves environmental 
restoration and safety, it helps recovery and innovative reuse for some monumental 
structures and pathways related to the mining landscape memory. Projected towards the 
inhabitants has to be extraordinarily dynamic and vital. Only constant adjustment and 
redefinition could cause the system’s overall change to meets a plurality of places and 
culture-led governance. In a territorial system, PGMS must reorganise and manage its 
components: the structural aspects, its institutional purposes and the rules governing the 
action, its documentary collections, the expertise, the new technologies the equipment, 
the financial resources133, and so on. This proposal of new territorial logic invites rethinking 
                                                 
133 For example, programs such as GAL (I Gruppi di Azione Locale) - local action groups offer the 
opportunities. GAL is Sardinian local development program 2014-2020, groupings of partners representing 
both rural populations through the presence of local public authorities (municipalities, provinces and 
mountain communities), and the organizations of private investors (see more at: 
http://www.regione.sardegna.it/speciali/programmasvilupporurale/leader/i-gal). The program is for 
territorial development generally, but some overlapping areas could joint visions. 
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the existence of eight mining areas and solicits the hierarchy among all mining sites 
recognised by both, PGMS Consortium and local municipalities. 
Dearing to dream is about conceived space, but the dreams that ‘really do come true’ are 
about lived space. The Incarnation of the dreams in Sardinian practice stands for 
coordinating the mining landscape as the unique regional heritage, but PGMS have to 
support the bottom-up practice at first. Planning parameters about mining heritage are 
referent to local initiative not excluding top-down action, but it has to be at least 
collaborative product. The word Masteplaning is used to define Masterplans (respecting 
the existing planning practices worldwide), the overall structure of public space concerning 
lands use and physical plan of constructed and open space. Appropriate for the mining 
landscape, it has to include a superposed layer of any media that feeds brain and 
emotions. Equally, precinct plans have to define characteristics of a community area and 
guidance for the development of joint interests. Design criteria and outcomes have to 
reach agreement on templates and rules about making of places (urban design codes). 
Consistent applies to streetscape plans and strategies. Listed plans are relevant to 
Sardinia134, but master planning is the closest to the ‘piano urbanistico’ (urban plan). For 
example, streetscape strategy135 could be seen as a plan for on-site interpretative 
provision such are road and hiking signals and other interpretations of mining memory. 
Suggested plans recall few possibilities of scaling from the local level to lower level plans. 
The master plan of mining heritage on the local level could include all these components. 
However, PGMS have to take over the task of update the status of planning measures and 
to check up on the efforts made by local councils to bring their planning measures in line 
with the guidelines of the Masterplan anent to implementation. This step is crucial, a step 
which transforms conceived visions, feasibility studies, guideline plans, local strategies 
and steering documents to suitable operational expression. Countless planning 
documents felt this pivotal step (Preite, and Francovich, 2009). 
5.2.1 Linkage of mining places 
Linkage of mining landscape has to base on typology outcomes (participative valorisation 
process). Thus, figure 59 drafted just a possible example of metaliferous ring area136. 
                                                 
134 Listed plans are the practice in Europe and North America. 
135 Strategy or plan that would be an equvivalent to lower level plan such a „piani particolareggiati“ (plans 
for specific area). 
136 The interrelation and priorities of places are modification of previous ressearch of the author Otteli, 2013 
about the Sulcis-Iglesienete-Guspinese area of the PGMS. The knowledge about space is borroved, but it is 
recontextualised for the research purposes.  
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Anchors, thematic and regional route are conceived according to world practice of ERICH. 
The criteria for its selection in Sardinian case stemming from typology to select the 
Anchors. The Achor should serve as cornerstone places. Places are meant the once that 
are lived, have the most elements of the mining landscape matrix and elements create a 
complete physical image (readable, comfortable and safe & clean) and places that miners 
and inhabitants codify as the meaningful. The illustration drafts the possible anchors 
where the solid filed are more important than an empty circle. Arenas are abandoned but 
important and Piscinas the same. Nebida is a potentially important place of living, but for 
example Iglesias and Buggeru have a primary spatial-functional value of mining activity 
traces until the miners and/or inhabitants do not confirm the opposite). Thematic routes 
are extractions and connections of the mining heritage elements of diverse places 
recognised through both, physical patterns of mining landscape and designated by miners 
and inhabitance as meaningful.  On the on hand metallurgy route through contemporary 
diverse mining areas is one possibility. However, other more challenging is to think about 
immaterial routes like the collective memory of protests (Buggeru the first strike of mining 
working class in Italy and Arenas as a place of protest in the period of PGMS idea 
conception). This is just one example, but all cultural routes should be considered as 
thematic routes (also material thems like craft and other). Regional routes conception is 
the most material, about physical mining infrastructure of importance for mining 
landscape and physical connections. Same like the previous steps, the linkage is not fully 
possible without participation. 
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Fig. 59: Principles for linkage of mining landscape in Sardinia (source: Beretić, N.). 
5.3 Summary 
The chapter acts instead of discussion merging the theoretical framework and lessons 
learned from elaboration of international practices to condition of mining landscape in 
Sardinia and PGMS. The discussion is organised to the research proposal reproduction of 
Sardinian mining landscape in the domain of place theories. Refinements of the proposal 
demonstrated conversion of PGMS’s semi-perceive, pseudo-conceived and mostly lived 
space possible. The reproduction model showed dependent relation to place identity, 
public participation and recognition of everyday life activities of the inhabitant (ex-miners). 
It contributes the interpretative, evaluative and transformative value of the mining 
landscape in Sardinia. Urban design and urban planning theories gave inputs for Sardinian 
mining landscape as living place and possibly lovable. Visioning about the shared future 
of mining landscape from the planning perspective have to include inhabitants and face 
two problems: a) political-territorial nature and b) landscape-planing nature. On the other 
side, the model based on cultural values enabled room for diversity, place identity and a 
plurality of places as the long term-sustainability of the mining landscape in Sardinia. 
Figure 60 summarises the reproduction of mining landscape in Sardnia. 
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Fig. 60: Summary of the model: Reproduction of Mining Landscape in Sardinia (source: Beretić, N.). 
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6 CONCLUSION 
The research examined mining landscape in Sardinia (Geo-mining, Historical and 
Environmental Park in Sardinia - PGMS) as a place for everyday live. Developed within 
theoretical framework of production of space it challenged place identify and public 
participation in heritage conservation. Topic-specific theoretical principles and cases of 
practice has shown central role of everyday life routine and public participation in making-
decision process for long-term sustainability of the heritage. Comprehensive elaboration 
of mining landscape in Sardinia confirmed domination of abstract space (bureaucracy and 
economy - mining industry in the past) that has modelled the landscape ever since. 
Exclusion of local communities from making-decision process existed even before 
proclamation of the heritage and institutionalisation of the PGMS continued the practice, 
without inclusion of civic sector. However, the research delineates crucial to distinguish 
everyday life and public participation concepts, and dialectical relationship between them. 
Theoretical findings demonstrated everyday life concept composed of identities, activities 
and images associated with the local picturing the idea of space. Furthermore, place 
identity makes three components image, activity and meaning (pride, love, happiness trust 
and other). Thus, the reproduction is of space happens when everyday life of inhabitants 
(used values) dominates abstract space of bureaucracy and economy (exchange value). 
On the other hand, public participation in making-decision process appear insufficient for 
reproduction of space if the local community is just a stakeholder. Only stage of public 
participation that can ensure reproduction of space in everyday life routine that has a 
power to make decision (and realise it). Elaboration of three international cases (Japanese 
cases: Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine and its Cultural Landscape, Oki Island Global Geopark 
and Hagi - Meiji Industrial Revolution World Heritage) demonstrated validity of the 
argument in practice. Governing system of all three recognises and supports local 
community (in different modes). Governance structure of all three cases is inclusive to civic 
sector, but public will wins against the system just in case of Iwami Ginzan. Hagi and Oki 
Island are heritage places for living, operative systems that ensures minimum for surviving, 
but local pride and sense of belonging differs Iwami Ginzan from other cases. Finally, 
theory and practice confirmed research hypothesis true. Reproduced of space is possible 
only if the heritage is both, place for living and loving. Sardinian mining landscape have to 
shift the practice towards recognition and strengthening the local community instead of 
neglecting the needs of everyday life. Recognition and strengthening the local community 
does not guarantee success, but it is a necessary minimum. Otherwise, the best scenario 
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of investment in top to down institutional monopolism could produce positive image of 
heritage to visitor measure and heritage as an industry. Without local people, particularly 
miners’ experience, there is no love nor local culture. The PGMS reflects the potential for 
saving by using local culture. On the other side, cultural potential constantly risks the 
forfeiture being perishable and non-renewable resource. Preservation of miners and their 
experiences have to be the highest priority to their ravishing existence is only an ephemeral 
quality. The development approach concerning the already abandoned ex-mining 
settlements asks another strategy than reproduction of space to preserve the heritage. 
Both theory and practice, suggest territoriality of place-specific identities. In the dolmen of 
place theories, place identity and production of space concept argue space as abstract 
more abstract than a place. On the other hand, primarily growth of the urban geography 
discipline introduces geographical imagination of space or territory as a unit of the plurality 
of places. Investment in the system of places is more vital for the long-term sustainability 
of the organism. The practice of ERICH case study gave a good example about heritage 
networking principles (Hagi as well, but still less successive). Having said that, Sardinian 
mining landscape is unique regional resource composed of site-specific habits at the local 
level. Exclusive heritage character completes an extended historical period of mining 
activity (about six millennia BC) and landscape memory all around the island. These 
features make PGMS heritage of exceptional value in European and national context. It 
remains for PGMS a cultural potential immortalised on the paper. In Sardinia, the 
tendencies of reproduction of mining landscape as a regionally unique plurality of places 
met the need of valorisation and affirmation of the local cultural identity. PGMS considered 
the regulations governing PGMS heritage, never how to govern 383 ratified sites disperse 
in 81 local municipalities (by occupaing about 15 percent of the total island’s territory). It 
turns out about thirty-five percent of the total population of the island participated the 
project, but documentation shows only administrative territories involved. Anyhow, the 
research has urged that the valorisation and categorisation be handled quickly. A proposal 
for spatial-functional typology (and linkage of places) illustrated the process to cultural 
landscape theory. The inclusion of people, miners at first, is fundamental in the process to 
define perception & aesthetic attributes, than socio-cultural values (for the planning 
perspective, typology phases has an opposite order or are parallel). Dialectial 
relashionship between place and network deepends on place identy. Finally, the 
relashionship implies priority of local dimension and bottom up approach to conservation 
and sustainability of heritage. 
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We can conclude that research elaborated transformative paradigm of mining landscape 
in Sardinia trough mixed-used method. After the definition of problems and potentials, the 
character of qualification to spatial triad described mining landscape in Sardinia. 
Productive synthesis of theoretical findings and international practices complemented the 
guidelines for the Sardinian case. Reproduction model illustrated components to the 
interpretative, evaluative and transformative value of mining landscape in Sardinia. Place 
identity (bound of place and people) is vital for reproduction of mining landscape in 
Sardinia as a place for living and loving. The development principles of focused rethinking 
the heritage conception on the regional level, but starting from and with the local 
community. Research suggests more amplification of everyday life practices for a 
particular site of the mining landscape in Sardinia. 
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